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Outstanding service cited

Local Tourism
Commission,
Chamber bid
Chrisman 'bye

Plant cited for formaldehyde spill
at Calvert City's GAF facilities
CALVERT CITY, Ky. (AP) — The state Department for Environmental Protection has cited a chemical plant for failing to
report its leak of an odorous liquid for several hours and for
degrading the water in the Tennessee River.
A hearing will be conducted to examine the charges against GAF,
which allegedly let 4,500 pounds of colorless formaldehyde spill last
Thursday. State officials said there was no evidence of any health
threat from the spill.
GAF spokesman Edward Novotny said authorities were notified
promptly about the spill.
The liquid started leaking from a treatment area of the Calvert City
plant about 8 a.m. and plant workers did not detect the leak immediately because other chemicals masked the smell, department
spokeswoman Lou Martin said Wednesday.
The chemical flowed through ditches to the GAF waste-treatment
plant. The liquid killed bacteria that are used in the treatment process and was discharged into the river, Ms. Martin said.
GAF stopped operating the treatment plant at 4:25 p.m. Thursday
and had not resumed full operation by Wednesday, she said.
The state ordered GAF to pay its cost of dealing with the spill. The
citation alleges that GAF did not report the leak until about 6:30 p.m.
Thursday and that it exceeded the pollution limits on its treatment
plant, in addition to degrading the water.
Paducah's water system was shut down briefly on Thursday
because the intake point is about 16 miles downriver from the plant.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A convicted cocaine trafficker who says he
helped the Contras smuggle drugs into the United States claims he
also made payoffs to officials in Cuba and the Bahamas to carry out
his business.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration wants Pakistan to
explain an attempt to export a type of steel used in uranium enrichment, an effort that seems part of the Islamabad government's drive
to build nuclear arms.
GRAND BORNAND, France — Twenty bodies are found and a
search continues for 28 more missing vacationers feared caught in a
"tidal wave" of mud that swept over an Alpine campground.
WASHINGTON — Federal inspectors are looking for possible
"underlying flaws" in a flurry of safety breakdowns at Delta Air
Lines in recent weeks — all seemingly unrelated except that they involved pilot mistakes.
COLIMBIA,S.C. — A federal bankruptcy judge who appointed an
independent examiner to oversee PTL's financial reorganization offered a suggestion for boosting revenue at the ministry's Christian
theme park: Charge admission.
LONDON — Three centuries after Oliver Cromwell ordered the
destruction of Shakespeare's playhouse, an American actor is
prepared to start building a new Globe Theater 200 yards from the
site of the original.
SAN SALVADOR — Six American military personnel were killed
today when their helicopter crashed in a rainstorm just outside San
Salvador, a U.S. Embassy spokesman said.
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Subscribers who have -not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3 30 p m Saturday
ore urged to call 733.1616 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours - • a.m.-3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday,•am.- 12
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Forecast
- Tonight: Mostly clear. Low
around 70. Light wind.
Friday: Partly sunny and
hot. High in the lower 90s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for hot days and warm muggy
nights during the period. Highs
will be mainly in the lower 90s
with lows 65 to 75.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley
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The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and the Murray Tourism Commission held a tribute
luncheon for Ed Chrisman Wednesday at the Seven Seas Restaurant. Chrisman has announced he will retire
from the chamber and the tourism board at the end of July. Helping pay tribute at the luncheon were, from
left: Jackie Weatherford, chairman of the Murray Tourism Commission; Deanie Chrisman, Ed's wife; Ed
Chrisman, and Sid Easley, former president of the chamber.
Staff photo by Scott Wilson

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
• Many local businessmen and
dignitaries turned out Wednesday
at the Seven Seas Restaurant for a
tribute luncheon fol Ed Chrt 4rnan
Chrisman has announced that he
will step down as the Director of
the Murray Tourism Commission
and Director of Membership and
Marketing for the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce at the end of this
month.
"I am going to go home and take
care of my wife Deanie.•• said
Chrisman. Mrs. Chrisman has
been struggling with an illness for
the past few years.
After the lunch, Sid Easley, filling in for Chamber president
Harold Doran, presided over the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Administrators propose sweeping legislation
From Matt. AP report.

The Kentucky Association of
School Administrators has a wish
list of legislative proposals designed to spur further efforts to improve education in the state.
KASA Executive Director Kenneth Johnstone said the momentum to improve education in Kentucky can continue, but the effort
for that goal must be maintained.
"Certainly, if we've got
anything to do with it, we're going
to keep it on the front burner,"
Johnstone said.

,;onnsione acknowledged
Wednesday that the package
covers a wide range of proposals
that probably cannot be implemented all at once.
"It is hard to project if the
package will be successful. It
would definitely be beneficial."
said Doralyn Lanier, director of
curriculum at Murray Independent Schools. "We hope the state
will look at this package with all
seriousness."
Jack Rose, superintendent of
schools at Calloway County was

unavailable for comment.
"We didn't see any way that
they (lawmakers) could afford
something like this all at one
time," Johnstone said. "It was our
feeling that a legislative package
ought to be the ideal that we strive
for."
The group's4-member board of
directors, which unanimously approved the proposals June 26, also
did not really consider their financial cost or implications.
Johnstone said.
Some of those costs could be

substantial.
The KASA has endorsed an increase in power equalization funding to almost double its current
level, which is $96.2 million.
Power equalization is a state program that provides extra money
to districts based on the value of
property subject to taxation.
Other programs with substantial pricetags include:
—State funding for counselors at
elementary schools.
(Cont'd on page 21

Poindexter's versions accepted by committee
WASHINGTON (AP — Iran- ing responsibility Wednesday for
Contra invIeStigators say they are the diversion of money to
inclined to accept John M. Nicaragua's Contra rebels.
Poindexter's absolution of PresiMany members of the congresdent Reagan in the diversion of sional investigating panels said
Iran arms money, but want to they believed Poindexter's story
know more about what Poindexter that painted him as the ultimate
was doing while his colleagues "fall guy" in the operation. But
tried to conceal their roles last they said the president should take
year.
no joy from the testimony that
Poindexter, the president's na- backed up his assertion he knew
tional security adviser until the nothing of the diversion. — —
covert Iran-Contra operation
"It raises a more serious fununraveled last Nov. 25 and forced damental problem," said House
his resignation, was due back at Majority Leader Thomas Foley,
the witness table today after tak- D-Wash. "We simply cannot af-

Crass selected
to executive
position with
directors
By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
Jo Crass has been selected as
the new executive director of
Leadership Murray by the executive committee of the Leadership Murray Board of Directors.
Loretta Jobs, chairman of the
board's executive committee. said
that applications for Leadership
Murray must be returned by Aug.
10. The selection committee will
announce the new leadership class
by Sept. 1, she added.
Leadership Murray classes,
which have been held in 194 and
1985, are programs that provide an
overview of the entire community
to the individuals selected to be in
the nine-month class. Jobs said.
She said the classes offer the
chance for many people to get involved in the community and to
see the total picture of Murray.
.Jobs said it promotes a communi(Cont'd on parr

—Passed word of an investigation by Attorney General Edwin
Meese III to his aide, Lt. Col.
Oliver L. North, who then began
shredding documents.
— Recounted a meeting in the
White House family quarters on
Dec. 7, 1985, between Reagan and
top advisers at which the president listened to debate on swapping arms to Iran in return for
hostages, and concluded, "I ckin't
feel we can leave any stone unturned in trying to get the_hostages
(Cont'd on page ?)

Taking applications

Jo Crass, left, newly selected executive director of Leadership Murray, looks over applications and nomina
tions for the upcoming 1988 leadership class with Loretta Jobs, chairman of the Leadership Murray Board of
Directors Executive Committee. Applications and/or nominations are due ,Aug. 10 The new class will he an
nounced by .ept. 1.
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ford to have presidents shielded
from critical and controversial
policies by their subordinates. ...
Where is the accountability?"
Poindexter was to be questioned
further on his activities in the days
before the affair was revealed at a
news conference last Nov. 25.
In other testimony, Poindexter:
—Said that four days before the
November news conference he
ripped up a year-old presidential
decision paper that described an
arms-for-hostages trade. He said
he did it to save Reagan "significant political embarrassment."
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Lawmakers meet in Philadelphia
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John Y. Brown Jr.
recuperating from
latest hip surgery
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is
back home recuperating. from
surgery to repair his arthritic left
hip, his sister Betty McCann 'said
today.
Brown was released from Celltinela Hospital Medical Center in
Los Angeles Saturday and first
went to Palm Springs, Calif., to
recover, said Dr. Lawrence Dorr,
who performed the same operation on Brown's right hip in
February 1986. The surgery was
performed July 7.
"He did super. He's tough, mentally and physically," Dorr said
Wednesday in a telephone interview from California.
Brown returned to his Cave Hill
estate in Lexington on Tuesday,
Mrs. McCann said. "He is using a
walker and just doing great on it."
Brown will need crutches for
about six weeks and will be able to
resume normal activity in about
three months, Dorr said. His longterm prognosis is good.
Dorr said Brown's left hip
deteriorated during his unsuccessful campaign for the
Democratic nomination for governor last spring.
He said he had examined Brown
in New York the day before he filed for the nomination in February
and "I told him I thought he would
make it." The doctor prescribed
indocin, an anti-inflammatory
medicine.
But during the campaign, the
rounded top of the femur, or
thighbone, became flat,
necessitating the operation. In an
arthritic hip, the cartilage and
bone deteriorate, making movement difficult and painful.
The surgery replaces the cartilage with a plastic lining and fits
a metal cap atop the femur.

Body of 23-year-old
found by motorist
in Carlisle County.
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The body of Lee E. Olsley, 23,
Rt. 1, Bardwell, was found by a
motorist Wednesday on Kentucky
1203 Beach Grove Church Road)
approximately 2.5 miles north of
Bardwell in Carlisle County, according to Kentucky State Police
Information Officer Chuck
Robertson.
Olsley, whose body was found at
approximately 6:35 a.m. Wednesday, apparently died from a gunshot wound sometime that morning, Robertson said.
An investigation is continuing by
KSP Detective Joe Hill, KSP
Trooper Roger Simons, Carlise
County Sheriff Jack Bowman and
Carlisle Deputy Coroner Ronny
Partin.
An autopsy will be conducted
this week, Robertson added.

Legislation...
(Cont'd from page 1)
—Raising salary levels of all administrators and teachers to the
average of surrounding states.
— Full retirement for teachers
and administrators after 27 years
of service.
— State money for salaries of
local personnel beyond the mandated 185-day school year.
— State money for textbooks at
all levels.
Johnstone said the last item is a
good example of how poorer
districts face extra burdens by
state decree without adequate
compensation.
State law requires that free textbooks be provided to poor
children, but the local districts
have to pay for them. The poorer
districts usually have larger
numbers of eligible students,
which only exacerbates the financial pinch, Johnstone said.
"Some of the things in there
don't cost any money," Johnstone
said.

WASHINGTON (API — Congress, which lives by compromise,
is sending a delegation to
Philadelphia to celebrate the
Great Compromise of the summer
of 1787 which invented the Congress and led to constitutional
rule.
Independence Hall will welcome
an official party today of 55 House
and Senate members — one from
each state plus five leaders of the
House and Senate — to applaud
the achievements of the 55
delegates who framed the Constitution in that historic structure
200 years ago.
Some 200 other senators and
House members and their families
will be along as observers.
Hundreds of demonstrators and
protesters also are expected to be
on hand to rally for causes ranging
from equal rights for women to
U.S. policies in Central America.
Their right to do so is
guaranteed not only by the first 10
amendments to the Constitution —

the Bill of Rights — but by a
federal court decision last week
ordering authorities not to interfere with peaceful, non disruptive protest.
This is the summer of the IranContra investigation on Capitol
Hill and some congressional
leaders may use their speeches
celebrating the birth of the Constitution to hail the checks and
balances on presidential power
written into the charter.
One of those leaders, Sen. Bob
Dole, R-Kan., the Senate minority
leader, is a candidate for his
party's 1988 presidential
nomination.

Collins heads
to Florida for
_brief vacation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins left
Tuesday night for a brief vacation
in Florida and will return this
weekend, her office announced
Wednesday.
The two-sentence statement did
not say where Collins was staying
in Florida or precisely when she
would return. Her press staff said
Collins traveled on a commercial
flight.

Poindexter...
(Cont'd from page 1)
back." Administration officials
were skeptical of an Israeli initiative to sell weapons to Iran
with U.S. acquiescence, he said,
but Reagan was unwilling to give
up.
—Identified Meese as the official who came up with the idea
that the United States sell
Henry "Speedy" Atkins

'Famous dead man.
will be laid to rest
in 1991: caretaker

PADUCAH, Ky. (API—
Mourners of Henry "Speedy"
Atkins have just four more years
to pay their respects to the unofficial Paducah tourist attraction
dubbed "the most famous dead
man."
Atkins, who drowned in 1928,
was embalmed by A.Z. Hamock
and has remained a fixture and attraction at the family funeral
home under the care of Hamock's
widow, Velma.
Mrs. Hamock said visitors from
around the world have stopped by
to view the standing, tuxedo-clad
corpse and students have conducted, research and written
papers On Speedy.
"You'd think I've been to college the way I have to lecture on
him," she said.
His biggest claim to fame came
in October 1980, when Speedy and
Mrs. Hamock were invited to
California to appear on the television show "That's Incredible."
She said there have been offers
to appear in other cities, but that
Speedy's traveling days are over.
"I wouldn't go any place with
him. There's too many pranksters.
Too many people want Speedy."
Mrs. Hamock has decided to
bury Speedy in 1991 as a tribute to
her husband, who died in 1949. She
said her husband, predicting he
would live until a ripe-old age, had
written his own epitaph: "Born
1891-died 1991."
"I guess he's living through
Speedy," she said of her husband.
"That's when I'll bury Speedy —
in 1991."
She said she has received offers
for the body, but "He's not for
sale. You know I can't sell a
human being."
There have been other suggestions that Speedy be turned over to
a museum, Mrs. Hamock said, but
"I don't know. They'll make
money off of him. There's so much
sentiment, and nobody would feel
toward him like I do."
Mrs. Hamock also has received
stacks of letters concerning
Speedy.
"It really has been something
for me. I sure have met some real
nice people. I'm glad, Speedy,
you've been here, because I never
would've met all these people."
Mrs. Hamock is uncertain
whether to publicize Speedy's
burial or keep it quiet. "He needs
the publicity, but there's so much
vandalism now.
She said she will not have
"Speedy" written on the tombstone because everyone would
know who it was. Atkins got his
nickname because he was
"always swift on his feet," she
explained.
"He brings more pleasure to
people," she said. "He's the most
famous dead man."

Chrisman...
(Cont'd from page 1)
gathering. Loretta Jobs, past
president of the chamber, and
Jackie Weatherford, chairman of
the Murray Tourism Commission,
each said a few words to the audience. Chrisman received a
license plate with RETIRED on it
plaque in honor of his hard
work.
anda
Chrisman is used to the
work.
He has been an active member
of the chamber ever since he moved to Murray from Nashville some
21 years ago. He sold popcorn for a
few years before selling
Chrisman's Popcorn Company in
1976. After a two-year hiatus of
sorts, Chrisman bought the Texaco plant in 1978. He later sold that
to Joe Belcher.
Through all his business operations, Chrisman remained active
in the Chamber of Commerce. His
ability as a fund-raiser was put to
good use as he led the fight for
donations for the Boy Scouts Steering Committee and the President's Club at Murray State.
Chrisman also held the position
of president for the chamber in
1975-76 and for the Boy Scouts
Four Rivers Council in 1978. He
served on the city council for six
years and he spearheaded a
county-wide clean up campaign
designed by Gov. Martha Layne
Collins for each county in the
state.
"I will miss seeing the people
everyday," Chrisman commented. "I will miss the tourism
board. The people on there have
made a lot of progress."
And the people will miss
Chrisman.
"Ed has helped the chamber
considerably with the recruitment
of members and during the early
re -organization period," said
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the chamber. "His record
speaks for itself."
"Ed Chrisman is a good citizen
and is interested in the county,"
said Calloway County JudgeExecutive George Weaks. "I hate
to see him retire. He went 100 percent at everything he did."

Crass...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ty spirit, helps young people learn
about the community and gives insight to future leaders.
Nomination forms and/or applications can be picked up at the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Crass said that individuals do not
have to be nominated to be considered for the classes.
The Leadership Murray Board
of Directors Executive Committee
also consists of: Jane Sisk, vice
chairman; Ron Christopher,
secretary; Tommy Marshall,
treasurer; Walt Apperson,
publicity.

KET classes
registration
now underway
at university
Registration is underway at Murray State University for the Fall
1987 KET telecourses.
More than 20,000 Kentuckians
have earned college credit through
telecourses broadcast on KET.
KET, the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education, and representatives from state universities,
community colleges and independent institutions have made the
telecourse possible since 1978.
KET telecourses are fully accredited college-level courses. .Just
as with on-campus courses,
students have textbooks, professors, assignments, tests and tuition. However, with telecourses the
majority of classes are broadcast
on KET.
The Fall 1987 telecourse
semester begins August 30. The cirriculum includes courses in
American history, business, accounting, psychology, English composition and a graduate-level eduction telecourse "Dealing In
Discipline."
Course descriptions and broadcase schedules are included in the
Fall 1987 Telecourse Booklet. For
a free copy, call KET. at
1-800-432-0970.
weapons directly to Iran through
the CIA, the plan that spawned the
involvement of retired Maj. Gen.
Richard V. Secord as a deniable
commercial channel for the transactions. Meese made the suggestion to avoid reporting the transactions to Congress, Poindexter
testified.
—Sal he believed he and North
were the only two government officials who knew of the diversion,
but denied ever seeing the five
memos detailing the plans which
North swore he sent "up the line"
tothe national security adviser.
The first time he saw such a memo
was when the affair became
public, Poindexter said.
— Said he "never believed and I
don't believe today" that the
Boland Amendment, a congressional ban on aid to the Contras
during the 1984-1986 period, applied to the National Security..
Council staff "or the president's
personal staff." That was the
same position North took in his
testimohy. However, Poindexter's
predecessor, Robert McFarlane,
testified that it was clear to him
that Congress intended the NSC
staff to be bound by the
prohibition.
In February 1986, the arms sales
became entangled with the administration's covert support for
the Contras after North returned
from a London meeting with the
idea that profits generated from
the arms sales could be used to
support the Nicaraguan rebels at a
time when Congress had cut off
U.S. aid — the so+called diversion.
"I thought it was -a very good
idea," Poindexter said. "I felt I
had the authority to approve it. ...
I was convinced I understood the
president's thinking on this."
But Poindexter decided not to
tell Reagan, "so I could insulate
him and provide some future
deniability should it leak out. On
this issue, the buck stops here with
me."
Poindexter said he did brief
Reagan on North's activities, but
not in detail. "I do think the president understood that Colonel
North was instrumental in keeping
the Contras supported," he said,
adding that he had also briefed
Reagan on the building of a runway in Costa Rica for the resupply
effort run by Secord.
Reagan also was made aware
that the United States was encouraging third countries to contribute to the Contra cause. Under
a revised law, such solicitation
was permitted as long as it was for
non -lethal, "humanitarian"
purposes.
But Poindexter admitted that a
$10 million contribution solicited
from oil-rich Brunei — which
never got to the Contras because
of an error in a bank account
number — would have been mingled with arms sale money intended
to buy weapons for the rebels.
"I don't frankly recall making a
big distinction in my thinking
about it between humanitarian
and nonhumanitarian,'' he
testified.
While Poindexter's testimony on
Wednesday appeared to have
answered the central question in
the investigation — that of the
president's knowledge of the
diversion — committee members
said the substantive issues for the
government remain.
"It leaves enormous and large
and serious questions hanging
over the policymaking process in
this administration," said Sen.
Paul Sarbanes, D-Md. "Who's
running the government in that
instance?"
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PERSPEcTIVE
Fighting big lies
Marketing an idea, like
marketing a product, costs
money. Madison Avenue ad
agencies are paid huge sums
to promote a particular soap,
though it may not differ significantly from its competitors.
Political and ideological
ideas, however, can and often
do differ radically. The concept of a free society in which
people elect those who run
their government, and consequently their lives, is the opposite of the idea of a regime
run by a group of unelected
bosses.
The vast majority of persons who have lived in the
U.S.S.R. and in the United
States know the latter is better. But millions of people
live in neither country and
are subjected to Moscow's
propaganda campaigns.
The latest in Soviet fabrications is that the United
States has developed a gas
that can kill black people but
not Caucasians.
Only a person ignorant of
the human body could swallow the lie that any racial
group could be immune to a
gas that kills any other racial
group. Unfortunately, countless people in the poorer nations are, through lack of ele-

Agree Or Not

By S.C. VanCuron

State is as good as we want it to be
Ott

The pronouncement that Kentuckians generally get better
government than they deserve
rings truer and with more clarity
every day as the politicians get
smarter and money more plentiful.
My late friend Alan M. Trout,
who covered state government
here for the Louisville CourierJournal for many years, often
wound up his searching discussions
about the shortcomings of same
with the above pronouncement. His
skillful use of wry humor and droll,
homespun philosophy made the
story and characters of state
government interesting to many
young reporters who had the
privilege of laboring here and
gathering in a circle around Trout
to savor his humor and profit from
his knowledge.
From my own more than 45
years of working in Kentucky,
there has developed a feeling akin
to Trout's, but a wee bit different.
My theory is that Kentucky can and
will be as good or as great as its
people want it to be — not better —
no worse.
Unfortunately, as far as politics
is concerned, it seems to me, too
much of a forgiving policy has
developed over the years and is
handed down from one generation

A

Nal&

to the next. It hinges on the theory
that Joe Blow did it and why isn't
it all right for Pete Roe to do it?
Why punish Pete for doing the
same thing Joe was allowed to do
without question or criticism or being called to task?
There doesn't seem to be much
state law that is used to call public
officials to account. Too much
dependency is left for federal laws
to handle the situations.
The U.S. Supreme Court decision
striking down a U.S. District Court
conviction of James E. Gray and
Charles J. McNally in the muchpublicized insurance fee splitting
case came as a shock to many.
The Supreme Court ruled that the
federal mail fraud statute was
wrongly used in the conviction of
Gray and McNally as it was used
for others in the past.
The Supreme Court decision
doesn't perturb me nearly as much
as the fact that Kentucky's elected
court officials seem to have an
aversion to calling the "good ol"
boys" to account for their sins or
the laws are extremely lax and
weak.
The law should not be misused.
That's why the Supreme Court
decision doesn't disturb me. It is
just as wrong to misuse the law as
it is to refuse to use it or not having a law to protect the people's interests. Gray and McNally saw
some very trying days that were
expensive, so much so that the
lawyers probably profited more
than they on the insurance fee splitting scheme.
Let's take a look at some others.
The Powell County land deal that
was the cause of charges being
brought against former state Sen.
Woodrow Stamper. After a
mistrial, the charges were dismissed finally on grounds that his health
would not permit another trial. The
same was true of an automobile
dealer in Paducah, whose case was
in circuit court here.
Yet, Robert Link, a real estate
agent in Lexington, was put
through a great deal of expense
because he was asked to appraise
the Powell County land.
Yes, Kentucky will be as good or
as bad as its people want it to be —
no better, no worse.
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By M.C. Garrott rill

`Topping Out Ceremony* spotlights
an emerging bank with a branch here
Have you ever been to a "topping out ceremony?" I had never
heard of one until not long ago when
an invitation arrived to attend such
a ceremony for the new Republic
Corporate Center in Louisville.
This is the new, six-story building
going up on West Market Street in
Louisville's downtown business
district for Republic Bank & Trust
Company. This is a companion
company for Republic - Savings
Bank, which has a branch bank at
12th and Main here in Murray, as
well as five other points in
Kentucky.
The "topping out" was set for
8:30 in the morning. It was
threatening rain when we arrived,
but that hadn't dampened the
spirits of the Republic people and
their guests who had gathered
there.
A cloth-covered table held juice,
doughnuts and Danish rolls. Pretty girls were everywhere, pinning
on name tags and handing out inflated balloons, to be released at an
appropriate moment.
•••
All this was set up and taking
place outdoors in an open area
amid a sea of construction
materials. Standing tall in the
background behind the speakers'
lectern was the steel skelton of the
new building, all 60,000 square feet
of it.
Only one big girder, some 25 feet
long and about 20 inches high, remained to be hoisted and bolted into place at the top, northeast corner of the building. This would "top
it out," completing the steel phase
of the construction.
This massive beam had been
painted white. By/ the time the
guests had gathered for the
ceremony, all the workers on the
job had put their signatures on it
with black magic markers. As each
arrived, the guests were asked to
do the same. My "John Henry," in
letters an inch and a half high, are
right in the center of it.
Scott Trager, who is president of
Republic Bank & Trust Company,
presided over the brief ceremony.
Harvey Sloane, the Jefferson County judge-executive, and Louisville
Mayor Jerry Abramson were both

there and welcomed the bank to
downtown Louisville.
Then a couple of workmen attached big cables to the beam, and
as it was lifted the six-floor height
by a giant crane, the guests filled
the air with their balloons.
It took only a few minutes for the
two steel workers, percariously
perched at the top of the structure,
to guide and bolt the big beam into
place.
I thought that was a clever idea
— having a "topping out
ceremony." It was the brainchild of
a couple of young ladies in the company's marketing department, so
explained Republic's board chairman, Bernard M. Trager.
It's an idea Murray State might
well use when its new Industry and
Technology building gets that far
along.
•••
The new Republic Corporate
Center is in the shadow of the
towering Humana Building, there
in downtown Louisville, and only
steps away from the county courthouse, the Hall of Justice, City
Hall and even the new and interesting Galleria.
Although Republic Bank & Trust,
a full service commercial bank,
will be the building's primary tenant, it also will house the administrative and consulting staffs
of Republic Bancorp, Republic
Bank of Shelby County, Republic
Mortgage Company, Eagle Processing and Republic Savings
Bank, which has the branch here in
Murray.
Its projected completion date has
been set for December of this year.
•••

As for Republic Savings Bank, it

is the fourth largest among Kentucky savings and loans as of last
December 31 with its $312 million
in assets.
Also on the list is Hopkinsville
Federal Savings Bank with $136.4
million. It, too, has a branch bank
in Murray.
The largest is Great Financial
Federal with $1.03 billion in assets.
while The Cumberland is next with
$910.4 million. Future Federal Savings Bank ranks third with $475.4
million. All also are based in
Louisville.
Republic Savings Bank was
formed, I'm told, in 1983 when
Louisville-based investors acquired
controlling interest in the former
Valley Building and Loan Association in Benton, and with which my
friend, James E. (Buck ) Hurley,
was associated. Buck is now on the
Republic Savings Bank's board of
directors.
The largest one-time step in
Republic Savings Bank's growth in
assets — from less than $30 million
in 1984 to $312 million at the end of
1986 — was its 1985 acquisition of
Home Federal in Paducah.
Originally a Home Federal
branch bank, the bank at 12th and
Main was one of those acquired in
the transaction. Other branches
are in Frankfort. Lexington, Benton, Paducah and Elizabethtown, in
addition to the one here in Murray.
•••
Republic Savings Bank's president is Lee Kinsolving, a very personable young man who lives in
Shelbyville, and whose brother,
Burch, once taught for five years at
Calloway County High School.
Burch also is with the bank at
Shelbyville.

David Vest, as a senior vicepresident, is the young man who
oversees Republic's branches in
the Purchase. Based at the
Paducah bank, he proudly cites
Republic Savings' over-all 1986 net
income of $1.2 million, a
162-percent increase over the year
before,pand its 49-percent rise in
total assets as reflections of its
good banking health
These, he emphasizes. puts
Republic Savings Bank among savings and loans not endangered by
delinquent loans and interest-rate
fluctuations.
David contends that publicity
generated of late by some of the
problems of the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation
unnecessarily worries some
consumers.
"This may be true in some areas
of the country, but certainly not in
Kentucky," he said.
The FSLIC, he explained, insures
deposits at savings and loans as the
counterpart of the commercial
banks' Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation FDIC ).
Although a federally-chartered
savings bank, Republic Savings
Bank offers a full line of banking
services, comparable to those offered by any commercial bank. he..
noted.
Currently, he went on, the bank
is offering very competitive rates
on all its deposit products in order
to support its strong demand for
loans.
"We offer fixed rate or adjustable rate mortgage loans," he
added, never missing a beat in promoting his bank, "and rates so far
this year are at their lowest point
in almost eight years.''
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Thoughts
in Season
By Ken Wolf
Here is an interesting comment
on the extent of public trust in our
political leaders. A recent CNN
News Poll reported that 17% of all
Americans believe that their auto
repairman always tells them the
truth; only 81-f of all Americans say
that the president always tells
them the truth.
But then, you have more choices
with your auto repairman than
with your president. You can
always find a new one down the
street.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Fred Schultz has resigned as
superintendent of Murray City
Schools to assume a new post with
Kentucky Department of Education at Frankfort.
Winners in FFA and 4-H Cattle
Show at Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair include Kenneth
Paschall, Krit Stubblefield, Mike
Rogers, Lisa Rogers, Stacy
Tidwell and Gina Shipley.
Cynthia Gay Johnson and Angus
Robert Trenholm were married in
June at Memorial Baptist Church.
Connie Spann, Todd Contri and
Velvet Jones of Murray were
junior golfers who state titles at
Kentucky Junior Golf Tournament
at Frankfort.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair will open July 17 and
continue through July 22. Loretta
Lynn will perform at the fair on
July 20.
The Rev. Paul Dailey will be the
evangelist at a revival meeting at
North Fork Baptist Church, July
16-23, according to the pastor, the
Rev. A.D. Vaden.
Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Alexander
were honored on their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception
at Murray Woman's Club House
on July 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Baker and
Mr. and Mrs. Don Newberry were
initiated as new members at a
meeting of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Thirty years ago
Gail Burkeen, Sylvia Clack, Lin-

,•
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Garrott's Galley

mentary education, susceptible to believing the Soviet lie.
This kind of barrage emanates from 37 superpower
transmitters sending radio
broadcasts into other countries. The Voice of America
has six transmitters. Radio
Moscow broadcasts in 80 languages, the Voice in 42.
"The Soviet Union has
spent more on jamming
Voice of America programs
than the United States has
spent on the broadcasts themselves," said John C. Whitehead, deputy secretary of
state.
In fiscal 1987, the foreign
affairs budget that allows the
United States to counter Soviet disinformation was cut by
Congress from the $22 billion
President Reagan sought to
$17 billion. That was more
than 20 percent, proportionately more of a cut than in
any other part of the budget.
Further, the House of Representatives recently approved
a resolution for fiscal 1988
that would cut the foreign affairs budget $500 million
more.
Congress would do well not
to gut America's ability to respond to Scrviet propaganda in
the battle for human minds. A
mind is a terrible thing to be
brainwashed.
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da Collie, Felicity Hallanan,
Lynette Lassiter, Mary Wells
Overbey, Carol Quertermous and
Marilyn Robinson, Curved Bar
Girl Scouts of Murray, spent a
week camping at Camp
O'Cumberlands near Harlan.
John Koertner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A.C. Koertner of Murray, is
head counselor at Ray Meyers
Camp for Boys at Three Lakes,
Wisc., this summer.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Franklin Jr., a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Schultz and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Coursey.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Riley and
family of Falls Church, Va., have
been visiting their parents. Mr.
and Mrs. 011us Cain and Mr. and
Mrs. Carlin Riley.
Forty years ago
Calloway Circuit Court Clerk
Dewey Ragsdale said the 1948
drivers' operators' licenses for
this year are now ready.
Calloway County Sheriff
Wendell Patterson has released
the names of the jury list for the
August term of Calloway Circuit
Court with Judge Ira D. Smith
presiding.
Births reported include a boy to
Duane and Dorothy Buston on July
13.
The Rev. J.H. Thurman will
speak at a revival at Mt Sinai
Baptist Church July 20 to 27.
Assets of Bank of Murray at
close of business on June 29, 1947
were published as $6,385,276.55.

JO,

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.
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Jo Burkeen, editor

Thompson-Gore vows solemnized
Deau

Miss Michele Thompson and
David Gregory Gore were married Saturday, May 30, at 4 p.m at
the Newman Center, Lexington.
Van Buren
Fr. Ronald Ketteler officiated at
the double ring ceremony.
A trio of musicians playing a
flute, a violin and a cello
presented a program of wedding
music.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
ENDS THURS.
and
Mrs. James E. Thompson of
Steven Spi•I berg's
Lexington
.
DEAR ABBY Ten months ago
INNERSPACE iPG}
How can I discreetly tell Donna
The groom is the son of Mr. and
my husband and I allowed our that Steve is welcome in our home,
housekeeper's boyfriend Oil call but not five nights a week, includ- Mrs. Bailey Gore of Murray.
The bride was escorted to the
him Steve) to stay in our guesthouse ing meals?
rent-free while he was temporarily
FARBRENT IN BRENTWOOD altar by her father and given in
unemployed. He stayed for three
marriage by her parents.
months, two unemployed and one
DEAR FARBRENT: You
She wore a floor length gown of
catching up on his bills.
stated it very well. Now re- white taffeta. The fitted bodice
At the beginning of the fourth hearse those lines before a
featuring a high neckline and long
month, we suggested that since he mirror a few times, then deliver
sleeves was overlaid with lace and
was working, he should pay rent. them to Donna.
thought
He
we were asking—to
I think you've been incredibly pearls.
Her fingertip veil was attached
much, so he moved into a roohl generous, so don't be defensive
to a wreath of white silk flowers.
about 15 miles from our house. The or apologetic. Be specific.
problem is that now Steve comes
She carried a bouquet of yellow
DEAR ABBY: I work with the roses, fern and ivy
over to "visit" our housekeeper Oil
centered with a
call her Donna) at least five nights nosiest man in the world. If he's gardenia.
standing
by
my desk and happens
a week. He has a key to our house,
Ms. Beth Thompson, sister of
so he comes here right after work, to see a letter on my desk that
lets himself in, showers in Donna's interests him, he will boldly pick it the bride, was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Lisa
bathroom, stays for dinner with her, up and read it. He even has the
nerve to ask me questions about it. Thompson Grise and Ms. Jamie
stays
overnight
her
in
room
and
NEW ARRIVALS—
then has breakfast in our, kitchen If I say,"It's confidential," he says, Thompson, sisters of the bride.
THE COLOR PURPLE • HANNAH &
HER SISTERS • LITTLE SHOP OF
before he leaves for work in the "That's OK, I was just curious."
The attendants wore identical
HORRORS • MORNING AFTER
If I'm on the phone and he walks tea length dresses of
morning.
jade lace.
11•••• lOpm s‘on 'p'.' 10P ,15
mon
I think Steve is taking advantage in, he will signal to me to tell him Each carried a bouquet of yellow
who
I'm
talking to. And after I hang roses.
of our hospitality. My husband says
I should keep my mouth shut up, he'll ask questions pertaining to
Bailey Gore, father of the
because if I say anything. Donna some of the comments he's overgroom,
served as best man.
heard.
might quit, and housekeepers as
Groomsmen were Mike AlexAbby, this man has absolutely no
good as Donna are hard to find.
judgment and no manners. Worse ander of Frankfort and Mark
Mr. and Mrs. David Gregory Gore
yet„ he doesn't think he's doing Thurman of Lexington.
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 • 8 8 11 II II II 8 8 8 8,
anything
wrong
—
he just doesn't
Ushers were Martin Sullivan of
e
married atNewman Center
STARTS TOMORROW . know better. He's driving me crazy. Lexington and David Grise of
I have all I can do to keep from Louisville, brother-in
-law of the
guests were seated at tables on the
Local parties honoring the bride
being rude to him.
ch
bride.
lawn.
were:
•
Maybe if you print this, I, and a
The groom, his attendants and
• few other people, will clip it and put
Music was provided by a group
A dessert given by the faculty of
• it on his desk. Then he might get the father of the bride wore black
of Scottish-Irish musicians play- Southwest Calloway Elementary
• message. Thanks.
tuxedoes.
ing Celtic music.
School at Sirloin, Stockade
o
Mrs. Thompson, mother of the
HAD
IT
IN
THE
Following the reception the cou- Restaurant;
e
OKC STOCKYARDS bride, wore a tea length dress of
•
ple left for a wedding trip to St.
A coffee given at the Communi,/4 I I flt
mauve georgette. Mrs. Gore, Thomas, Virgin Islands.
•
ty Room of the North Branch of
; 4k
DEAR HAD IT: Don't rely on mother of the groom,
,,
di
was attired
1%
The new Mr. and Mrs. Gore are Peoples Bank with Mrs. James
4 „i ,
JAWS
1:30 • anything as subtle as "a few in a tea length dress of dusty-blue
residing in Lexington.
Frank, Mrs. Pete Ryan, Mrs.
clipping
s"
to
change
4
this
man's
3:20.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Gore, Chad Stewart, Mrs. Rex Alexbehavior. Unless he signs your georgette.
Each mother wore a gardenia
parents of the groom, hosted a din- ander, Mrs. Vernon Shown, Mrs.
Pl. 11,
9:15 • paycheck — which he obviously corsage.
does
not
—
you
ner at the Saratoga Restaurant Bill Furgerson, Mrs. W.J. Pitman,
are
under
no
a
A reception followed the
following the wedding rehearsal. Mrs. Johnny Reagan, Mrs. Chuck
• obligation to answer his ques• tions or tolerate his nosiness. ceremony at Waveland, a historic
This was for the wedding party, Simons, Mrs. Buddy Hewitt and
(e)Ailf0490.$ CLASSIC
. You don't have to be rude. Just home outside of Lexington. The
4
families and out-of-town guests.
Mrs. Tom Rowlett as hostesses.
• be firm. Good luck.(This turkey

By Abigail

Housekeeper's Houseguest
Is Really Starting to Stink
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This Time
It's Personal.
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PATIENCE
God, please give me patience. The
doctors do not yet know what is
causing my distress. They are
making many tests. OVer and
again, they have taken samples of
my blood. They have probed me,
listened to my heart, X-rayed me,
injected me. And I wait — and wait
— and wait! It is very hard to wait
hours, even days, for results. I am
anxious and sometimes frightened.
But, the laboratory technicians and
the doctors cannot hurry the process. Every test must be carefully
done and evaluated. Why look for
the worst and not consider the best?
Oh, Lord, please help me to stop
worrying — that I may use this time
for reflection and to count my
blessings.

Home-made soda
pop recipe listed
for kid testers

A Great Family Tradition

Monday & Tuesday Special
Fish Sandwich, Fries
& Med. Drink

Captain D's
A great little seafood place.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-9383
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The
Treasure
House
of Gifts

By Jails &wily

Southside Shopping Center
753-6798

411,
--vvitivAttzt*--;1
44
Don't Miss Our
Friday & Saturday Night Specials

Dinner includes fried shnmp. golden-brown fish fillet. 2 Southern-style
hush puppies.fresh Cole slaw, natural-cut french frie.s, lemon wedge and
cocktail sauce

Picture This!

Our kid testers couldn't believe
you could make soda pop at home,
but once they tasted it they
couldn't get enough. Their moms
liked it because it's low in sugar
and costs only pennies to make.
KIDS' RECIPE:
Home-made Soda Pop
6-ounce can frozen lemonade
concentrate, or orange, apple,
grape or pineapple juice concentrate, thawed
Carbonated water
In a medium mixing bowl stir
together fruit juice concentrate
and 3 juice cans filled with carbonated water. (If using lemonade
concentrate, increase carbonated
water to 4 cans.) Gently stir until
combined. Using a funnel, pour
mixture into a 4-cup bottle or jar;
seal. Chill up to 6 hours. Makes 4
6-ounce ) servings.
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TRY OUR DRIVE-THRU
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Veterans
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By NANCY BYAL
Better Homes and Gardens Food Editor

- mectibie Creche by Roman

$1.99
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is getting on my nerves, and I
don't even know him!)
:
a,
DEAR READERS: Do you
.7:04
,
• have a friend or relative who is
0 8:45
• anxiously waiting for some
•
—
. tests to come back from his/her
t
•
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1- .5 1Z).
• physician?(Or maybe
you are.)
•
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If so, I'd like to share a little
.
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E
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4
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.
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. kas, Temple
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Calloway
Grandpa!
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CROWNING GLORY — The standards of feminine beauty are always
changing, but in the 1890s long hair was a "must" — and the longer and
thicker it was the more beautiful it was considered. Perversely, the
style of the day dictated that hair be braided or piled on top of the head.
So, when a woman let her hair down, it was something of an event. In
fact, Barnum and Bailey Circus featured a family of sisters whose corn•
blued hair was purported to be the longest in the world. Their act consisted of nothing more than standing before the crowds and displaying
their tresses, much as the charming ladies above are doing. This trio
was photographed around 1900 in Monroe City, Mo., by a photographer
named Belle Johnson.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET
Now Featuring
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Prime Rib!

Also, Frog Legs Crab Legs
Boiled Shrimp A. Morel
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Grandson of Murrayans serving as assistant
Keith Alan Byers of Lexington is
serving as a student assistant with
the University of Kentucky Summer Advising Conference.
A 1986 graduate of Tates Creek
Senior High School, he is the son of
Charles and Nancy Byers of Lexington. He is the grandson of Herman and Cammie Lovins and
Lorene Byers of Murray.

award for pledge scholarship.
Byers is one of 11 students working with entering freshmen and
transfer students and their

parents The students help answer
questions, give tours of the campus and assist the UK Registrar's
Office with routine paper work.

Wild lecopberrv

A sophomore at UK majoring in
political science, Byers said he
feels his experience working with
the Summer Advising Conference
will benefit him in the future.

Ct. Square - 753-0859
Make "your own" crafts from our
large selection of supplies
Downtown

•Yarn
•Wooden Cut-Outs

Byers is a member of Delta Tau
Delta social fraternity, His
academic honors include being
named to the dean's list in the College of Arts and Sciences and
receiving the Delta Tau Delta

•Bru
es
•Tol
aln ta
•Stenclla
•Wreaths

*Ribbon
•Needle 'rafts
11°
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Keith Alan Byers
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Coming Soon!
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Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Winchester

l

:

Vows said on June 18
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fones of Murray announce the marriage of their
daughter, Laura Lee, to Kevin Winchester.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William C. Winchester of Bristol,
England.
The wedding vows were solemnized on Thursday June 18, at 1p.m. in
a private garden ceremony.
The couple has returned to their home in Florida where Mr. Winchester has business interests.

ancE c)tadco
903 Arcadia Circle
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Ages Three through Adult — Boys and Girls

— REGISTRATION TO BE ANNOUNCED —
,For More Information, Call 753-5352

1

If no answer 753-0605

3
3
I

3
3
3
i
1

1

Hoffman's
1 mile 94 Lost
759-4512

Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Gift Shop Items
Going At
Yard Sale Prices!

•
"

•Chnstmas Tree
Ornaments
•Wreaths 'Baskets
•Silk & Dried Flowers
1 DAY ONLY!

1

S

DATEBOOK

3

i
C

Specializing in Tap, Ballet. Pointe, Jazz,
Gymnastics, and Ladies Dancercize

1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

I

1

Classes Grouped for More Individual Instruction
1

:

Holly Michelle Fuqua born
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Fuqua of Rt. 1, Farmington, are the parents of a
daughter, Holly Michelle, born on Saturday, July 11, at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. The mother is former Angela Manning.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fuqua of Rt. 1, Farmington.
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Manning of Rt. 3, Benton.
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Representative to be at Armory
James E. Welch. a representative of the Kentucky Center for
Veterans Affairs, will be at National Guard Armory, Coldwater Road.
on Tuesday, July 21, from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The representative will be
present to assist veterans, their families, their dependents or
beneficiaries in the presentation, proof and establishment of all claims,
privileges rights and other benefits which they may have under federal
state or local laws.

McLeod graduates at Sheppard
Airman Tracey M. McLeod, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Earl McLeod
of Rt. 1, Benton, has graduated from U.S. Air Force medical services
specialist course at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas. She was taught
techniques for assisting in the care and treatment of medical patients.
She also earned credits toward an associate degree through the Community College of the Air Force. She is a 1986 graduate of Marshall
County High Schoo.

.Justin Clinton Neal born
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Neal of Rt. 5, Reynoldsbu rg Read, Paris, Tenri.,
are the parents of a son, Justin Clinton, weighing seven pounds 14
ounces, born on Tuesday, July 7, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Jan Wilson. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
J.B. Kimbel of Hico, Tenn., the late Clinton Neale, and Mrs. Frances
Wilson of Paris and the late Waddell Wilson.

Committee moves headquarters
The Committee to Elect Brereton Jones Lt. Governor has moved to
the Kentucky Democratic Headquarters, Box 718, Frankfort, Ky. 40602.
Anyon have any questions or needing information from Jones may call
Steve Miller of Faith Miller Cole at 1-502-695-4828. Cole also may be
reached at 1-606-252-4461.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Monday Night
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21 pc. Shrimp Dinner or
.
Chicken Dinner. .. .reg. 5.25. . . .only
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Ky. Country Ham Dinner. . . .reg. 5.25. . . .only.3.95,

Wednesday Night
Chopped Reef Steak or
Salisbury Steak Dinner. . . .reg. 5.25. . ..only

3.95

Friday and Saturday Night
12 oz. U.S.D.A. Choice Charbroiled
Ribeye Steak Dinner. . ..reg. 9.95. . ..only 6.95
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Missys, Pebtes, Half Sizes Reg

26°° to 11400

Noturalizer, Selby & More Reg. 19" to 58°°

•

all served with garden salad, your choice
of potato and our own homemade rolls.

Boston Tea Party • Holiday InP

SPOR
TSWEAR /
1 3 To 1/2 OF,
All
Summer Sportswear & Swimwear Included Reg 600 to 70"

12
Lingerie 1/4 /
Reglotar 333 to 6700 Values

U.S. 641 South
a

(Special prices not goOd for carry-outs)
a
11-3 IRV-311R VZ IIPZ ritd 1P-Z
1111 (11.! V

Regular

40" to 9800 Values

Bras 1/2 Price

Regular 1000 to 8600 Values

Regular 146° to 21°° Values

12
Jewelry /

Leisurewear 1/3 2/3

(544

Regular 300 to 5000 Values

Regular 11°0 to 41 00 Values
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Sykes-Owtland vows
said at Marion church
Ms Phyllis Sykes and Charles

Outland were married Sunday.
May 31, at Marion United
Methodist Church at Marion.
The Rev. M.E. Powell and the
Rev. Clyde Babb officiated.
Music was provided by Mrs.
Carolyn Guess, organist, Mrs.
Ricky Brown, pianist, and Boyce
Flener, vocalist.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Sykes of Murray.
The groom's parents were the
late Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Outland
of Murray.
The bride's gown was a traditional look of Ciana antique ivory
with a fitted bodice and a peplum
accenting the waist featuring a
see-through yoke of English net
and Alencon lace. Long fitted
sleeves were adorned with handclipped Alencon lace medalions to
match the medallions at waistline
and hemline of the full circular
skirt which had a chapel length
train.
She wore an ivory picture hat
with lace medallions and net
veiling.
Her bouquet was a cascade of
ivory roses, baby's breath and
English ivy. Attached to the bouquet was a silk handkerchief sent
to the bride's mother by the
bride's father during World War

Kim William, center, president of Alpha Delta Pi social sororit) at Murray State University, is congratulated by Ronald McDonald and Alpha
Delta Pi's own S.I.S. ( superiority in service) for contributing to the one
million dollars raised for Ronald McDonald Houses across the nation at
the national sorority convention in Scottsdale, Ariz.

Local Alpha Delta
Pi Chapter donates

Ronald McDonald Houses, tem- open and operating in the United
porary residences for families of States and Canada. Over 100
Mrs. Lisa Thorn, niece of the
children being treated for serious houses are now open and many are
bride, was matron of honor.
illnesses at nearby hospitals, are
under renovation or construction
Bridesmaids were Brenda Macy
saying "thanks a million" to for future opening.
of
Elizabethtown and Nancy
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority at their
"Alpha Delta Pi members are
Station
of Marion.
national convention at the
committee to service, it is part of
Registry Resort, Scottsdale, Ariz., our tradition," said Ms. Emily
June 21-24.
Mackebee, national service
Since adopting the houses as chairperson for Alpha Delta Pi.
their national philanthropy in 1979, "The Ronald McDonald Houses
Alpha Delta Pi Collegiate
represent our philosophy to put
Chapters. Alumnae Associations something into the community
and individual members have conwhere we have chapters and alumributed one million dollars to this nae," she added.
project.
"The Ronald McDonald Houses
These gifts have been made are heartwarming experiences for
possible by the many creative and
all Apha Delta Pi members. It is a
varied fund-raising events held in
program where no oile loses,
local communities and on college everyone wins, especially the
campuses.
children and their families. Alpha
The local chapter of Alpha Delta
Delta Pi is proud to have made
Pi at Murray State University this contribution to a very worraises money by holding an annual thwhile service project," said Kim
ADP 500. This is a day of fun-filled
Witham, president of the Alpha
events in which all fraternities on
Delta Pi chapter at Murray State.
campus compete. This year the
Attending the national convenchapter raised $500 for the Ronald tion from MSU were William,
McDonald Houses.
Stephanie Stephens, local
These funds have been
delegate, and Diane Jones and
distributed to all of the houses
PFC CHRISTOPHER B. ALBRITMelinda Pember, advisors.
TON of Murray has completed the
first phase of Officer Candidate
School (OCS) at the Kentucky Army National Guard's Kentucky
Military Academy at Fort Knox. If
Enjoy delicious
Candidate Albritton continues to
food in an
make satisfactory progress in the
atmosphere no one
15-month program, he will be comelse can supply!
missioned a second lieutenant in
C 30-230
June 1988. Albritton is a member
Hwy. 641 North • Murray
TAKE ME
of the 614th Military Police Com-

Catch the 50's
ever
BACK CAFE

— es east on

4

ena.Duncar

s

753-6425

will be closed
July 3rd - 23rd
for vacation.

pany at Murray.

presents

Flower Design School
By Mark Foshee

& Luncheon
August 3rd
Irvan Cobb Ballroom
Call 442-2254 for ticket information
2008 Broadway

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Outland
honeymoon in Las Vegas, Nev.

Fiction, non-fiction books listed
Best selling books for week of
July 12 as listed by Time magazine..
have been released as follows:
FICTION
1. "Misery," Stephen King
2. "The Haunted Mesa," Louis
L'Amour
3. "Weep No More, My Lady,"
Mary Higgins Clark
4. ''Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency," Douglas Adams
5. "Windmills of the Gods,"
Sidney Sheldon

6. "Presumed Innocent," Scott
Turow
77 "Fine Things," Danielle Steel
"To Sail Beyond the Sunset,"
Robert Heinlein
9. "The Timothy Files,"
-Lawrence Sanders
10. "Red Storm Rising," Tom
Clancy
NON-FICTION
1. "The Closing of the American
Mind," Allan Bloom
2 "A Day in the Life of

4
11- 7)ei

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

America," Rick Smolan and
David Cohen
3. "Everything to Gain," Jimmy
Carter and Rosalynn Carter
4. "Communion," Whitley
Strieber
5. "Hammer," Armand
Hammer
6. "Fatherhood," Bill Cosby
7. "The 8-Week Cholesterol
Cure," Robert Kowalski
8. "Cultural Literacy," E.D.
Hirsch Jr.
9. "Love, Medicine & Miracles,"
Bernie Siegel
10. "Women Men Love, Women
Men Leave," Connell Cowan and
Melvyn Kinder
(Courtesy of Time, the weekly
news magazine

One baby and
dismissals are
listed by hospital

)12 FRIDAY—WIN 17, 1987

ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
mci. 23 to Nov. 21)
Some home affairs need tending to.
Though you'll turn a situation
Originality is a plus for you. A trip- around at work, it's still kid gloves
looks very promising. You're open- with a higher-up. New opportunities
hearted today, but some you arise now, but some wheeling and
One newborn admission and
encounter may be manipulative.
dealing are involved.
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
County Hospital for Wednesday,
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Per (Nov.22 to Dec. 21),
July 15, have been released as
Once you get into the swing of
A conflict, is possible now over a follows:
things, you won't feel you have too matter of psineiiile. Others may not
Newborn admission
much to do. A lot of loose ends are play fair. However, all is* bliss
in
Spears
baby boy, prents,
tied up now. A contest of Wills could romance and the pursuit of leisure
Kimberl
y
and
William, Rt. 2, Box
arise- on the home tThnt. - activities. Go OW tooight.
105, Benton.
GEMINI' CAPRICORN
Dismissals
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Mrs. Denise E. Adams and baby
You may be introduced to some
Be on your toes with financial
important types now socially. Watch involvements with others? You may boy, Rt. 2, Box 29, Kuttawa; Mrs.
spending in the afternoon. A work
meet up with some unscrupulous Jill D. Peeler and baby girl, E16
problem may be taxing, but don't types. Luck is with you in domesti
c Coach Estates, Murray;
throw in the towel yet.
and family interests.
Bobby G. McNutt, 210 Fairview,
CANCER
AQUARIUS
Paris, Tenn.; James P.
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Cavanaugh, 5160 Washington St.,
You needn't force issues in busiYou couldn't have a better day for a Hillside
, Ill.;
ness because luck is with you. weekend getaway for summer fun
Miss
Susan
L. Sykes, 803 North
Capitalize on new opportunities. and relaxation. Competition is keen
18th St., Murray; Mrs. Connie F.
Innovative techniques work for you. in business. Stay on top of importan
t Dillon, Box 27,
Dexter;
A child's behavior may he testing matters.
Ms. Patricia K. Valentine, Rt. 5,
your patience.
PISCES
mar Box 294, Murray; Billie
LEO
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
D. Wilson,
-sow
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Financial developments are quite Box 68, Puryear, Tenn.;
You won't find a solution to a positive now. You'll do some celeArthur H. Rolfe, c/o Hinton 1608
domestic problem today, but things brating. but keep being extravag
Sunset,
Murray; Aubrey 0.
ant
open up for you in travel and to a minimum. Don't let someone
's Woods, Rt, 5, Box 221, Murray;
educational interests. You may envy spoil the fun for you.
Claude D. Steele, Rt, 8, Box 640,
receive a wonderful invitation.
Murray; Elbert 0. Alexander, Rt.
VIRGO
IF BORN Ti MAY, you are usually 6, Box 65, Murray
;
(Aug 23 to Sept. 22)
better at 'managing other people's
Mrs. Thelma C. Ezell, 217
III feelings could arise between you Financial interests than your own.
and a neighbor, or something you You are a person who needs to keep Woodlawn, Murray; Mrs. Luna G.
hear strikes you as unfair. New busy to be happy. You're smart Lamb, Rt. 1, Murray;
Watha Mills (expired) Rt. 1,
gomestic moves are favored Some' enough to get by on your wits. but do
Dexter.
luck is due now in your financ('s.
better when you apply yourself.
LIBRA.
• • •
liraniatic by nature, yOu can succeed
(Sept. 2310 Oct. 22)
in acting and writing. You're often a
Money could be a sour.ce. of community-minded individual and
dissension with a friend, but happy
willingly give of your time and
events.occur in. the romance depart- ;tier*. Birthdate of: .lames Cagney,
ment.Some will announce an engage- actor. Ilia4ion Carroll, singer;
and
NEW YORK (AP, — Madonna,
ment. Celebrat I( might
Phyllis Diller, comedian.
the 'Material Girl,'

sfe

National Guard Pboto by SSG Steve Wright

Gourmet Galley

Select Your Own Flowers &
Containers available at the
Semimar and let Mark
Custom Design for you'

The attendants wore floor length
mauve chiffon dresses and matclung hats and carried long stem
ivory roses.
Flower girl was Angela Harrison, great-niece of the bride. She
wore a floor length dress of mauve
silk and carried a lace basket of
ivory rose petals.
The groom's brother. James
Outland of Calvert City, served as
best man.
Groomsmen and ushers were
Donald Harrison of Mayfield, and
Ronald Harrison and James Harrison of Murray, all nephews of the
bride.
Ring bearer was Jamie Harrison, great-nephew of the bride.
A reception followed in the
social hall of the church.
Mrs. Ronald Alvis, Mrs. Jerry
Mills and Mrs. Lenny Pyle served
at the bride's table. Mrs. Bessie
Harrison of Murray, sister of the
bride, served at the groom's table.
Miss Allison Mick and Miss
Shannon Roberts kept the guest
register. Miss Erica Guess and
Miss Ashley Hunt distributed rice
roses. All four girls were former
first grade students of the bride.
Mrs. Tom Johnson, organist,
provided music at the reception.
The bride is a teacher in the
Crittenden County School System.
The groom is a farmer in
Calloway County.
After a wedding trip to Las
Vegas, Nev., the couple is residing
at 215 N. Walker, Marion, and Rt.
8, Murray.

Paducah, Ky.

sit

FINAL MARKDOWN
MEN'S

LADIES'

Dress Shirts, Pants,
Walk Shorts & Knits
/
11 2

BOY'S

Price

Suits & Coats

50-60%

Racks

Off

Shoes $20
Young Men's Shorts & Pants

$10 &

All
50%-60%

$20

Cotton Sweaters,
Skirts & Blouses

Off

c. Price

Rack Dresses

'10

'20

Nurkinglizin lag 7110
970 Chestnut, Murray
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Madonna gives
to AIDS cause

ATTENTION
MURRAY HIGH &
CALLOWAY COUNTY SENIORS
Allison Photography is the official photographer
for Murray High 8. Calloway County High School
for the 1987.88 school year.
CALL NOW!
Your Appointment must be scheduled before August 7th

II i.son
607 S 4th St.

ThotogCaptiN
753-81109

put her
nickname to shame after donating
the proceeds of a $400,000 Madison
Square Garden concert to the
American Foundation for ATDS
Research.
The singer-actress, whose songs
include "Like a Virgin" and
"Who's That Girl," held the
benefit concert July 13.
A crowd of 14,000, including
"Miami Vice" star Don Johnson
and real estate developer Donald
Trump, packed the hall to hear the
90-minute show. Tickets sold for
$25, $50 and $100.
Madonna agreed to do the
benefit as a way of thanking the
foundation for helping a friend,
Martin Burgoyne, who died of
complications from acquired immune deficiency syndrome last
November.

0. • •
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, July 14
Men's Stag Night will be at Murray Country Club.
————
Union Carbide Martin Marietta
Retirees Association will have a
dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
Bonanza Restaurant, Paducah.
————
Better Breathers Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Compassionate Parent Group
will meet at 6 p.m. at Calloway
County Health Center to go as a
group to Community Hospital,
Mayfield, to meet there.

Hicks kimilv shows Mustangs
The

Michael Hicks family of Rt. 1, Alrno, Penny Road, exhibited their
Spanish Mustangs in the All Breed Show at the Kentucky Horse Park,
Lexington, June 1-6. Hawk Jr. No. 936, a six-year-old dun gelding was
ridden by Michael Hicks. Hawk Jr. has competed in 50-mile endurance
rides for several years. St. Gringo No. 1349, a four-year-old chestnut
roan gelding, was trained and ridden by 11-year-old Brad Hicks. They
were accompaniedcby Patrick Wofford and Dr. Bill Stabler of Houston,
Miss. They exhibited Dutch Pete No. 907. Dutch Pete, a seven-year-old
dun stallion, has competed in numerous endurance rides and is an ex•
cellent roping horse.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 5)

Class of 19-42 reunion Saturday
Murray High School Class of 1942 will have its 45th reunion on Saturday, July 18. A brunch will be at 10 a.m. in library of Murray Middle
School. Allison Photography will be taking a class picture at 11 a.m. All
teachers and friends who remember this 1942 class are invited and urged to drop by Murray Middle. The buffet will be at 5:30 p.m. instead of 6
p.m. at Garden Room of Kenlake Hotel. Dessert and entertainment will
follow at the home of Jean and Bettye Crawford at 1306 High Contente
Court, Mayfield.

Hirsch will perform at park
Virginia Rose Hirsch of Big Sandy, Tenn., will perform a musical
story...with a collection of poems and songs based on her book, -The
Heart Country Lady," at 7 p.m. on Saturday, July 18, for Summer in the
Park series at Paris Landing State Park. The performance will be at the
lakeside amphitheater, but if it rains, it will be in the park inn. Admission is free, but seats are not available so bring a ground cover or lawn
chair.

Seniors. trip- scheduled
A trip for senior citizens and friends has been planned for Thursday.
July 23, by Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore. The group Will see
Harnesses The Great Exhibition, the largest most extraordinary collection of Egyptian national treasures to ever visit the United States. The
exhibition contains more than 70 priceless artifacts from the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo, Egypt. For more information and reservations call
753-8274 or 753-0929.

Lodge plans special night
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have Past
Masters' Night on Monday. July 20, at the Masonic Temple, located on
Highway 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road. Supper will be served at
6:30 p.m. with the lodge furnishing all food except for desserts which
members are asked to bring. The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m. with
Past Masters' pins for 25. 40 and 50 years to be presented. All Masons
are urged to attend, according to Pete Farley, master of the lodge.

Friendship plans services
Friendship Church of Christ, located off Highway 94
East, will have a
gospel meeting starting Friday, July 17, and continuing
through Sunday.
July 19. Bob Veil of Hagerstown, Md., will be the
speaker for the services at 7:30 p.m. each evening. Also on Sunday Bible
Class will start at
10 a.m. and worship at 11 a.m. The public is invited
to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Quilt Lovers meeting Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, July 21, at 6 p.m. at the Ellis Center,
630 Ellis Dr., Murray. "Christmas in July" will be the program to be
presented by Sue Fairless. All interested persons are invited to attend
and to note the change in meeting place, according to Phyllis Miller,
chairman.

Chelsev Nicole Peeler born
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Peeler of Coach Estates, Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Chelsey Nicole, weighing seven pounds seven ounces,
measuring 1914 inches, born on Sunday, July 12, at 2:02 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. The mother, the former Jill Darnell. is on
leave from K-Mart. The father is employed at Rudolph Tire. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. William Wilder orf Harrodsburg. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Peer of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Guthrie of Vicksburg.
Miss., and Raymond Darnell of New Concord.

Kelly graduates from school
Army Lt. Col. John H. Kelly, son of Evonne Kelly of 1309 Canterbuy
Blvd., Altus, Okla., has graduated from the U.S. Army War College,
Carlisle Barracks, Pa. The 10-month curriculum of the Army's senior
school prepares officers of all the services, as well as civilian officials
of
the Federal Government, for top level command and staff positions with
the armed forces throughout the world. He is a 1965 graduate
of
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater. His wife, Mary, is the daughter
of Robert Melugin of 1800 Monroe. Murray.

National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Scouts on Tour will present a
preview at Hillman Ferry Camp
Ground in Land Between the
Lakes at 6 p.m. and a full performance at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
————
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For information call 753-3589 or 753-0835.
————
Lakeside Singers will perform
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake State Park.
————
Murray Single Connection is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom, Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.

Summer Showcase will perform
at 7:30 p.m. in The Stables, Curris
Center, Murray State University.
————
Acappella, nationally known
Christian music group, will perform free at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
————
West Side Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
Events
in
Land Between the
be at 7 p.m. in third floor
Lakes
will
include
Skr,valk at 10
classroom of Murray-Calloway
a.m. and 2 p.m., Magic of the
County Hospital.
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. and
————
AA and Al-Anon will have a clos- Stargazing at 9 p.m. at Golden
ed meeting at 8 p.m. at Senior Pond Visitor Center: Iron InCitizens' Center at Benton. For in- dustry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
formation call 753-0061, 762-3399, at The Homeplace-1850; LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. and Evening
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Canoe Trip at 6 p.m. at Woodlands
————
Summer Showcase will perform Nature Center.
————
at 7:30 p.m. in The Stables, Curris
South Pleasant Grove
Center, Murray State University.
Homemakers Club will have its
————
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 family night event at 8 p.m. at
Order of the Eastern Star will Sirloin Stockade.
————
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
Murray Business and Profesfor members only.
sional Women will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant.
Saturday, July 18
Chapter M of P.E.O. will meet
Carol Poe BYW of First Baptist
at noon at home of Mrs. William
Church will meet at 7 p.m.
Major.
————
Murray Women of the Moose
Dance
with
music by Jukebox
will meet at 8 p.m. at lodge hall.
will be from 8 p.m. to midnight at
————
Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
Friday, July 17
members only.
Twilight Golf with Jerry and
————
Ethelene McCallon as hosts will be
Murray High School Class of
at 5:30 p.m. at Murray Country 1942 will meet for brunch at 10
Club.
a.m. in Murray Middle School
————
Library with all teachers and
Twilight Golf for men and ladies friends invited to drop by. Picture
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Coun- will be taken at 11 a.m. Buffet will
try Club.
be at 5:30 p.m. in Garden Room of
-— — —
Kenlake Hotel followed by degsert
Day Camp for children, ages 10 and entertainment at home of
to 12, at First Baptist Church will Jean and Bettye Crawford, 1306
start at 9:30 a.m.
High Contente Court, Mayfield.
(
————
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
Virginia Rose Hirsch will perbe open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
form a musical story at 7 p.m. at
————
Paris Landing State Park AmScouts on Tour will present a phitheater. Persons are asked to
preview at 6 p.m. at Piney Cam- bring lawn chairs or ground
pground in Land Between the covers for seating.
Lakes and a full performance at 8
————
p.m. at Paris Landing State Park.
Ken-Tenn Machine Knitters'
————
Club will meet at student center of
Lakeside Singers will present a University of Tennessee. Martin
program at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Branch, Martin, Tenn., at 12 noon.
Dam Village State Park.
For information call 753-5128.
————
————
Murray -Calloway County
Turner, Pittman and Gregory
Jaycees will sponsor a yard reunion will be from 9 a.m. to 5
sale/flea market to benefit p.m. at pavilion by old court house
Muscular Dystrophy Association in Murray-Calloway County Park.
at Jaycee Fairgrounds barn.
Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road.

July Clearance
Sale
All
Summer

50

\lerchandis(

Off
0

town & countRy
Dixieland Center

Saturday. July
Saturday, July 18
Land Between the Lakes and will meet at 10 a.m. at church
Beta Sigma Phi Kentucky Lake parking lot to go for Lake Day.
Arts and Crafts Show will be at
————
LBL Fenton Access Area from 9
Final Summer Orientation for
a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission will be $1 new freshmen and transfer
per car with proceeds going to students at Murray State UniverNeed Line.
sity will start today.
————
————
Couples Bridge with Max and
Events in Land Between the
Hazel Beale as hosts is scheduled Lakes will include Arts and Crafts
at 7:30 p.m at Oaks Country Club
Show at Fenton area; Cornmeal
————
Cooking at 9: 30 a.m. and Iron InMen's Invitational Golf Tourna- dustry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m
ment will open at 8 a.m. at Oaks at The Homeplace-1850: Skywalk
Country Club.
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and Magic of
————
the Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
Annual members' meeting of Golden Pond Visitor Center; HumWest Kentucky Rural Telephone mingbird and Butterfly Gardening
Cooperative will be at 7 p.m. at at 10:30 a.m., LBL Wildlife at 2
new Graves County High School, p.m. and On Silen Wings at 8:15
Highway 121 North, Mayfield.
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center:
————
Herb Gardening at 1 p.m. at EmNational Boy Scout Museum will pire Farm
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Scouts on Tour will have a
Sunday, July 19
preview at 6 p.m. at Camp Energy
''Picnic" will be presented by
and a full performance at 8 p.m. at
Community Theatre at 8 p.m. on
Lake Barkley State Park.
deck of Playhouse in Murray————
Callowa
y County Park.
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
————
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For informaAA will have a closed meeting at
tion call 753-3589 or 753-0835.
4 p.m. at American Legion
————
Lakeside Singers will perform Building. South Sixth and Maple
at 8 p.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge. Streets. For information call
753-0061. 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
————
Second day of yard sale flea
Final summer orientation for
market to benefit Muscular
Dystrophy will be at Jaycee new freshmen and transfer
students at Murray State UniverFairgrounds.
sity will be today.
————
————
"Welcome Parents" outing by
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rowland
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce and Leadership Mur- will be honored at a reception in
ray Alumni Association will be at —celebration of their 80th birthdays
large pavilion near old court house from 3 to 5 p.m. in Garden Room
in Murray-Calloway County Panic of Kenlake Hotel. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
————
————
Parenting Class will be at 10
National
Boy
Scout Museum will
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Hospital.
————
Second
day
of Men's Golf Invita"Picnic" will be presented by
Community Theatre at 8 p.m. on tional Tournament will be at Oaks
deck of Playhouse in Murray- Country Club.
————
Calloway County Park.
Murray Single Connection will
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 meet at 2 p.m. at Overby Honda to
p.m. at American Legion go bicycling. For information call
Building, South Sixth and Maple Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at
435-4143.
Streets.
Singles of First Baptist Cburch

(Cont'd on page 13)

July Special
Summer'
Special,

Movies '1.50 each
Rent 3 or more & keep til Monday.
VCR Rental S4.00 per day.

CR and 1 Movie S695/Weekend

showtime

D.xielana Cent.,

.),
\--- ----- - ------/z--7-------_--___Y
ii Homeplace Family Restaurant

Playhouse in the Park, MurrayCalloway Community Theatre,

Couple to divorce
NEW YORK 1AP I — Peter Jennings. AC '.'World News
Tonight': anchorman, has
separated from his wife of eight
years, the network said.
"Peter Jennings and Kati Marton have mutually agreed to the
separation," said Elise Adde, a
network news spokeswoman.
The couple, who have homes in
Manhattan and on Long Island,
are the parents of two children.

Friday. July 17
will present "Picrtic" at 8 p.m on
deck of playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For infor•
mation call 759-1752.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U.Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
Reception in honor Ann Page
who is retiring will be from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. in third floor lobby of
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University.
————
Greater Paduch Area Chapter
147 of Parents Without Partners
will meet at 8 p.m. in Irvin Cobb
Ballroom, Sixth and Broadway,
.Paducah. For information call
1442-6281.

14-0z. T-Bone
•Includes choice of potato, tosed

$525

salad & french bread

21-Piece Shrimp Dinner
Includes

choice of potato.
slow and hushpuppies

-

$325 • 44

Specials Good Thrus.-Sat. July 16-18

•

*CHECK OUR DAILY SPECIALS.
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish

or
Catfish Steaks
1906 Coldwater Rd

475

*Every
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat Evening
759-1864

Try'Our
Complete
Salad Bar
Fresh Daily

Homemade
Pizza
Spaghetti

Dinner &
Sandwiches

Shish Kebob
Lasagna

Peoe - 0441 eacuctuy ercii-td
Stop by & see our selection of
country crafts & craft supplies

10 oz. Ribeye

/Tole Painting Classes (This Fall)

$599

/Home Parties
/Satisfaction Guaranteed

Grilled Chicken

Shish Kebab

Salad Bar

Salad Bar

$375
All Pizzas

$400
I

$475
Off

/Special Made Orders to Suit the Customers

MAJESTIC PIZZA & STEAK HOUSE
FAMILY RESTAURANT

915-A Coldwater Rd.

247-2541

(Next t() Juirranite.S Florist)

Murray, KY

DAILY SPECIALS • CARRY OUT
700 S. 6th, Mayfield

\s1
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Picnic' a winner at Playhouse

Carol Julian, Kathy Pasco,
Jody Borge and Leigh Baker
talk about the Labor Day pie
nic in the production of "Pit
nic" at the Playhouse in th.
Park this weekend

By RUTH PERKINS
William Inge won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama
with "Picnic" in 1953. That's one reason for going to
see the play currently in production at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park.- A significant drama by a
noted American playwright guarantees a more productive evening that can be spent with summer
reruns on television.

Photo by Hal Itice

Quitting Business
Big Men's Tall, Regular,
Short Suits & Blazers

P •
""1111114porwaTt

I
o" to,

Sizes 36 thru 52
Reg. to $150
Now $7995

to, to mit
'Ow

2 for $150 (One Rack $59)

Have You
Seen
"Summer
Showcase"?

Blazers

$39" Reg. to $85
Corduroy Coats
*29°5
Slacks
s 1 750 (Size: to 52)
One Rack Pants *5"
All Jeans
375

All Ties

Reg. $10 Now $5
All Belts
1/2 Off

Have You Seen
"Summer Showcase"?
The program of upbeat family entertainment
7:30 p.m. every Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday through August 7 in the
Curris Center Stables on the
Murray State University campus.

CLARK
CLOTHING
Ky. Hwy. 121 By-Pass
Murray, Ky 753-3557

ADMISSION

'3
'2

Adults

Children ages 6-12

This ad is a public service of the Murray Ledger & Times

Welcome Home ••/,,
A national tribute to the Vietnam veteran.
ANITA BAKER • JAMES BROWN • GEORGE CARLIN • CROSBY, STILLS AND NASH • NEIL DIAMOND
JOHN FOGERTY • PETER FONDA • THE FOUR TOPS • JAMES INGRAM • BEN E. KING
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON • RICARDO MONTAL BAN • JOHN RITTER • LINDA RONSTADT • JON VOIGHT

See It
This Month
Only On

But this production has more than great material
to recommend it to your attention. It has a talented
director. Skip Hamra, whose fine sense of timing
and layers of meaning have illumined Murray's
stages before, so you can be confident of a satisfying
evening of notable theater. It also has a super cast,
balancing the experience and reliability of several
Playhouse regulars with the burgeoning talents of
some impressive young newcomers. Hamra is at
his best in the orchestration of such material, experience, and raw talent into truly memorable
performance.
"Picnic" is billed as a "summer romance," and
there is, indeed, a lot of romance in this play. But
thanks both to Inge and Hamra, the Playhouse in
the Park is offering you more than on-stage kissing
and folks running off to get married. Romance in
this context has to do with loneliness and the ways
different people confront their needs and their relationships with other people.
Nancy Schempp shows us, with delicate
understatement, the courage of Helen Potts, who
faces her loneliness by giving of herself to the
peripheries of other people's lives. Carol Julian performs with startling clarity as a mother who closes
her eyes to her daughters' blossoming identities in

order to correct, through manipulation of their
lives, her own failures. Leigh Baker as Madge, the
older daughter, and Jody Borge as Millie, the
younger, turn in remarkably mature performances,
both fresh and accomplished as teenagers whose inability to meet their mother's needs heightens their
sense of impending failure in their own lives.
Patrick Orr is natural and convincing as Hal
Carter, the drifter who yearns to have it all and ends
with a truer sense of values than those who have
much more. Tim Powell plays Alan Seymour with
impressive sensitivity, revealing a young man who
tries to buy a relationship he doesn't know how to
build and ends by betraying the only friendship he
has.
But in addition to exploring the failures and yearnings of human existence, "Picnic" offers a great
deal of laughter, for the human condition is as joyful
as it is tragic. Kathy Pasco's "old maid"
schoolteacher, Rosemary Sydney, is by turns funny
and frightening and touching, and John Pasco. Jr.
provides sheer delight as Rosemary's somewhat
suitor Howard Bevans.
All in all, "Picnic" is a rewarding experience for
the audience. Performed on the deck of the
Playhouse to catch whatever breezes the summer
evenings offer, the play is enhanced by a charming
set by J.W. Davis and Pat Skinner and by the full
moon that Hamra says he ordered for the production — though, while I admire his talents considerably, I tend to doubt they stretch quite that far.
But even without the moon, it's a play worth seeing, filled with love and laughter and the essential
dignity of trying and failing and trying again. You'll
be richer for having seen it.

WKMS Highlights
Friday. July 17, through Thursday. July 23
5:30 a.m. Morning Edition. Terry Gross's Fresh Air joins morning Edition from 8-9 p m
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news headlines and
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
.1 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news magazine of the air
6p.m. Radio Reader with Dick stell "I Touch the Future" by Robert Hohler is the cur.
rent book
Friday. July 17
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Classical Encore with C.B. Hunt
8:30 p.m. Nightheat. Mike Ratlike offers a program of cool and progressive jazz from the
'50s through the '70s.
11 p.m. Soulflight
Saturday. July 18
6 a.m. Pickin' with. . A look at new albums in the WKMS folk bluegrass library.
7 a.m. Weekend Edition With Scott Simon. NP's fleas Magazine for weekend listeners
It a.m. Music from the Front Porch Folk and bluegrass music from the WKMS record
library with. Linda Morgan and Lynn Jarrett.
12 noon. Mountain Stage with Larry Grove Guest is Livingston Taylor
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with John-Sheffler David Bromberg and Peter "Madcat" Ruth
are guests
3 p.m. Kentucky Fried Chicken Bluegrass Music Festival Highlights from the 1986 KFC
festival from Louisville.
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. The Flea Market. Jim Post and The House Band welcome.Norman and Nancy
Blake and Bob Black and Al Murphy
7 p.m. Marion McPartland's Piano Jazz. Guest is Cleo Brown
8 p.m. Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams.
Sunday.July 19
6 a.m. Opus S7 with Mike Rathke. Chamber mush( and festival perform'ances and
classual music from the WKMS record library
II a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg
1 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987 Bobby Bryan features the music of Harry James.
Glenn Miller. Stan Kenton. Eddie Duchin. others
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. Our Times. Interviews and features with WKMS news and public affairs director
Kent Jenkins
6 p.m. Legacres — The history of women and the family in America from English settlement to the Civil War
6:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse — Tales from the Shadows The Diary of a Madman' by
Nioolai Gogol, part 2. and ''Charon" by Lord Dunsany,
7 p.m. Vocal Chords Faculty members from the NtS,1 - department of music survey the
tradition of classical vocal music.
8 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Smiler
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Sunier.
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space.
Monday. July 20
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The St Louis Symphony Orchestra.
8:30 p.m.Easy Street with Bobby'Bryan Featured artists include Lionel Hampton, kai
Winding. Keely Smith. others
Tuesday, July 21
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The Montreal Symphony Orchestra Charles Dutoit con•
ducts Beethoven. Debussy Scriabin, and PapineaurCopture
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists Include: Count Baste. Oscar
Peterson. Joe Williams. Scott Hamilton, and others.
Wednesday, July 22
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Music from Washington Franz Liszt Centennial Celebration Gala
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Earl Hines. Marion
Mc Partland_ Eddy Davis, Sarah Vaughn. others
Vitursday. July. 23
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The Ness York PhilhEirrnonic Erich Leinsdorf conducts
music by Strauss and Beethoven's Symphony No 6
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Shirley Scott. super.
sax. Woody Herman, Anita O'Day. others

UTM artist on state commission
Allison Nelson, internationally
renowned pianist and University of
Tennessee at Martin artist-inresidence, will serve on the executive committee of the Tennessee Arts Commission as
member-at-large during Fiscal
Year 1988, which begins July 1,
1987.

HI30
)10
FIRINI.•• II
iii ill- I 110 HRH

July 19,
23, 25, 28
and 31st

Nelson will be serving with Annabel Woodall of Memphis, the
organization's chairman, and the
other members of the executive
committee, including Pat Wiley of
Johnson City as vice chairman,
Eleanor Barger of Tazewell as
secretary and Ruth Johnson of
Nashville as treasurer.

CAIBLE
VISION

—in

- When this duo sings, the audience
can hear such instruments as a
guitar, saxophone, trumpet, flute
and drums. However, they can't
see any..
Keith Lancaster and Rodney
Britt, known as Acappella, perform
without instruments.
We feel that the human voice is
the most versatile instrument of
music ever created," says Lancaster, who sings lead and tenor.
"It's refreshing to listen to music
without any instruments," says
Britt, who sings bass and baritone.
Most people are pleasantly surprised at a concert when they learn
that the group is non-instrumental,
says Britt. He's quick to add that
the duo does perform with music —
vocal music.
"When you hear someone sing
with instruments, the instruments
are there to fill in the gaps. We
have our voices to fill in the gaps,"
says Lancaster.
The duo, backed by the Acappella Vocal Band, will be performing Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Murray
State University's Lovett
Auditorium.
In the background music, Lancaster and Britt mimic instrument
sounds. Lancaster mimics a
trumpet and a flute and Britt
mimics a bass guitar, a saxophone
and percussion.
Both men can also play instruments. Lancaster plays the
lead guitar and piano and Britt
plays the saxophone and flute.
Because of the technique of using
voices as background music, the
men say that theirs is no ordinary
a cappella group. And being a contemporary Christian group further
sets them apart, says Britt.
"It's our own little niche in contemporary music and we think
we've been received well," he says.
Acappella was formed four years
ago as a quartet but changed to a
duo for a more contemporary
sound.
Singing a cappella is not easy,
nor is recording it, says Britt."We
spend a lot more time in the studio
than most artists. But we enjoy it."

A Special Homecoming Concert—

With Special Guests
753-5005

HURRY, OFFER EXPIRES 7-31-87

The Acappella Vocal Band
And
Proclamation
7:30 p.m. Lovett Au• itorium
Murray St. University

Ju y 17
Murray, Ky.

FREE ADMISSION
•
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Vocal music
on tap Friday

Make Plans To See
Nationally Known Christian Music Group

As A Special Tribute To The Vietnam
Veteran Murray Cablevision will give you
A '5" Hook-up to HBr Cinemax and
Donate The Hook-up Fee To the KY Vietnam Veterans Memorial. You Hook-up
For '5" and help Show Our Vets That
We Care!!!
Bel-Air Center

Micrray Ledger & Times

CONTACT 901-644-1177 For Information
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American actor builds new theater near
site of original Shakespeare playhouse

THLR8DAY. JULY 14. 1981

Sunday
School Lesson
By H.C. Chiles

LONDON ( AP — More than
in 1599„ had three stories and an
to discover that the site of the
three centuries after Oliver
open roof and sat 3,000. It burned
original
Globe had been allowed to
Cromwell ordered the destruction
down in 1613.
fall to ruin.
of Shakespeare's playhouse, an
The theater was subsequently
He said that because he was an
American actor is building a new
rebuilt, but it was shut in 1642
American outsider, his appeals for
Globe Theater 200 yards from the
when Oliver Cromwell's Puritans
reconstruction of the theater were
site of the original.
closed public places of entertaindiscounted. Nonetheless,
With today's ground-breaking,
ment. When the lease ran out in
Wanamaker won respect as a
Sam Wanamaker will begin the
1644, it was ordered demolished.
Shakespearean actor.
realization of a dream he has piltThe builders of the new theater
He also found the British
sued for four decades — to restore
hope to open it on April 23, 1992, government had other priorities
.
an authentic Shakespearean stage
Shakespeare's 428th birthday, and
"They were very concerned 18
to south bank of the River
present four plays a year, from
years ago with the fact they were
Thames.
April to September. The opening
about to build the National
"This is going to be a major atplay will probably be "Henry V . Theater and, then, the Barbican
traction alongside Madame
because of its explicit textual (home to the Royal Shakespeare
Tussaud's Wax Museum(, St.
reference to the original Globe, Company 1," Wanamaker said.
Paul's (Cathedral ), and the Tower
described as a "wooden 0."
His biggest struggle was with
of London," the 68-year-old exWanamaker is pushing the camthe borough council of Southwark,
patriate American actor-director
paign to raise $25 million to
which canceled a 125-year lease
said jubilantly Wednesday.
finance the three-tier, 1,500-seat
signed in 1980, claiming the site
Although replicas of the Globe
structure.
was needed for public housing. A
exist in America — from Hofstra
He said that despite
legal battle ensued, resulting in an
College outside New York City to Shakespeare's widespread
out-of-court settlement in
the Old Globe Theater in San
popularity in England, the British
Wanamaker's favor in June 1986.
Diego — the new structure will be
were not initially enthusiastic
the first modern Globe replica to about the project and sometim
The American looks forward to
es
be built in England.
he wondered whether it was to be
the day when thousands of people
Wanamaker, of Chicago, says or not to be.
will again travel to south London
he fought court cases, apathy and
Wanamaker's persistence has
to see the work of the Bard of
government criticism to win perbeen tried repeatedly since he first
Avon.
mission to build the playhouse.
conceived the idea of building the
"Shakespeare belongs to the
Shakespeare's original theater, theater, during a trip to London in
whole of mankind, not just one
a doughnut-shaped structure built
1949. At that time, he was amazed
country," he said.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Getting rid
of ear wax
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — What causes
wax buildup in the ears? Are the new
ear-wash products safe to use',
DEAR READER — Ear wax has a
protective function. Although all people make wax, it does tend to build up
excessively on occasion. This is due
both to the nature of the wax — hard
or gummy — and to the anatomy of
the ear canals. If the canal is angulated, the wax may tend to accumulate
and not be expelled as easily as it is
from straight canals Also, in my experience, luxuriant hair growth in ear

canals will impede the drainage of
wax.
When used according to the manufacturer's directions, commercial
ear-wash products are safe — and often are quite helpful in relieving the
problem. Check with your doctor
first, however, to make sure that
there is no reason that you shouldn't
use these products.
41.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My husband is
60 and is on his feet all day. He suffers
from what the doctors call cellulitis.
He gets a very high fever (102 to 105
degrees), and then his leg gets red,
swollen and black and blue from his
calf to his toes. The doctors have taken every test imaginable and tell him
he has to learn to live with it. We
can't. There must be a cause for this.
Can you help?
DEAR READER — Cellulitis is a
diffuse infection of the skin. It can occur under conditions that reduce the
skin's ability to fight bacteria. For example. poor blood circulation to the
skin may set the stage for cellulitis
because the tissues are deprived of
oxygen. Cellulitis is usually treated
with antibiotics.
A problem may arise when other
conditions are confused with celluli-

Man charged with murder fatally shot
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (API—
A Williamsburg man charged with
the traffic death of pregnant
woman was fatally shot once in the
head outside a Whitley County
deep mine entrance, state police
said.
Billy Joe Lawson, 25, was working outside the Lawson Bend Mine
entrance when someone fired a
weapon at him from the woods,
police at the London post said.
Lawson died about 2:55 p.m.
EDT Wednesday at the mine site,
about 12 miles east of
Williamsburg off of Kentucky 92
on Lawson Bend Road, police said.
State police said there were no
suspects in the case. A KSP canine
unit searched the crime scene
Wednesday night.
Lawson had been indicted on a
murder charge after a March 1

traffic accident in Whitley County
that left Donna Jean Walters dead.
The indictment charged that
Lawson was drunk when his
pickup truck crossed the center
line of Kentucky 92 and hit Mrs.
Walters' car head on.
Mrs. Walters, 24, of Nevisdale in
Whitley County, was 7 months
pregnant at the time -of the accident. Doctors delivered her baby
by Caeserean sectibn,but the baby
was stillborn.
.=
Mrs. Walters' 6-year-old son,
James, was seriously injured in
the wreck.
In addition to murder, Lawson
was charged with falsely reporting that his truck had been stolen
before the wreck and with firstdegree assault. Those charges
were pending and Lawson was
free on bail when he was killed.

tis. Deep bone infecti,on can mimic
cellulitis, as can the severe skin irritation that is seen with varicose veins.
I believe that your husband's doctors need to discover the cause of his
cellulitis. Does he have varicose veins
or arterial insufficiency? A venous
problem could be helped by elastic
stockings and elevation of the legs after work, an arterial problem might
require surgery to re-establish blood
flow. If your husband's doctors are
really stuck making a diagnosis, and
they certainly seem to be, you should
ask for a referral to a diagnostic clinic at a major teaching center or university hospital. In the meantime, I'd
urge your husband to take a medical
leave of absence from his occupation.
since standing at work seems to make
the problem worse.
Dr. Gott's new Health Report on
weight loss tells you how to lose
weight wisely — and keep it off. For
your copy, send Si and your name and
address to P.O. Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask for
WINNING THE BATTLE OF THE
BULGE.
© 1987. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE AN

When one becomes a Christian he
is ushered into an experience of
conflict that hitherto he has not
known, and thereafter his struggle
will be intensified immensely. The
old nature frequently wants to do
wrong, but the new nature received from God desires to do what is
right. The Christian, who has a
sincere desire to do what is right,
repeatedly finds himself in a terrific struggle with temptation.
Romans 74-6
As a Jew, Paul had maintained
a high regard for the law and had
sought to obey it in every detail
with a view to obtaining
righteousness thereby, but, like all

others who have tried the same,
had not succeeded in the attemp In
due time Pual learned that the law
is a means whereby one is brought
to the realization of his need of the
Saviour and salvation. After his
marvelous experience of salvation,
Paul was brought to an awareness
of the fact that victory over the
temptation of Satan is possible
through submission to God and
through yielding to the Holy Spirit.
Romans 7:13-25
It is truly wonderful when and if
the law brings one to an actual
awareness that there is something
within him that prevents him from
being what he should be and really

Philippine government files
suit against Marcos, family
for alleged stolen $10 billion
MANILA, Philippines (API —
The Philippine government today
filed suit against Ferdinand Marcos and his family for recovery of
$10 billion they allegedly stole during the deposed president's
20-year rule.
Ramon Diaz, chairman of a
commission tracking down Marcos' alleged hidden wealth, said
government lawyers were also
preparing criminal charges
against Marcos. But Diaz said the
attorneys were currently tied up
with more civil suits against some
40 individuals who allegedly connived with Marcos.
The Presidential Commission on
Good Government, which Diaz
heads, filed the civil suit before a
special anti-graft court.
Diaz, at a news conference, said
the $10 billion is "a very conservative estimate" of the amount of
money Marcos, his wife Imelda,
their three children and two sonsin-law acquired illegally.
The suit accuses the Marcoses
of "breach of public trust" and
"abuse of right and power" in
their "plunder of the nation's
wealth." It says they committed
"theft of public funds... Extorion,
bribery, embezzlement and other
acts of corruption."
Diaz said his commission intends to begin filing criminal

charges against the Marcoses and
their associates next week despite
problems posed by President Corazon Aquino's refusal to allow
Marcos to return for security
reasons.
Marcos has been living in
Hawaii since his ouster in a
civilian -military uprising in
February 1986.
•
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Steaks•

Seafood • Prime Rib
•Sandwiches•

2ndl and Broadwas

Paducah, kV

You've Seen It In Florida
Now See It In Murray!
PVC "Furniture-Grade Furniture
Maintenance-free furniture for
Decks, Pool. Patio, Boat & Sunroom

Furniture available in Vanilla, White, Grey & Tan
Extra cusmons avaiao e
— - 5 coior setec.

CJ'

Casual
Furniture
Mexico

Open 9-9. 7 days a wee*

Other
555.6

Philippines
36.9

Poor Farm Road

w. of 641;
753-7810

(1/
1
2 mi.

France
37.9
Spain
Britain
40.0
100.7
Brazil
Italy W. Germany
40.3
Israel
82.9 -.100.3
Saudi Arabia
55.7
42.8
Australia
Greece
61.8
54.2
•Figures exclude tourists and U S military combatants
Chicago Tnbuhe Graphic, Source U S Department of SWIG

MYERS"

Carry
LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.Cash a'Sale

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Come To The

The Borne later receded, but
was still churning and black with
mud.

You are invited to a

Gospel
Meeting

In Stock

Paneling
Weekend Special
Rent 5 Movies
For $10
Members Rent 6
For $10
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

$8.95
COUPON

Perry Cotham

Antioch
Church of Christ

M

15%

••••••••••••••••

July 19-24
Services 7:30 Nightly
Speaker-Perry Cotham
Song Leader-Dwaine Rogers
EVERYONE WELCOME

Ends
Monday

Visa-MC-Discover

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"

strewn river banks and inquired at
homes throughout the
southeastern French village of
Grand Bornand, looking for people
whose names were on the list of
missing.
The muddy flood swept through
the campground when it was filled
with hundreds of people enjoying
the long Bastille Day weekend.

Rent a VCR for 7 days
for only S9.95 with this coupon
Coupon good through 7-31-87
ewe

Your movie professionals
have over 2500 movie titles
R 40 VCR's to rent

open til 8 Fri.
and 6 Sat.

OFF
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Rain Master
Vinyl Gutter
$249
mikir nection
White or Brown

19.99
Features of your new 80STITCH tocker
•Handle bumper •Hondle !.ock •Stople
Remover

•Relood Indicator •Stople

S.re InclIcotor •Reg

S I8.99

8 Jumbo's

Mortar
Mix

$239
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Bostitch T15 Series
Heavy-Duty Tacker

Treated
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Daily &Nightly Specials
Live Entertainment Upstairs At Zachs On Weekends

French rescue workers recover bodies after mud slide
GRAND BORNAND, France
(AP) — Rescue workers
recovered 20 bodies and searched
for up to 28 vacationers feared
caught in a sea of mud that swept
over an Alpine campground.
Experts from Paris were expected to begin an investigation today into Tuesday's disaster, which
'..pccurred after heavy rains turned
a mountain stream, the Borne, into a torrent.
Hundreds of rescue workers
searched along the muddy, debris-

longs to be. and from knowing what
he should do, or that causes him to
do what he knows that he should not
do. and actually does not want to
do
As lung as the Christian remains
on earth he will have two natures
the carnal nature with its sinf
tendencies and cravings, and a ,
new nature which was implanted
him when he was regenerated n •
duel between the conflicting fort.)
within our personalities is of the •
most importance to all who are Lterested in developing Christian
character and demonstration tt
reality of their Christianit:‘
How can Christians resolve tt -inner conflicts and win the victory
over them? Before a victory
possible, they must catch a visit
of the possibility of it. They need'•
learn that sufficient enabling pow)
is available in Christ upon their g.
nuine personal surrender to Hirt
Since you have an evil nature whir
you will never completely destrcin this life, let Christ give you th
power to master the evil forces thk •
are within you and to overcome thtemptations from without. Christ i
ready, able and anxious to releas •
into the life of every Christian th
power that will enable him to mak
a remarkable conquest.
Christians know that sins have
made their lives unsatisfactory tothem, unattractive to others, and
displeasing to the Lord, but a true
personal dedication to Christ wil(
make available to them the
strength which will enable them to
live victoriously, and to render a
service which will honor and please
Christ, as well as enrich the live,
of others.

Americans living abroad
In thousands of persons
by location'
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Anything goes

Tennis tot

Doctor claims
boxing caused
Al's condition

Wild first half over, MLB teams ready for pennant chase
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Home runs are increasing and
so are strikeouts. The St. Louis
Cardinals are way up and the New
York Mets are way down. Bret
Saberhagen is back, Roger
Cleniens is struggling
The second half of the 1987
baseball season resumed today
after the All-Star break with
everyone in pursuit of the Cardinals. Cincinnati, Minnesota and
the New York Yankees while
Mark McGwire chases Roger
Mans.
"I don't know that much about
him. What year did he set the
record. 1961?" McGwire said of
Mans' single-season mark of 61
home runs. McGwire, the Oakland
rookie, leads the majors with 33
homers in 87 games.
Home runs have been the story
of the season so far. Homers are 22
percent above last year's record
pace and runs also are showing a

large increase.
The debate over lively balls has
reached such a crescendo that
baseball announced this week it
will re-test the balls to make sure
they are not juiced-up.
The ball that George Bell has
homered on 29 times, Eric Davis
27 and Dale Murphy 25 is the same
ball batters are missing more than
ever. The strikeout rate is above
last season's record mark and is
up even more than the home-run
pace.
While McGwire has been the
biggest individual surprise, the
Cardinals have been the most
amazing team.
Despite injuries to John Tudor,
Tommy Herr, Tony Pena and
Danny Cox, the Cardinals lead the
National League East by nine
games over Montreal and 91
.
2 over
the World Series champion Mets.
Jack Clark is the heart of St.
Louis' lineup. He leads the majors
with 86 runs batted in and is bat-

ting .311 with 26 homers.
The Cardinals have been beset
by injuries. Cox was 8-3 before
breaking a bone in his foot,
although Tudor could start pitching next month after recovering
from a broken leg.
The Yankees, held back because
of their pitching the last two years,
lead the American League East by
three games over Toronto. The
Yankees made an early move to
bolster their staff for the stretch
by acquiring Steve Trout from the
Chicago Cubs this week, and may
be close to getting Floyd Bannister from the Chicago White
Sox.
Davis, leading the NL with 27
homers, has helped the Reds take
a 242-game margin over Mike
Scott's Houston Astros. Cincinnati
can score runs, but how well it
does in the second half will depend
on pitching.
Former 20-game winner Tom
(Cont'd on page 11)

Trevino positive: British Open favorite major
By ANDREW WARSILAW
AP Sports Writer
MUIRFIELD. Scotland —
Arguments may rage across the
world about which of golf's four
major tournaments is the most
important.
Lee Trevino, who has played
many times in each, has no
doubts.
"I will always play in the British
Open as long as they'll have me."
Trevino said Wednesday.
That is the one prediction I've
made. When I turn 50 in December
and go on the seniors tour, I will
play a full schedule in the ,United
States. But I will not play thc majors there — the U.S. Open.
Masters and PGA. The only major
I'll play is this one. I think I can
win on these courses regardless of
how old I am."
Trevino was to be back today on
the same Muirfield links where he
won the second of his two British
Open titles 15 years ago.
The extrovert American was

Lee Trevino
one of 153 scheduled starters in the
116th British Open that saw most
of the world's leading players taking part in the 72-hole chase for the
$120,000 first prize.
Greg Norman of Australia, who
hasn't won this year on the
American tour, was to defend his
title against a field that included

Tom Watson, who won the last
time the tournament was played
here in 1980 and is trying to tie
Harry Vardon's record six titles,
Jack Nicklaus, U.S. Open champion Scott Simpson and Masters
champion Larry Mize, all
Americans.
Two European golfers were
listed as co-favorites, however,
Seve Ballesteros of Spain and
West Germany's Bernhard
Langer.
Welshman Ian Woosnam, the
top money winner on the European circuit this season and winner of three titles, carried the
chief threat from the home country. Paul Azinger, Woosnam's
counterpart on the American tour
who also is a three-time winner in
1987, was playing in his first
British Open.
Trevino was joined in his last
practice session by Nicklaus, Norman and Watson, all winless this
year on the American tour but ex(Cont'd on page 11)
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You Can Own
A New Ram Tough Dodge Truck ,
Full Size
w 7 yr.
70,000 mile
warranty
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By The Assoclisted Press

LOS ANGELES — Muhammad
- Ali suffers from Parkinson's syndrome because of injuries to the
brain he sustained during his
22-year boxing career, his doctor
says.
During his 61-bout career, the
three4ime heavyweight champion
often boasted that his face was
still pretty and unmarred by the
blows landed on his head by the
likes of Joe. Frazier, George
Foreman, Leon Spinks and Larry
Holmes.
Nevertheless, damage was occurring inside, where it was not
apparent, according to Dr. Dennis
Cope, Ali's physician and director
of the training program in general
internal medicine at the UCLA
Medical Center.
'Our feeling is that Muhammad
Al's condition is 'pugilistic brain
syndrome' caused by injuries to
the brain from fighting." Cope
said in a telephone interview
Wednesday.
Cope has served as the former
heavyweight champion's doctor
since 1980. Ali, 45, was diagnosed
in 1984 as having a form of Parkinson's syndrome.
Parkinson's syndrome has some
of the same characteristics as
Parkinson's disease, although not
as severe. It is caused by gradual
deterioration of certain nerve
centers inside the brain that control movements.
Amy Mangla takes a swat at a ball during this week's tennis clinic, spon.
Characteristic symptoms insored by the Murray Tennis Association. The clinic is in its seventh year volve an involuntary, rhythmic
as part of the MTA's commitment to promoting tennis in Murray and shaking of the hands, the head, or
both; loss of very fine coordinaCalloway County, according to clinic director Bill Whitaker.
Staff photo by Clay Nalker (Cont'd on page 11)

Local Golf
The pairings for the Oaks Country Club
Invitational are listed below
Men's Invitational
Saturday. July 18
8:00 a.m.
1 Bob Garland
Chet Wildey
Lloyd Glover
Joe Garland
2 A.R. Hatcher
Jack Benton
Howard Steely
Dave Hornback
3 J. Marvin
Jerry Suiter
Mickey Grooms
Bobby Jackson
3b. Bobby McKinney
_Walter Eppa
Bruce Green
Eddie Rhodes
4_ Charlie Hargrove
Virgil Dick
Ned Galloway
Don Nelson
5. Bob Berkley
John Gibbs
Joe Nelson
Oatman Farley
6. Randy Connor
Gary Henson
Mike Miller
Steve Gordon
7 Jerry McCallosLarry,Hale
Russ Gore

Jerry Hopkins
Prentice Darnell
Ted Darnell
Rick Scott
Scott Anderson
9 Gunner Nance
Bob Nance
Eli Lilly
Dean Alexander
10. Michael Wicker
David Rambo
Jimmy Devillez
ills Woods
11 Chuck Roberts
Rod Cunningham
Howard
Ken Moreland
12 Tommy Burnam
Dean BuchananDennis Gallisha
Glen Haberlin
13. Brad Belcher
Don Rogers
Gary Harper
Tony Wallace
14. Lynnwood Smelser
Willie Williams
Keith Pardue
Mark Smelser
14b Purdom Lovett
Bob Lamastus
Bob Dunn
Hal Kemp.
15 Truman Whitfield
J.0 McKinney
Roy Cothran

Collect all 22 special Kentucky.
"CHAMPIONS AGAINST DRUGS"
collector cards and be eligible
to win a trip for two with
your fayorite Kentucky
college sports team.

12

13

11
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15.
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Let us
seamle
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to fit y
special

"Cll YMPIONS .M;‘1NST DRUGS" collector
cards can he obtained FRIA each week from any Kentucky
Sheriffs Office. Kentucky State 1 roper. Jefferson County Police
Officer or Fayette County Police Officer.

monthly
Poymp,,,

Kentucky's "( II ‘MPIONS Sc, SINS! DItt (.5- is a slate viide effort to increase anti-d
rug
awareness among Kentucky students. Kentucky collector ard celebrities will be
asailable for
autograph sessions during this 22-week period. Vs ak h for announcements in your local newspaper
and on radio broadcasts for celebrity names, times and places for autographs.

Ask For:

to qualify for trip drawing. you mast collect all 22 collector cards and show them to
your
local Kentucky Sheriff's Office by `Sos ember 20. 1957 w here you mill complete an entry
form
Ii, register for trip dra‘. ing.

FRED TURMAN or NOEL HATMAN

EPPERS

You can min a I RI I- trip or two with your fas wife Kentuc ky college sports team to any
outof-tiow n game. transportation. hotel and meals included. Trip for student and accompanying adult.

CHRYSLER—PLYMOUTH—DODGE
1332 EAST WOOD ST. PARIS, TN

Drawing will be held December I. 1987.
must be 17 sears old or youngerl

I %5 inner

"Whatever it takes we want to be your car
and truck dealer."
Call 901-642-5861
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(Cont'd on page 11)
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Men's Invitational
1:30 p.m.
1 Eddie Wright
Dale Wright
Lew Martin .
Bill Martin
2 Bob Cothran
Mike Edwards
Greg Clark
Mark D Edwards
3 David Mann
Mickey 'Stockwell
Steve Simpson
Bobby Wade
4 Monty Newcomb
John Howard
. To Be Announced
To Be Announced
5 Jim Underwood
Hal Underwood
Tom Eldridge
Ben Nanney

6. Jim Norsworthy
Jerry Neale
Mike Hendley
Ricky Yates
6b Darren Hooper
Howard Boone
Greg Cohoon
Howie Crittenden
7. Bill Roberts
Bob Barnett
Gerald Stone
Bethel Richardson
8. Bryon Gallimore
Ron Gallimore
Marcus Alexander
Martin Paschall
SI). Jerry Pique
James Spears
Charles -Lewis
Dan Blair
9 Bobby Wyatt
Bob Woodsmall
Charles Henson
Tick Allbntten
10. Monk Stations
Max Oliver
Tommy Gallimore
Joe Pat Lamb
lob Johan Tanum
Richard Knight
David Gallagher
Johnny Quertermous
11 Johnny Stroup
David Hudspeth
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16

Midsize
Dakota 'S'

Dalton Noel
IS - Jerry- Falwell
Joe Warren
Glen Mathis
Rick Ray
17 Bobby Canter
Brad Canter
Sonny Gibson
To Be Announced
18 Greg Story
James Hooper
Rudell Parks
Jerry Parker

8
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Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-5
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Collect all 22 Kentucky
"CHAMPIONS AGAINST DRUGS- collector cards.
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Baseball's second half...
(Coat'd from page 19)
Browning will have to pitch better
than he did earlier in the season
when he got demoted to the minors
and Mario Soto remains a question
mark. So does Manager Pete Rose
- will he play at all this season'
The AL West, as almost always,
is a season-long scramble that
turns into a race in September.
Minnesota leads Oakland and
Kansas City by two games.
California is three games back,
Seattle is 342 behind and Texas
trails by 614.
The Twins do some pitching and
get more hitting. Oakland can hit,
Kansas City and California can
pitch. Saberhagen keys the
Royals' staff with a major league -

leading 15-3 record and a 2.47 earnwould have to go 47-28 to catch
ed run average that is the best in
them.
the AL. Kansas City's Bo Jackson
Clemens, the most dominant pitcan hit home runs and strike out cher in baseball last season, did
and thinks he can play football, not make the AL
All-Star team
too.
and lost out on a $300,000 incentive
The former Heisman Trophy
bonus. Clemens, 24-4 in 1986, has
winner signed a contract with the
been inconsistent since a 29-day
Los Angeles Raiders during the
holdout in spring training and is
All-Star break, catching many by 8-6.
surprise. But that was not as
Clemens, like the rest of the
shocking as the performance by Boston Red Sox,
has struggled.
the Mets in the first half.
The Red Sox got within one strike
From clubhouse arguments to of winning the World
Series last
injuries to Dwight G-ooden's co- season, but are 1342
games behind
caine problem, nothing has gone the Yankees.
right for the Mets this season.
Baltimore and Los Angeles, two
Even if the Cardinals played .500 teams that repres
ented some of
ball the rest of the season - St. the best organi
zations in baseball
Louis' .651 winning percentage is for so long, are also
in the midst of
the best in baseball - the Mets bad years.

Robinson committed to Navy, not Spurs
By The Associated Press

t#

ST. MARYS, Ga. - AllAmerican David Robinson is committed to two years in the U.S.
Navy, and the NBA's No. 1 draft
pick isn't committing to anything
else.
"I don't look at myself as playing for any specific team," says
Robinson, an ensign in the Navy, a
trained civil engineer, and the top
pick of the San Antonio Spurs.
Robinson said that, in part
because of his commitment to the
Navy, he is in no hurry to begin
contract negotiations with San
Antonio.
"I told them the Spurs) I
wanted to go down and see first, to
talk to some of the people, maybe
talk to some of the players,"
Robinson said Wednesday during
interviews at the Kings Bay Submarine Base whertre he is a construction supervising officer.
"You get a little bit of a feeling
about a team seeing them on
television, but there's a lot you
don't know," said the Naval
Academy's star center, who
scored 2,669 points or the Midshipmen and led the nation with
4.5 blocked shots per game last
season.
Robinson said money was not a
key issue in any negotiations. He
admitted Washington would have

Luca 1
6()11

been his first choice as a place to
play.
"It's home," he said, but added,
"I'm very flexible. I can live
almost anywhere."
He said he wanted to play for a
team backed by a "good organization, with the general manager
fairly straightforward and the attitude on the team that it feels like
you can go out there and win even though your record may not

have been that good last year."
As far as the money for a No. 1
draft pick is concerned, Robinson
said, "I have no real idea of what
I'm worth."
"If you gave me $1 million a
year for six years, I'd be
ecstatic," Robinson said. "But
that may not be a real indication 01
what I'm worth to a specific NBA
team."

(('ont'd from page 10)
lion, and some muscular ngidity
that reduces the ease of speech
and movement
Cause of the common form of
Parkinson's is unknown, but Cope
said severe blows to the head can
be one cause.
"The damage occurs because of
the rupture of small blood vessels
in the substance of the brain," he
said.
The minute bleeding forms contusions, the equivalent of bruises
In the brain. As these heal, Cope
said, scars may form and cause
certain neurons in the brain to
"drop out."
In April 1983, Sports Illustrated
reported that an abnormal condition - an atrophy more
characteristic of older people had been found in a CAT scan of
All's brain.
A radiologist retained by the
magazine said the condition, a
widened third ventricle that appeared on the scan, shows up on 50
percent of boxers with more than
20 bouts.

MIDSUMMER
SAVINGS

Follow
The Leader
Let us install continuous
seamless Reynolds
Aluminum gutters tqrmed
to tit your home on our
special equipment.

*FREE ESTIMATES
TOREYNOLDS
ALUMINUM

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
802 Chestnut St.. Murray
Bustneata: (502) 753-81/11
Home: (502) 753-0834

S

Tandy 1000 SX Computer

Save s200

79900

288°

349.95

Low As $20 Per Month •

Satellite TV System Cut 30%
753-8355

Save
$607

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
California at Milwaukee
New York at Texas, in !

Stereo Rack System

System 1000 by Realistic

Realistic-2500

138800

Save $300

1995.00

699°

0

Reg
999.00
Includes high -power amp.
wireless remote. 7-band
EQ. dual-cassette, turnta3-way speakers and
rack' Low As $33 Per Month•

81/2-Ft. Dish System Low As $64 Per Month.
Lowest price ever' Automatic stereo sound
decoding and dish positioning User installable
descrambler ready

n

N ATM'S A1.1.9: A1.1 F.
East liiv Won
Pct.
lilt
St Louis
56
(51 -Montreal
47
'is
547
New York
541,
47
to
Chicago
47
41
534
Philadelphia
42
45. II
44
Pittsburgh
313
4s
445 17
West Division
Pct.
GB
Qnctrinati
47
41
534
i4Ouston
44
43
5fst
San Francisco
.44
4-4 - silo
3
Atlanta
41
46
471
,
5,
Los Angeles
39
49
443
5
San Diego
30
58
341 17
Viednesday
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Atlanta
Alexander 4 5 , at Montreal
Youmans 6.31, in.
Cincinnati iGuilickson 9-5. at Ne. York
( Gooden 6-21. in,
Philadelphia iK Gross ii 5 at Floust),”
(Ryan 4-101. Ini
St. Louis (Forsch 8-3 at San Diego Whit soil 8-74. in
Pittsburgh (Kipper 5,6) .tt Los Angeles
Valenzuela 7.7, in
Chicago i Moyer 8-60 at San Francisco
Dravecky 4.71, in)
Friday's Game*
--Atlanta at Montreal. in,
Cincinnati at New York ,n'
Philadelphia at Houston. In!
St Louis at San Diego. In )
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles. In
Chicago at San Franc iscti, in
Saturday's Games
St Louis at San Diego
Chicago at San Francisco
Cincinnati at New York. in'.
Atlanta at Montreal, i n
F'hiladelphia at Houston in
Pittsburgh at IA'S Angeles.

SCP-19 by STEREO MATE'

By Radio Shack

Cut 3995
38

Save 219
95
$80 Reg.299.9
5

%

batteries extra

Battenes ex''a

Low As $20 Per Month •

2-Way Mini Speakers

VHS VCR With HQ and Remote
Model 20 by Realistic

Minimus•-7 by Realistic

Cut 9095
40% 1-‘0 Each

Save s160
5 Reg.

2999

HO system dramatically
sharpens picture. Infrared wireless remote. *16-509

459.95

Dual-Deck Stereo System

Remote Radar Detector
Road Patrol XK'
By Realistic

Low As $20 Per Month •

Low As $20 Per Month •

901 S. SYCAMORE

753 8355

rlt

TAD -212 by DUCFONE

Save *40
Reg.
7995 119.95
Use remote to check your messages from any phone
Voice-actuation call-monitor 043-313

Alkaline Batteries

THE QUIET GASOLINE.

Auto Laundry - 16th & Chestnut
Murray Gulf - 12th & Glendale
University Gull - 16th & Chestnut
Duncan's Market - Hwy 94E & 732

Eastside Gulf
2nd & Main

'

Reg.
99.95

Phone Answerer With Remote

,A4t1ENERCELL• by Radio Shack

Gulf Super Unleaded Premium hot that extra octane your car needs to
keep your engine running very quietly. It helps eliminate knocks, ping,
and other engine noise when you accelerate, pass, or climb a hill
if your car is making a little too much noise, switch to Gulf Super Unlech:
ed. Because after all, there's enough noise in the world

Stylish Desktop Phone
- F
by Radio Shack

ait HALF PRICE
......
No ,
Reg
'WO I
.
14". •m4•
^cm,
- '

L

N
,
.)
i
C
AA
IV

23-023 'Pkg of 2/119 .71
23-550 Pkg of 2/2 49 1 24
1 23-551 i Pkg of 2/2 49 1 24
1 23-552 Pkg of 4/299 149
73.S53 Each 1 99
99

Cut 28%

2888

Reg.
39.95

/ Tone/pulse dialing
White 043-518 Brown

Full 5 watts power Includes crystals for Ch
14 021-1653 Batteres add.r,o,,a1 crystals nit's

I

17995 i:g95

Copy personal cassettes' 013-1219

TRC-215 by Realistic

Save• s40

s20 Off

Eri1C1

12995 17P95

5995

Clarinette'-115
By Realistic

Inn

Cut $50
Mounts behind grille
or bumper *22-1614

Reg.
49.95

Full-size sound from a 7"
speaker' Black, *40-2030 Silver, *40-2034

Low As $20 Per Month •

Remote batteries extra

NEW YORK YANKEES- Placed Will,.
Randolph second baseman on the 21 dai
disabled list Optioned Jeff Moronko ir
fielder. to Columbus of the. Internallomi
League Named Chris Chambliss to an •-•
ecutive position
OAKLAND ATHLETICS -Releasvit .•
Cry third baseman Recalled Steve lei son. outfielder. trorn TACOMil of thiii
Coast leagbe Optioned. Watt We.
fielder to Tacoma
National league
HOUSTON ASTRoS - Ret ailed Ken
Caminall, third basernall from Columbus of
the Southern League '
SAN FRANCISCO GI A %TS - Recalled
Mackey Sasser, catcher from l'hoenis irf the
Pacific Coast League
Opt Ione.' I.,r'
Perlman pitcher to Phoenix

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Reg. Separate
Items 64.90

Auto-reverse cassette. Nova
-34
headphones. #14-1013. 033-100
0

Cable-ready electronic tuner LED
channel display. *16-236
Remote

Shown with
optional CD player

Personal Stereo

Color TV With Remote Control

4,6-Channel CB Walkie-Talkie
Wedneaday's Transaction*
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX -Sent Ron
Karkovice, catcher. and Bryan Clark and
Joel McKeon, pitchers, to Hawaii of the
Pacific Coast league
Recalled Bobby
Thigpen and Ray Searage, pitchers. and BM
Lindsey, catcher, from Hawaii
CLEVEI.AND INDIANS-Traded Tony
Bernasard. second baseman, to the Oakland
Athletics for Darrel Akerfelds pitcher. and
Brian Dorsett, catcher Assigned Dorsett to
Buffalo of the American Association Sent
Mark Huismann pitcher outright to But
falo Purchased the contract of Tommy Bin
to, second baseman. from Williamsport of
the Eastern league
MILWATKEE BREWERS-Purchased
the contract of Steve Kiefer, infielder. from
Denver of the American Association

Per Month •

Two built-in 51/4" 360K
disk drives Includes
DeskMate II'- software.
384K RAM Expandable
to 640K 025-1051

0 Reg.

Remote batteries extra

Reg
999.00

PC Compatible! Low As $37
Mont°, extra

Outstanding low price! Onetouch record timer, 14-day/4event timer *16-507

Remote banertes extra

Residential/Commerical
*Vinyl and Aluminum Siding
*Replacement Windows
*Shutters *Columns
*Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings

1111

Save
$6195

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
V.
L
Pct.
GB
New York
55
34
618
Toronto
51
36
586
3
Detroit
48
37
.56.5
5
Milwaukee
42
43
404 11
Boston
41
47
466 134
Baltimore
3.5
53
398 194
Cleveland
31
56
356 23
West Division
V. L
Pct.
GB
Minnesota
49
40
551 Kansas City
46
41
529
'2
Oakland
48
41
529
2
California
46
43
517
3
Seattle
45
13
511
3I5
Texas
41
45
477 842
Chicago
34
51
On 13
Wednesday's Game*
No garties scheduled
Thursday's Games
Toronto I Key 9-61 at Minnesota iBlyleven
8-6
Cleveland (Banes 2-2) at Chicago 'Dotson
7-5
California !McCaskill 2.01 at Milwaukee
(Higuera 77i
Oakland 1Young 9-5 at Boston iClemens
8-61. in)
Seattle ) Moore 3.10. at Detroit Terrell
6.80. I no
Baltimore I Boddicker 6-4 I at Kansas City
leibraridt 8-71, in)
New York i Guidry 1-4 i at Texas !Hough
10-4 Ito
Friday's Games
Oakland- at Bosrton.
''
Seattle at Detroit, i n1
Cleveland at Chicago. In I
Toronto at Minnesota. in
Baltimore at Kansas City, In.
California at Milwaukee* t n )
New York at Texas, in i
Saturday's Games
Oakland at Boston
Baltimore at Kansas City
Cleveland at Chicago, In,
Seattle at Detroit. in
Toronto at Minnesota in,

17 Big Bargains That
Are Hotter Than July!

VHS VCR With Wireless
Remote Model 18 by Realistic'

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

YOUR
krittlana,

necessary for the transmitting
nerve impulses, causing a defiency of dopamine, a brain hormone.
The adrenal glands produce
dopamine and a number of other
hormones
The surgical technique was
pioneered by doctors at Centro
Medico La Ftaza in Mexico City.
While attending a boxing safety
symposium in Mexico City earlier
this week, Ali was briefed about
the new procedure. Cope said.
However, while Dr. Ignacio
Madrazo, a neurosurgeon, . told
ABC's Monday Sportsnite that
there was a "great chance" he
would perform the operation on
All, Cope said he recommended
against the operation.
"At this point his symptoms are
not severe enough to warrant this
operation, whic114 still very ex-,
perimental and has major risks
associated with it," Cope said.
"I think the people who have
performed the operation in other
places have not been quite as enthusiastic as the group in Mexico," Cope added.

A DOJISION or TANOT CORPORATION

for him to win." .
Nicklaus said he has a special
affinity for Muirfield, where he
won his first British Open in 1966.
He later named his own golf complex in Columbus, Ohio, after the
links course.
"When I won here, it gave me
special pleasure as it gave me four
major championships," Nicklaus
said. "I feel it is the best course on
the (British Open 1 rotation. I love
St. Andrew's and what it means to
golf, but Muirfield -is a better
course."

(Cont'd from page 10)
Tim Shelby
To Be Announced
12. Lee Canter
Wile Canter
Tommy Armstrong
Jeff Hicks
13. Jimmy Lamb
Dwain Gibbs
Tony Thomas
Tony Rayburn
14. Jimmy Felts
Danny Morefield
David Wetmore
Dirk Andregs
14b Raz Villanova
Pete Hayood
Al Jones
Burton Young
15. Terry Butler
Lindy Sutter
Tim Garland
Robert Billington
16. Mickey Sins
Jeff Stone
Todd Solomon
John Solomon
17 Don Cothran
Carl Ford
Damon Ray
Kevin D'Angelo
18 Mark Miller
Bill Wilson
Dan Paschall
Kenny Underwood
18b Jerry Austin
John Morgan
Don Frizzell
Teddy Kinsey

The magazine said that the condition was found four times as frequently in boxers than in nonboxers.
Cope distinguished Al's
diagnosis from what he called
"dementia pugilistica," the
medical term for punch drunk,
which can affect a fighter's ability
to think and remember.
"As most people are aware, he
has some difficulty with his speech
and he does have fine tremors,"
Cope said. "However, he is able to
function quite normally in all
other respects and his memory is
fine."
Cope says All's condition has
responded to L-Dopa, a drug
treatment.
On Tuesday, Ali said he was
looking into a suggestion by a
Mexican doctor that he undergo an
experimental medical procedure
for Parkinson's victims, in which
surgeons implant adrenal gla d
tissues in the brain.
The deterioration of the brain's
nerve centers disrupts the balance
between body chemicals

Radio ihaek

SCOREBOARD

901 SYCAMORE

PAGE 11

ii is condition...

Tre.vino...
(Cont'd from page 10)
penenced campaigners on British
links courses.
Nicklaus, a three-time British
Open champion and winner of a
record 18 major titles, said the
talkative Trevino's performance
Wednesday amazed him.
"He never shut up once the
whole time, even when there was
no one to listen to him, yet he
never missed a shot," Nicklaus
said. "I marvel at him. I've never
seen anyone hit the ball so straight
so consistently. It's a good course
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Metal Cassette Sale

SURERTAPE' hv Realistic
60
Reg. S4.89
Min
Each

2for 489

"2
Min

for

569

Reg. $5.69

Each

Personal AM Radio
By Realistic

Cut 40%

595

Reg
9 95

Kids love it' With headphones
*12-106 Ratteri,
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Bakkers obtain overseer; grand jury probe ordered

Can Feel At Home With Us"

Wilson Real Estate

I,

COLUMBIA, S.C. t AP I — A
bankruptcy judge has agreed to
Jim and Tammy Bakker's request
for an independent overseer of
PTL's reorganization, while a
federal judge in North Carolina
ordered a grand jury probe of the
ministry.
U.S. District Judge Robert D.
Potter in Charlotte, N.C., ordered
a special grand jury to convene
there Aug. 17 to investigate the
ministry's operations under Bakker, the PTL founder who stepped
down in March amid a sex
scandal.
Potter issued his order Wednesday after meeting Tuesday with
U.S. Attorney Charles Brewer and
other Justice Department officials, The State newspaper
reported today. Brewer refused to
comment, citing Justice Department policy, the Columbia
publication said.
PTL also is being investigated
by the Internal Revenue Service
and the U.S. Postal Service, and a
criminal investigation has been
reported by the Charlotte

ommail
stop. Circle. Call! N herr else can you find
Itouni 10 Komp.
. 3 or 4 BM bonie AISIJ On
a lakefront home like this for $42,000
sista of g large Lit. kit. Den. Bath. l Witt
itecently reduced. Call today for more
k Basement. 70 acres 670,000.
details.

....11.■••••11b
9NIMIKI

Ai

kift.
This one won't squeeze your wallet! 3 Bit.
ttenuon 'sew
eds 6 room home fresh
: bath home located just outside of city on the market. 3 Bit's. Priced well at
limits Great Price 1.37.7341.
822.000. Call today for appointment to see
Kim Wilson
Pat itrrnstrong
Jackie Rushing
Ron Talent

302 S. 12th

Wayne Wilson
% irginia Bolen
Dian Boyd
Steve Durbin

Teddy Cohoon
Bob Hargrove
Joyce Betavvorth
Theo ruck

AILS

753-3283

Multiple Listing Service

1407 Main St.
753-4682

4:011W.310.11%T
.
IlrcwcocIL
Ride1kiItors
8 Pk

Observer Officials have refused Reynolds, who can accept a
to comment on the probe.
reorganization plan or order the
Federal bankrupty Judge Rufus sale of ministry assets to pay off
Reynolds on Wednesday appointed PTL's debts. "As far as I'm conColumbia bankruptcy lawyer cerned there's no reason at all why
William Robinson to oversee it can't be successful," he said.
PTL's reorganization.
PTL attorney James Paul of
Bakker's attorney, W. Ryan Atlanta said the ministry is workHovis, suggested Robinson, but ing on a plan to cut costs and inReynolds sided with PTL at- crease revenues, and will consider
torneys who wanted the scope of the judge's suggestion.
Robinson's duties limited. He said
the examiner will not monitor
PTL filed for reorganization
PTL's religious activities.
under Chapter 11 of the federal
That will be left exclusively to
bankruptcy code last month, saythe debtor 0311)," Reynolds said. ing it owed $'72 million to 1,400
Attorneys for both sides said
creditors. PTL Chairman Jerry
they were satisfied with the apFalwell has blamed the financial
pointment and and the latitude
troubles on mismanagement and
Robinson was given.
Many killed, missing after
Reynolds, who visited PTL's
Heritage USA on Monday, on
SEOUL, South Korea(AP 1 — At
Wednesday offered a suggestion least 42 people were
killed and 66
for boosting revenues at the Chris- others were
missing Thursday
tian theme park: charge after Typhoon
Thelma smashed
admission.
across the southern coast
"It is a real nice park," he said. demolishing settlements with 80
"So many people were there I mph winds.
coldn't find a place to park."
Emergency relief officials said
Fri, has a great future, said they feared many more
people

STORE HOURS
8-7 Mon-Thurs
8-8 Fri and Sat

"The damage is more than what
we thought. We are trying to find
out what happened," said an of.
ficial at the Central Counter
Disaster Headquarters in Seoul.

Domino

SUGAR

5 Lb

87

w coupon & $ I b 00 purchase:

160z

Arf.mis f wren

PEPSI & PEPSI
PRODUCTS

$"
vv $5 00 purchase

2/s1
4/$1

LEMONADE
Kelly's 3 oz

Crisco

POTTED MEAT
SHORTENING .3 Lb.
NtAGmeicEans
PEANUT BUTTER $ 179 SINGLES
PEPSI & PEPSI
CRACKERS. Lb. Box
Can $ 19
9

59'
99
Do, 59"

Flav-O-Rich

12 Pk. 12 oz. Cans

PRODUCTS

Imperial

Hyde Park Grade A

LARGE EGGS

MARGARINE
AP LESAUCE. mus e,mns 16oz
Maxwell House

99'- COFFEE
ORANGE JUICE
89' RICE CAKES.
VIENNA SAUSAGE 2189 CREAMER

1 Lb

2 Liter

PEPSI & PEPSI
PRODUCTS

$289

Plantation Fudge

Quaker Alf Flavors

Angel Scft 4 Roll Pkg.

12 oz

Hyde Park

Kelly's 5 oz

F

Bag

oz.

Hyde Park Frozen

Hyde Park Red Sour Pitted

1(i

$ 1 59

17 oz.

0/

Owen s Best tamily Pack

Grade A Chicken

GROUND BEEF

LEG QUARTERS

tt,t I 0.11)

GROUND CHUCK
lb

18 v, oz

Pillsbury Fudge

Hyde Park

Lb

Duncan Hines

All Flavors

WHOLE MILK Gal
SWEET RELISH
' . . 76 oz.

CHUCK ROAST
$ 29

$. 159

Kalkan All Flavors

Hyde Park

U.S. Choice Boneless

APPLE JUICE

6 C

Gal

Ii

Musselmans 64 oz.

$ 199 CAKE MIX

12 oz.

Merit Saltine

te-i.AX%7-;

89'
990
•
BROWNIES
6
lLb.39
2/790 DOG FOOD 74 oz 2189'
USA WET
32oz 79'
$229 BROWNIE MIX..211/2 99'
oz. 79
'TOILET TISSUE 87'
89' CHERRIES
99'

Jif 18 oz.

LIGHT MILK

were missing and possibly killed
after the typhoon ripped into
coastal settlements overnight.
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To Limit Quanitites
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We Accept
Food Stamps

exorbitant payments to Bakker
and his top executives.
Bakker gave Falwell control of
the ministry and Christian theme
park near Fort Mill on March 19
when he admitted to a sexual tryst
seven years ago.
Wednesday's hearing in Columbia was the first courtroom confrontation between attorneys for
Falwell's PTL and lawyers for
Bakker, who wants to regain the
ministry. The Bakkers also have applied
to the court for recognition as PTL
creditors, and claim ownershi of
the $1.3 million parsonage at Tega
Cay where they have lived the past
eight years.

U.S. Choice Boneless
Missouri Crimson Sweet

WATERMELON
Golden Ripe

BANANAS
BELL PEPPERS
Green

CABBAGE
California

NECTARINES
Honey

De

MELONS

$

CHUCK STEAK
99

tip

29°
4/$ 1 00
25
69°
1 39
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Owen's Best Deli

Lb

U.S. Coice Boneless

BAKED HAM

SHOULDER STEAK

Bob Evans Hot or Mild

BAKED HAM

SAUSAGE

1 Lb.

i3•1.

(eit

BBQ BEEF

poi

1 Lb.

Lb.

Extra Lean

PORK CUTLET

Lb

$429
$329

Owen's Best

Lb

II)

Owen s Best Deli Mario

$

79

Extra Lean

PORK STEAK

$429

Owen's Best Boneless Pit

Field's Classic

WIENERS

Lb

$ 1 59
19
$
2

COLE SLAW

Pr

$ 1 09

Lb

$ 1 89
$329

Owens Best

BBQ CHICKEN
Baby

SWISS CHEESE
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Watha Mills
(Amelia) Alexander, Moulton.
Ala., Mrs. Arthur (Pamela)
Andersen, Murray, and Ms. Debra
Mills, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Five surviving sons are Harold
Mills, Rt. 1, Almo, Stanley Mills,
Gerald Mills and Larry Mills,
Chicago, and Kenny Mills,
Monroeville, Ala.
Four surviving sisters are Ms.
Burma Mills, Mrs. Josephine
Shadwick, Mrs. Mildred Morrison
and Mrs. Junior (Jo Byna I Carter,
all of Arlington.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Ural Lee Walls
The funeral for Ural Lee Walls
will be Friday at 7 p.m. at
Wayman Chapel A.M.E. Church,
Murray, where he was a member
and steward. The Rev. William
Pratt will officiate.
Burial will be Saturday at 10
a.m. in the Murray City Cemetery
with arrangements by Diggs and
Pettus Funeral Home, Paducah.
Friends may call ftorn 6 to 7
p.m. Friday at the church.
Mr. Walls, 67, of 201 Cross St.,
Murray, died Tuesday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War
II, he was a member of American
Legion. He had retired from

Chrysler Corp., Detroit, Mich.
Born May 6, 1920, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Herman Walls Sr. and Ruth
Bradley Walls.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Bobbie Jamison, Holly Rock,
Term.; two sistes, Mrs. Mary Lee
Starr, Paducah, and Mrs. Harlan
Anderson, Chicago, Ill.; step.
sister, Mrs. Cleva Williams,
Detroit; foster sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth McCuiston, Murray;
one brother, Herman Walls Jr.,
Detroit.
Also surviving are three grandchildren, two great-grandchildren
and several nieces and nephews.

Racing industry fears lottery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Churchill Downs President
Thomas H. Meeker, looking for a
sympathetic ear to the racing industry's concerns about a proposed state lottery, is trying to help
Democratic gubernatorial
nominee Wallace Wilkinson
recoup the $2.3 million he lent his
own campaign.
It appears to me that Mr.
Wilkinson is the front-runner in
terms of the gubernatorial race,
and he's talking about something
that has the potential of being very
harmful to our industry," Meeker
said Tuesday.
Wilkinson's promise to establish
a state lottery sparked his campaign in the last six weeks of the
race. But while the lottery was a

Warren reported
fastest-growing
county in state
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — New
population estimates from the
U.S. Bureau of the Census show
that Warren County's population
grew the fastest in Kentucky from
1980 to 1986.
The increase of 16.8 percent, or
12,100 people, was partially
credited to the opening of the Corvette assembly plant near Bowling
Green.
The southcentral Kentucky
county grew to 83,900, but the Census Bureau still classifies it as a
non-metro county because the
region does not contain a city of at
least 50,000.
The Urban Studies Center at the
University of Louisville also
reports that Fulton County's
population fell the fastest. The farsouthwestern Kentucky county's
population tumbled by 10.7 percent, or 1,000 people during the
period.
Some non-metro counties thrived, but populations dropped in 40
of the state's 120 counties, many of
them rural.
The state as a whole gained
68,000 people in the six-year
period, with three-quarters of the
growth outside cities and suburbs.
Census estimates show the
state's 19 metropolitan counties
grew by 1.1 percent since 1980, or
18,100 people, while the non-metro
counties grew by 2.5 percent, or
49,900 people.

Community...
(Cont'd from page 7)
Sunday,July 19
Couples Tennis will be at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Beta Sigma Phi
Arts and Crafts Show from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. at Fenton Area; Skywalk
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and Magic of
the Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850; LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. and Birds of
Prey at 3 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
Gospel singing featuring The
True Foundations will be at 6 p.m.
at University Baptist, Dixieland
Shopping Center.
————

!-\
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James McCallon

OBITUARIES
Watha Mills, 72, of Rt. 1, Dexter,
died Wednesday at 11:45 p.m. at
Long Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired carpenter, he was a
member of Obion Baptist Church
at Columbus.
Born Nov. 17, 1914, in Hickman
County, he was the son of the late
Edgar Thomas Mills and Gustava
Shadwick Mills.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Marie Holder Mills, to whom he
was married on May 11, 1935.
Four surviving daughters are
Mrs. Robert (Dorothy) Cox,
Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Clifton

THURSDAY, JULY It 11017

HOLLAND DRUGS

James MeCallon, 70, of 1700 Jerry McCallon, all of Murray,
Dodson Ave., Murray, died
Wade McCallon Sauk Village, Ill.,
Wednesday at 8:19 p.m. at Eddie McCallon, Jacksonville
Western Baptist Hospital, Fla., and Don McCallon, Cadiz
Paducah. He was a retired
Also surviving are 10 grandfarmer.
children and two great
Born June 3, 1917, in Calloway grandchildren
County, he was the son of the late
The funeral will be Saturday at 1
Hollie McCallon and Esther Vera
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock Hays McCallon.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Nadine Tutt McCallon, to whom he Jackson Foster will officiate.
Burial will follow in Salem
was married on Aug. 27, 1938.
Cemete
ry.
Seven surviving sons are Clifton
McCallon, Rt. 7, Murray, Glenn
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
McCallon, Joe Pat McCallon and Friday at the funeral home.

109 S. 4th St.

Holland Drugs is the
pharmacy for you:
•PCS, PAID, Metimet, APS.
BC/BS Medicaid Ky.
•Emergency Service
•Mail Out Service
•Screening For Drug Interaction
•Registered Pharmacists
•Free Delivery

Mrs. Ethel Keel
Final rites for Mrs. Ethel Keel,
94, of Rt. 1, Hazel, were held last
Thursday in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray.
Grandsons served as
pallbearers and burial was in
Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Keel died July 7 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital

She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Bronzie Easley
and Mrs. LaMaurr Britt; five
sons, Max, Fred, Kenneth, Carl
and Bill Keel; 15 grandchildren;
21 great-grandchildren; and two
great-great-grandchildren. The
latter two were not included in the
survivors in the obituary published last week.

Pius 15% Discount
On All Cash Prescriptions
Portraits being taken til 5:30
this afternoon by Shugart Studios

Hugh Patrick Thielen
Services for Hugh Patrick
Thielen will be Friday at 10 a.m.
at St. Henry's Catholic Church,
Aurora, where he was a member.
The Rev. George Hancock will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Resurrection Cemetery in Owensboro.
Friends may call at the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Prayers
will be said at 7:30 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Mr. Thielen, 58, of Rt. 1, Hardin,
died Tuesday at 1:55 p.m. at

boon to Wilkinson. racing interests
fear the competition.
We want to make sure that we
have his ear," Meeker said. "I
just thought it was important that
The funeral for John Waddy is
I raise money for him, and I've today at 2 p.m. at Reidlan
d Church
raised money for other people, of Christ. Terrell Lee, Don
Frey
given money to other people."
and Louis Blythe are officiating.
Meeker sent out a letter, written
Burial will follow in Oak Grove
on Churchill Downs letterhead, to Cemetery in Livings
ton County
about 10 people who have
with arrangements by Kennedy
businesses allied with Funeral Home, Paduca
h.
thoroughbred racing and who
Mr. Waddy, 53, of Rt. 1, Ledbethave an interest in protecting the ter, drowned about
9:30 p.m. Sunindustry.
day in the Tennessee River.
Meeker, who supported former
He had worked for Midwest
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. in the
Dairy for 25 years and was
primary, said he wrote the letter employed as a welder
for Paducah
because he thinks it is important River Service.
that people understand the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
political process and the impor- L,emmah Waddy; two
daughters,
tance of the governor's race to the Sheila Davis an
Lisa Waddy,
thoroughbred industry.
Ledbetter; two grandchildren.

Pre-Owned Cars

Lawrenceburg, Term. He was a
salesman for Norco Window Co.
He is surviv ml by his wife, Mrs.
Eleanor Thie.en; one daughter,
Mrs. Laurie Wilson, Hardin; three
sons,Jim Thielen, Indianapolis,
Ind., Mark Thielen, Slaughters,
and Wayne Thielen, Hardin.
Also surviving are his mother,
Mrs. Mary Louise Thielen,
Owensboro; one sister, Mrs. Jean
Fultz, Wayne, Pa.; two brothers,
Jim Thielen and Frank Thielen
Jr., Owensboro.

1987 Cadillac Sedan

DeVille
1987 Buick Riviera SOLD
1986 Cadillac Seville
1986 Oldsmobile Toronado
1986 Cadillac Limo
1986 Mercury Grand Marquis
1986 Buick Century Limited,
4 dr.
1985 Cadillac Fleetwood
D'Elegance

Six surviving sisters are Mrs.
Velma L. Chadwick, Murray, Mrs.
Clara Turner, Hampton, Mrs. Bertha Fires, Reidland, Mrs. Betty
Babb, Smithland, Mrs. Mamie
Blackwell, Benton, and Mrs.
Marie Lillis, Torrance, Calif.
He was the son of the late John
and Mattie Waddy. One brother,
Joe Waddy, also preceded him in
death.

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

GE Brings Good Things to Summer Living!

Summer Specials

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

1985 Buick LeSabre Limited
1985 Buick Park Avenue
1984 Olds Cutlass Brougham
1983 Buick Regal
1984 Plymouth Voyager
1984 Ford Thunderbird
1983 Buick Electra SOLD
1982 Buick Skylark
1979 VW Rabbit SOLD
1979 Pontiac Bonneville
1977 Chevrolet Caprice SOLD

•Most of our pre-owned cars are local one
owner cars.
*Most '85, '86 & '87 models have remaining new
car warranties.
*Other models three years prior to model year
have 30 day or 1,000 mile warranties.

John Waddy

Prices as of 10 a.m.
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51% +1%

753-1462
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

90-C3y Refund or Exchange Option from General Electric on GE Major Appliances.
HI-EFFICIENCY OUIETAIRE —

GLASS SHELVES

AIR CONDITIONER

REFRIGERATOR

6.22

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Model AC1708AT
8,000 BTU,7 9 EER 115 volts 8 9 amps
Energy saver switch Save energy range
10-position thermostat 3 fan/3 cooling
speeds Mounts flush

$38800

REF- Installation in normal window'

ECHO. WHEN YOU RE A LITTLE
IMPATIENT LIKE I AM

Model
TBX17
17.4 cu
(opacity 5.01 cu, ft. freezer_ Seal
ed high -humidity pan helps keep food frotisher
longer. Sealed snack pack Spocemoker door
holds 6-pocks. Textured doors. Equipped for
optional automatic icemoker. Gloss shelves.

'578°'

GE 5-CYCLE BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER

TRIM TOUGH
JOBS DOWN TO SIZE

Energy-paver dry option
2-level wash system
•Rase Aid-Dispenser
Sound insulation
PermaTut • tub and
door liner with lull
10-yeat warranty
(ask fo# details

• top value- the right
combination of price &
performance
• semi-auto cutting line head
• lightweight but powerful
16cc engine

MORE THAN
A PRODUCT
THE GE ANSWER CENTER
800 626 2000

Service

Convenient Credit
Written Warranty Protection
Do-it-Yourself help

ONLY

SIMILAR SAVINGS
ON OTHER
TRIMMERS
IN STOCK!

929

Murray Nome & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

C
:
r

j

Prompt. Reliable Service
Satisfaction Guaranteed

'248"

FREE DELIVERY!

EASY TERMS — FINANCING AVAILABLE
Low Inerest RatesI
Horne Owned
Long Monthly Payments
Fast, Efficient Service! Free Warranty,
Large Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Phone

itt Vaal) 153-2511
.••(+10o•Of
•

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN 'AURR
AY
212 East Main Street
753 1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owne
rs
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AP bureau chief named general executive

U.S. naval forces in the Persian Gulf

Citizens Fidelity
will consolidate
several operations
creating 400 jobs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — The
parent company of Citizens Fidel)ty Corp. will consolidate several
operations in Louisville, adding
about 400 jobs in the next two
years.
PNC Financial Corp., which
completed a merger with Citizens
Fidelity in February, had hinted
that Louisville would gain jobs but
had not elaborated until Tuesday
J. David Grissom, chairman
and chief executive officer of
Citizens Fidelity, said he thinks
bank employment will grow 20
percent in the next two years after
PNC consolidates operations for
credit card processing retail bill
collecting and residential mortgages in Louisville.
Thomas H. O'Brien, president
and chief executive officer of the
Pittsburgh-based PNC, said the
jobs would probably involve new
employees, not transfers from
other company offices.
PNC ranks among the 25 larest
bank holding companies, 18th in
total assets, ninth in net income,
first in return on assets and first in
return on stockholders equity.
Last year PNC reported total
assets of $23.53 billion and earnings of $286 million.

NEW YORK I API — The
Associated Press has appointed
Detroit Chief of Bureau Larry
McDermott as a general executive
at New York headquarters and
named Henry S. Ackerman to succeed him in Michigan.
The appointments, made by AP
President Louis D. Boccardi, are
effective in August. Ackerman has
been in charge of AP operations in
Louisiana and Mississippi for five
years.
McDermott's position is new. He
will report to Boccardi and initially handle special projects in the
president's office.
"Larry McDermott has an
outstanding record as a bureau
chief in Ldi said. "His news, administrative, personnel and
membership skills will give us
needed depth in the management
operations in New York.McDermott, 39, began his AP
career in 1970 in Little Rock as anewsman and transferred to Rich-
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•in Persian Gulf: 1 command ship,
1 cruiser, 3 destroyers and 2
frigates (excluding the Stark)
•Added to Persian Gulf-. 1 cruiser. Aircraft crier
1 destroyer. 1 frigate (detailed to
•Purpose: Attack aircraft carrier,
arrive in gulf area approximately
provide air strike capability
early July)
•
Main armament 85 aircraft,
•Outside Persian Guff: Battleship
NATO Sea Sparrow missiles,
Missouri (detailed to arrive late
Phalanx weapons system
July), Aircraft Carrier Constellation
•Personnel: Approximately 5,500
plus battle group

Guided missile cruiser
•Purpose: Battle group escort
•Main armament 8 Harpoon
missiles, 60 SAM missiles, Phalanx
weapons system
111 Personnel: 513

mond, Va , the same year In 1971
he took a military leave of
absence, serving in the Army on
the staff of the U.N. command in
Korea. He also worked as a copy
editor on The Korea Times, an
English-language daily. He
returned to Richmond in 1972 and
was named correspondent in Norfolk, Va., in 1975.
In 1976 McDermott was appointed correspondent in Lansing,
Mich. He became chief of bureau
in Little Rock in 1978. From 1981 to
1984 he was based in Minneapolis
as chief of bureau for Minnesota,
North Dakota and South Dakota.
He has been chief of bureau in
Michigan since August 1984.
A native of Parkin, Ark., and a
graduate of Arkansas State,
McDermott worked on the
Jonesboro (Ark.) Sun as a
reporter for two years before joining AP.
Ackerman, 44, has been chief of
boreal] in New Orleans since April

1982. He began his AP career as a
broadcast vacation relief
newsman in New York City in 1968
and started fulltime service on the
news cooperative's World Services Desk in 1972. A year later he
was named news editor in Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
Ackerman was appointed chief
of bureau in Lima, Peru, in 1975
and Caracas, Venezuela, bureau
chief in 1978. He returned to the
United States in 1980 as Cleveland
correspondent before his selection
as bureau chief for Louisiana and
Mississippi.
A New York City native, he
graduated from Davidson College
with a bachelor's degree in history
in 1964 and then served in the Army, stationed in the Panama
Canal Zone and South America,
from 1965 to 1967. After his Army
service, he earned a master's
degree in history from the University of North Carolina.

State Department kicks out Cuban diplomats

Guided miss*. destroyer
•Purpose: Battle group escort
•Main armament 8 Harpoon
missiles, 52 SAM missiles, Phalanx
weapons system
•Personnel: 346

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
State Department kicked two
Cuban diplomats out of the country in response to "intolerable
conditions" for American
diplomats who work in Havana.
The ousted Cubans, Bienvenido
Abiemo and Virgilio Lora, are
listed as third secretaries at the
Cuban "interests section" in
Washington. They were not accused of any crime and were told to
depart for home by July 25.

Guided missile frigate
Command ship
•Purpose: Command and
•Purpose: Escort merchant ships,
communications ship
support mobile logistics ships,
support amphibious forces
•Main armament 2-40mm guns
•Main armament 36 SAM missiles, •Personnel: 440
4 Harpoon missiles, Phalanx
weapons system
•Personnel: 200

Bruce Ammerman, a State
Department spokesman, said
Wednesday the Cuban media had
accused American diplomats of
espionage activities, causing "irreparable harm" to them and
their families and endangering
their safety.
The United States and Cuba do
not have formal diplomatic ties,
but maintain so-called interests
sections in each other's capitals.
There are 17 Cubans assigned to

the Czechoslovak Embassy her('
American diplomats are based in
the Swiss Embassy in Havana.

Judge may dismiss
prospective jurers
then start again

WASHINGTON (AP) — An appeals court decision ordering
public jury selection at Michael K.
Deaver's perjury trial may prompt the judge to dismiss 94 proBOBBY WOLFF
spective jurors and start the procedure from scratch.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
NORTH
716-A
Penfield
Jackson, obviously pi•10 6
qued by Wednesday's ruling, said
he may assemble a new pool
•A Q 1087
because, "as far as this panel is
•A K 9 8 6 2
concerned, my authority has been
WEST
EAST
irrevocably eroded."
•K Q 5 3
•J 9 8 2
He said it would take about three
111 KQ7
gr A J 10 9 8 5 4 2
weeks to gather a new group of
•5 2
•4
prospective jurors.
J 10 5 3
4- - "I frankly would find myself
SOUTH
embarrassed to face this panel
•A 7 4
again," Jackson said at a brief
•63
hearing convened after the U.S.
•K J 9 6 3
Court of Appeals ordered him to
4Q 7 4
stop questioning prospective
Vulnerable: Both
jurors behind closed doors.
Dealer: East
The bidding:

THE ACES ON BRIDGE"
Battleship Missouri

"This free will business is a bit terrifying anyway. It's almost pleasanter to obey and make the most of
it.
— Ugo Betti.

•Purpose: Ship to ship combat. retaliatory strike capability
•Main armament 9-406mm (16 in.) guns; 60 cruise missiles, 16 Harpoon
missiles. Phalanx weapons systems
•Personnel: Approximately 1,537
Chicago Tribune Graphic Source Center for Defense Information

GRAND
RIVERS,
KY.

Pine Ridge
Steak House

ASPHALT PAVING
• Streets
• Roadways
• Shopping Centers
• Parking Lots
• Residential
Subdivisions

Hwy. 79

Dover, TN

615-232-6654

Special (with this ad) $200 off
Prime Rib
Or Order From Our Menu
Prime Rib
Fried Stump
Filet Mignon

FREE ESTIMATES

Catfish Filet

362-8661
ASPHALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAH-MAYFIELD-LAKE CRY

Seafood Platter
New York Strip
Stuffed Flounder
Steak 8. Lobste,
Chicken Cordon Bleu

Rib Eye
Boiled Shrimp

Ground Sirloin
Lobster Tails

Open Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 5-10
Sunday 1-8

COUPON — CLIP THIS AD
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Hurry
The Best Selections.
Central Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

Are you familiar with the
Lightner slam double? It is a leaddirecting double used against voluntarily bid slams. A double by opening leader's partner commands an
unusual lead. It prohibits a lead in
trumps and in either defender's suit.
Look only at today's West hand and
the bidding to see if you can interpret East's Lightner double.
North's four-no-trump call was
obviously not Blackwood. It was a
takeout for the minors.
South's jump to six diamohds was
well judged. If North wanted to play
at five of a minor. South had enough
extra values to contract for a small
slam.
The key to bidding tIke grand slam
is North's pass to six hearts. With
one heart loser or more. North
would double the obvious sacrifice;
therefore, North's pass promises
first-round control (most -likely a
void).
Back to the opening lead. Have
you made your decision? The
tempting spade lead is a loser; the
club lead scores as East gets his
first-round ruff.
Against the spade lead, South
wins, draws trumps and establishes
dummy's clubs for two spade discards to score the doubled slam.
Is it clear that West should choose
a club lead? Not clear enough to bet
the family farm, of course, but the
odds strongly favor a club void for
East instead of the spade ace or a
spade void. Take 100 points if you
led a club. Take only 20 points if you
chose a spade.
•
•
•
•
•
•

East
4•
Pass

South
Pass
6•

West
Pass
6

North
4 NT*

iP

Pass

Pass
Dbl.

7•
Pass

Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass

Iran summons
French consul
for "explanations-

NICOSIA, Cyprus I AP I — Iran's
Islamic Revolution Court has
*minors
.
summoned French consul Patti
Opening lead. 7
Torri to Evin prison to provide
"some explanations" about
BID WITH THE ACES
allegations of expionage, Tehrar
7-16-8
radio said Tuesday.
South holds
The official Iranian radio initially reported that Toni was charged
with spying and other crimes, but
46 A 7 4
said later the court called him in
•6 3
to give "explanations." It did not
•K J 9 6 3
reconcile the contradictory
Q74
reports, which were monitored in
Nicosia.
North South
In Paris, the Foreign Ministry
1•
•
2
said the accusations were
24
"without foundation" and were an
attempt by Iran to counter a
ANSWER: Three spades. Just French demand that an Iranian
enough to justify two bids, and the Embassy employee be turned
spade raise is the standout call.
over for questioning about bombings
in Paris.
Send bridge

questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self•addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 1987. United Feature Syndicate
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Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY

$295
502-753-1399 Per Day

1987

And Save At The Same Time!
As with all Kelvinator Air Conditioners, the well-designed, 3-speed fan
on each model operates with maximum
efficiency, minimum sound. An
automatic thermostat mokes setting the
temperature a breeze! So why settle for
anything less than a Kelvinator. Stop in
and see us today and stay cool oil summer long.

209 S 3rd

St , Murray

753-5341
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Senate Democratic leaders met with
gubernatorial nominee Wallace Wilkinson for lunch on Wednesday.
"It was very congenial," said Senate President Pro Tem John "Eck"
Rose of Winchester. "There wasn't total agreement on everything
discussed, but there were no confrontations on anything."
Rose, who earlier met privately with Wilkinson, said much of the
nearly two-hour meeting involved, "wanting to get along, wanting to do
what's in the best interest of the state."
The two substantive issues discussed were workers' compensation
and increasing Kentucky's income taxes by adoption of the federal tax
code.
On workers' comp, Rose said, Wilkinson promised to tell senators
about his plan for resolving the financial problems of the system after he
sends it along to Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
On the tax matter, which many senators support, "he expressed his
opposition to it again," Rose said.
Other senators attending the meeting were Floor Leader Joe Wright
of Harned, Assistant President Pro Tem Charles Berger of Harlan,
Caucus Chairman David Karem of Louisville and Whip Helen Garrett of
Paducah.
Wilkinson met with House Democratic leaders earlier this month.
---OWENSBORO, Ky.( AP) - An Owensboro woman serving as a crew
member in a hot-air balloon was injured when the aircraft crashed after
a collision with another balloon.
Diana Alsing, 33, suffered a broken left leg and broken right heel Sunday and was in good condition Wednesday at Leila Hospital in Battle
Creek, Mich.
Her pilot, Peggy Ogland, 26, of Long Lake, Mich., suffered a broken
wrist in the fall but was back to watch the Battle Creek Hot Air Balloon
Championships on Tuesday.
Jim Schmid, a volunteer at Kellogg Regional Airport's balloon headquarters, said a hole was torn in Ms. Ogland's balloon after it collided
with another balloon's basket.
The balloon tumbled at least 250 feet after it was ripped open, officials
said.
"The one went right up into the other," Schmid said. "Then the ballon
... came crashing down."
The second balloon pilot, David Pasch, 46, of Gibsonburg, Ohio, was
uninjured and resumed 'lying in the competition.
Federal Aviation AdmThistration investigator Dan Cans said Tuesday

that (us staff had asked the pilots and witnesses tor written statements
on the collision
Cans said the FAA reports will be turned over to the National
Transportation Safety Board, which will determine the accident's
cause.

Woman admits to TVA bomb threats;
security to be increased anyway
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - A
Knoxville woman has admitted to
a string of bomb threats at a Tennessee Valley Authority building,
but stepped-up security will continue nonetheless, TVA
spokesmen say.
"We're going to keep security
measures in place, at least for the
near future" as a precaution, TVA
spokesman Alan Carmichael said
Wednesday.
Since June 4 there have been 11
false bomb threats telephoned to a
TVA building adjacent to the
agency's twin-tower headquarters
here, said Bruce Cadotte, a
spokesman for the Inspector
General Office.
A woman in her 20s, who is not a
TVA employee, has admitted to
most of the threats, and Inspector
General Norman Zigrossi con-

tinues to investigate the possibility
of one or two other people making
the calls, Cadotte said.
Zigrossi will turn his information over to the U.S. Attorney's Office and to state authorities, said
Cadotte, who added he could not
identify the woman because the
probe is continuing.
Meanwhile, security personnel
will continue to monitor doors and
search hand-held parcels and
other items, TVA officials said.

WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) - Clark Piscal Court approved an ordinance Wednesday requiring farmers to provide two forms of public
notification when they plan aerial spraying of 40 acres or more.
Notice must be given to a newspaper 24 hours before each application
and a sign, containing specific information, must be posted on the
property.
Some residents complained recently when the Georgia Vegetable Co
used aerial spraying on its fields.
The company said it used this method only during emergencies and
had followed a May 27 order by notifying the county judge 24 hours
before it acted.
The Fiscal Court had attempted to change the May 27 order last month
but failed on a tie vote.
It rescinded it on Wednesday and replaced it with the ordinance,
which also covers spraying under 40 acres. In those cases, farmers must
give their neighbors 24 hours notice and provide the same information
on chemicals being used.
While discussing the ordinance, the magistrates agreed that farmers
would be required only to alert the newspaper and would not be responsible for seeing that the notice was published.
---BONNIEVILLE, Ky.(AP) - A state police trooper shot and killed a
pit bull that charged at him Wednesday after officers made an arrest at
a marijuana patch the dog was guarding in Hart County.
James Blair of Bonnieville was arrested about 5 a.m. CDT as he walked from a field containing nearly 2,000 marijuana plants, state police
said. The officers estimated the street value of the marijuana at more
than $1.5 million dollars.
Federal Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents and sheriff's deputies
accompanied the state police because of reports the patch might be
boobytrapped.
State police said they found two copperhead snakes, animal traps,
shotguns and artillery simulators, which mimic artillery sounds, in a
bus on the property.
When Blair was told he was under arrest, the pit bull ran toward
Trooper Boston Hensley, state police said. When Blair did not respond to
the officer's order to call the dog back, Hensley fired three shots, killing
the dog.
Blair, 32, was being held without bond in the Hart County jail on
charges of possessing and cultivating marijuana.
---LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - About 240 central and eastern Kentucky
heart patients will take part in a National Institutes of Health test to
determine the most effective treatment for abnormal heart beats after
heart attacks, the University of Kentucky Medal Center said
Wednesday.
The Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial will be conducted on approximately 5,000 heart patients around the world at 27 sites between
now and 1990.
Cardiologists from the UK Medical Center, Veterans Administration
Medical Center and private practices in Lexington will participate in the
project. Dr. Anthony DeMaria, chairman of cardiology at UK, will administer the local phase of the trial.
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V-6, automatic, P.S., P.B.,
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Impolite as they were, the other bears could never
help staring at larry's enormous deer gut.

LEAVE THAT FERN ALONE! GOOD HEAVENS YOU REALLY ARE
LISTENING TO ME. COULI2 IT BE
41011 HEAR ME?!
YOU'RE STARTING 10 RESPECT ME?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Battle
memento
5 The unal
8 Volcanic
emanation
12 Leaf of book
13 Cushion
14 Paradise
15 Consumed
16 Bravery
18 Pismire
19 Sun god
20 Partner
21 "— Mice and
Men"
23 Roman gods
24 Lift
26 Look fixedly
28 Experience
29-Imitate
30 Greek letter
32 Pain
33 One, no
matter which
34 Chapeaus
35 South-

2

3

MOP
DEAR
THORI
ERA
ALOE
RENO
BARGAINED
SEA
TAMP
SLAPS
MINDO GAL
PEST
TOE
HIS
HELPS
PAN
AG
AA
F ID
BERET
ERR
DAD
SEAR
RED
AL
FOI L
EDEMA
STRINGENTIVAN
TOAD
ETON
ET E,
ARMYI
LENA
NET
3 Mature
4 Concerning
5 Freshet
6 Healthy
7 Fuss
8 French
article
9 Girls name

DOWN
1 Mast
2 Waterfall

4

5

6

12

UUU

15UU
19

20
21

7

8

UUU

25

35

17
21

10

11

UUU
1

22

UU

UU
23

30 U 31
34

37

39

9

27

33
36

38

11

26
29

10 Feud of blood
revenge
11 One opposed
16 Urn
17 Repetition
20 Small amount
22 Note of scale
25 'Return From
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40
UUU

41
17
52
55

42

43
ill

44
49
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210 YOU TELL
5AR&E ABOUT
THE NEW RULES
ON COURTE5Y?

Yes, SIR, BUT
I DON'T THINK
IT WILL WORK
WITH 5ARGE
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LET'S SEE YOU MAKE
THAT LITTLE TH.INC,
THAT HANGS DOWN
IN THE BACK OF
t9OuR THROAT
DANCE AROUND
AGAIN:

Answer to Previous Puzzle

western
Indian
36 Assistance
37 Soft drinks
38 Part of
window
frame
40 Totals
41 Artificial
language
43 Tantalum
symbol
44 Short note:
colloq.
45 Near
47 Mr. Vigoda
49 Crown
51 Macaw
52 Straight up
and down
55 Beginner
56 Range of
knowledge
57 Animal coal

57

IS
51

46

26 James Bond.
eg
27 Peruses
28 Type of cross
29 In addition
31 Beast of
burden
33 Be ill
34 - sapiens
36 Winged
37 Poisonous
shrub
39 That thong
40 European
finch
41 Transported
with delight
42 Follow orders
44 Formed
45 Sea in Asia
46 Fruit cake
48 Sin
50 Writing fluid
51 October brew
53 River in
Italy
54 Above

i.-1111t
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THERE ARE 71-kR.ES )
ThINGs EVERY DIVER
MU6T REMEMBER
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Hwy. 641 S., 3 minutes
753-1372

1984 BUICK ELECTRA - Locally-owned,
new car trade-in. Blue. 45,000 miles. Has
all the extras!

TAKE YOUR CHOICE!

1

28UUUU

TRUCKSTRAILERSBUSES
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FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

NANCY

tdr.

1987 Dodge Dakota LE

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

1984 BUICK ELECTRA - New car tradein. Loaded with options. 47,000 miles. A
good buy at a great price!

By GARY LARSON
OKAY LAMES..
FOLLOW ME..

1

NOP

CHECK
OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS

PEANUTS

THE FAR SIDE

Senate gets
involved in
airline hassles
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Senate committee completed
work Tuesday on a bill that would
prod the nation's airlines to improve service, while a Senate
clash loomed over a House-passed
measure banning smoking on
most domestic flights.
Legislation sent to'AM full
Senate would require the nation's
airlines to provide monthly
reports to the government of their
on-time records, canceled flights,
lost luggage and bumped
passengers.
The government, in turn, would
be required to issue monthly
reports, which Senate aides said
would likely appear in the government's Federal Register and be
distributed in news releases to
reporters.

The effectiveness of three drugs - encaunde. flecainide and
moncinne - will be evaluated during the trial.
The National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute is supporting the test
with a $45 million grant UK was awarded $1 7 million.
There will be no cost to the patient for the drugs. initial screening or
the four-month checkups. Participation is voluntary
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CLASSIFIEDS
1
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been tiled in the Calloway
District Court by
Richard E. Brauer,
Executor, of
the
estate of Mona M.
Brauer, Deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be tiled in the Calloway
District Court on or
before July 27, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
David Bonner, Administrator, of the
estate of J.T. Bonner,
Deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before July 27, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

INVITATION TO BID
Bids will be received by the Murray Public
Schools Board of Education at the Office of
the Board, Poplar at 9th Streets. Murray,
KY until 12:00 Noon DST, Thursday, July
23, 1987 for four 141 copy machines. At the
appointed time and place all bids will be
opened and read aloud.
Specifications may be obtained from the
Board of Education Office building, 9th Sz
Poplar Streets, Murray. KY 42071.
Any bid received after time set for opening bids will be returned unopened to the
bidder.
The Murray Board of Education reserves
the right to reject any or all bids and to
waive any informalities therein.
Notice
2
SUMMEq
CLEARENCE
Drastic
reduction for men and
women. Eubanks
Fashions, Paducah Off
Price Mall, 3200 Irvan
Cobb Dr
MUST sell One Pirates
Cove membership. Call
(502)247-6634.

2

Notice

PAM'S CAKE HUT- If
you need a cake and you
want it fresh, delicious
and beautiful call us
you'll be glad you did.
759 4492. Try our Philiy
cream cheese cake it's
great for those get
togethers. A

Legal

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have
been
made in the Calloway
District Court
All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
Lela Smith, 200
Spruce, Murray, KY
42071,
Deceased.
Charles Willis Perry,
200 Spruce, Murray,
KY 42071, Executor.
Robert 0. Miller, 101
South 5th Street, Murray,
KY
42071,
Attorney.
Jeffrey
Adams,
Route 06, Box 148,
Murray, KY 42071,
Deceased. Rosalyn
Bucy, Route 06, Box
148, Murray, KY
42071, Adrninistratrix.
Ricky A. Lamkin, 201
South 5th Street, Murray,
KY
42071,
Attorney.
Kelly
L.
Stubblefield, 207 Cherry
Street, Murray, KY
42071, Deceased. Raymond Stubblefield,
1649
Fernwood
Avenue, Toledo, Ohio
43607, Executor. C.
Mark Blankenship,
204 South Sixth Street,
Murray, KY 42071,
Attorney.

1

Legal

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been tiled in the Calloway
District Court by
Alfred Houston, Executor, of the estate of
Loyd C. Houston,
Deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before July 27. 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Wrray Ledger 8c Times
2

Notice

BUSINESS clubs.
organizations, we will
stock your custom logo
use as you need at
Faye's, 753 7743
EFFECTIVE Aug., 1
Haircuts, etc. will be
open IP M. -8P.M_
Monday thru Friday
Sat. 10A M 4P.M.
Dixieland Center 753.
6745

9

Situation

Wanted

GENERAL house and
office cleaning 5 years
experience References
supplied
759 1578 or
753 8642

24

Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Woos

for Sala
7.-17rTr-r
nmff:T
1BEDROONt
do.;
4 :,'6x62 storm doublewide with pur
windows, 4 8' flares chase option

32 Apts for Rent
REDECORATE s
duplex, safe, quiet,
residential, neighbor
hood, walk to grocery
and other services
Appliances ideal for
single $250 monthly
753 8096.
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
Apply Hilldale
BR
Apts , Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

near Ky
cent lights; 2 sets of box Lake 753 8964
springs and
mattresses, 4 3'x7' MUST sell 1977 12x6.5
solid Walunt doors trailer 3 bedrooms, 1
complete with hard
bath, wood underpin
10 Business Opportunity
ware. 753 0315 after ning and small porch,
FOR sale Small snack
6P M
roof resent I y resealed,
machine route. good
income for a few hours BABY and toddler car immediate possession
seat, solid Oak glass Call 492 8341 to see and
a week 753 3693
aoor pie sate, soil° Oak make a offer Must see
GLASS- business or sale table 753
to appreciate
9930
in Paris Residential,
5 Lost and Found
BABY
girl
clothes,
auto, commercial. Es
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
REWARD 5 month old tablished 2 years. Call infant 3 Toddler, Mar
tha Miniature dresses 1 AND 2 bedroom
female, black 901 644 9046 or 901 247
Call 753-1775.
trailers in city limits
Labrador, wearing 3750
BETTER built storage No pets 753 9866 or 34 Houses for Rent
orange nylon collar and
Instruction
buildings, now on dis 753 2365
brown leather collar. 1 1
3 BEDROOMS, car
play at Treas in
pet, central heat air,
Lost near 732 and Bean
RIDING LESSONS Murray
BEDROOM
2
trailer
refrigerator, freezer,
8'x12' starting
Rd
436 - 2310
No given by experienced,
$135 per month #81
at $585
Call-L.E.
stove, 1004 Main, $300
questions asked.
qualified instructor in
Shady
Oaks 1 901 885
Williams. 489-2663.
deposit, $300 monthly,
LEGAL NOTICE
POUND male German
western, hunter seat,
5751
no pets, 759 1265
A periodic settle- Shepherd wearing dressage and side BOAT trailer; 14HP 2 BEDROOM
mobile 1 BEDROOM house
Cub Cadet; 1 Foley
ment of accounts has name plate and collar, saddle equitation.
home. $135 a month,
very shy. 436-5526.
Facilities include- in- automatic saw filing $135 deposit. East side $250 per month plus
been filed in the LOST 1-172 mile
deposit. 753-6531
on 94 door arena and cross outfit; 8" bench saw;
of Murray. 753 9227
Calloway
District East- 6-year old male
3 BEDROOM brick, 2
country jumping 8HP rototiller. Phone after 5:30P.M.
Court by Billy Nat tri-color Beagle with
baths, swimming pool
course. The Paddock 4.36-2421.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or $375 per month 518
S
Galloway, Executor, collar, name. Reward. Horse Center, 753-4160 GIBSON refrigerator;
unfurnished,
some new 6th St 762-4732
Ashley woodstove; 1
753 4641, 8A.M. 5P M.. or 759-4408
of the estate of Ruth
furniture,
natural gas 3 BEDROOM house on
room 110 air con
Monday Friday.
Robertson Warterelectric, air con- North 4th St. $225
ditioners. 753-9731.
month
Help Wanted
6
14.Want to Buy
field, Deceased.
GOOD used air ditioned. Shady Oaks plus deposit. Call 753
753-5209.
Exceptions to this 1100,000
4509 or 753 9386.
PER year. OLD quilts, quilt tops, conditioners 110 volt &
220 volt, refrigerators,
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
settlement must be fil- We guarantee your samplers, crocheted
freezers, electric 30 Business Rentals
brick fireplace in den,
ed in the Calloway success in the 4 Billion $ items, and old pieces of
ranges- Hodge & Sons
fragrance industry. needle work. Please
patio double carport
District Court on or Guaranteed
25x40 STOREFRONT,
753-4669.
2mi north of Murray
product reply with discription
before July 27, 1987, sells itself. Exclusive and other information 'KENMORE microwave 1303 Chestnut St ad
753-6350.
joining
MSU
615
262
for
sale, 2 year service
territories available. to: Needleworks, P.O.
the date of hearing.
3 BR, 1601 Farmer, cen
0000.
(702)831-4682.
tral heat/air Also, 2 BR
Box 453, Benton, Ky. agreement, $350. 753
Ann P. Wilson
4 CAR shop for rent,
9873.
townhouse, 205 Chestnut,
Circuit Court Clerk BABYSITTER wanted 42025.
water
and
air
furnished.
LARGE, large, large
for 9 year old. Call WANT to buy or rentcentral heat/air. Cole
selection of storage $225 monthly or $200 a man Real Estate 753 9898.
759-1109 after 5:30P.M
Lot for trailer already
month
on
years
lease.
1
buildings in stock for
HELPER needed in meaf equ-ip-ped with septic
4 BEDROOM house
2 .Notice
immediate delivery. mile from town. near University. No
department. Apply in tank, meter pole and
7714.
753
THE Gold Nugget, wesf person at Owen Food water. Call 753-0961
Acree Portable
pets. Lease. 753 9393
side of square, Market.
Buildings, Mayfield,
after 4:30P.M. or any
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
15. Articles for Sale
32. Apts for Rent
Ky. 502-247-7831.
time weekends
HOME assembly in
Diamonds, black hills come.
NEW 3HP lawn mower 1 BEDROOM furnished 4 MILES north, extra nice
Assemble pro- #2 3/4
PLYWOOD
gold, 14kt. gold chains
ducts at home. Part- $9.95. Mid -South engine, $40. 759 1965 aparment, $120 a month 2 BR brick, central
"We sell for less!" "We time.
Experience un- Wholesale Buildings; 8A.M. til 3P.M.
plus deposit. No pets. heat/air, public water,
guarantee it." Jimmy necessary.
Details. Call 342 East Washington; POOL table, full size, 121 North next to natural gas, $350. Cole
Thompson Jeweler
all equipment: rack, fairgrounds. 753-3139.
man RE 753'9898.
813.327-0896, Ext. 613.
Paris; 901-6.42-2552.
balls, sticks and stick 1 BEDROOM e f - 5 ROOM house in the
NEED a job? 4 openings COLLECTORS item
hanger, $500. 753-9240.
now. You may qualify 100% wool hand woven
ficiency, nice, private, country. Re decorated.
QUITTING Business
if: (1)you do not have authentic Turkish cargood neighborhood, No pets. Depo,i4.8.
Clark Clothing, Ky. 121 near campus. $185 per references required.
GED or your high pet. Approximate size
Rent reasonable. Call
school diploma, (2) you 6'x9'. Major colors: red, By Pass North. 500 Men's month. 753-8585.
suits sizes 36 thru 52 2 BEDROOM apart
have been out of school blue, beige. Call for
753 8349 after 4P M. or
(shorts, regular & longs) ments for rent at Em- weekends.
9 months or more, (3) appointment after
Reg. to $150, now 579.95, 2 bassy Apartments. UNIQUE 1 bedroom on
you are between ages 16 5P.M. 753-8060.
for $150. Blazers 5,39.95. Families and married Olive St. Large yard,
& 21. We are a EOE. PREFINISHED & un
Cordurory sport coats couples welcomed. Now patio. No children or
This project is funded finished Oak kitchen
by the Western Ky. cabinets • in stock. S29.95. All jeans $13.75. renting 1 bedroom pets. Lease, deposit
Private Industry Check our prices and
753-3557.
5300. 753 3913 evenings.
apartments. Call 753
Coilncin JTPA. Call save! Mid South
REAR engine riding 3530.
J.T.P.A. Out Of School Wholesale Building; 342 lawn mower, 51-IP Call 1
or 2 BEDROOM
753-9378 between 8:30
36. For Rent or Lease
East Washington; 753 7274.
apartment near down
12:005 days a week.
RUBBER bed mats for town Murray. Call 753 PENT TO OWN
Paris; 901-642-2552.
NEED waitresses- full THIS week only! 60" all pick-ups. Stokes 4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or Quasar VCR's $10 week
or part-time, 2 til 10 fiberglass tub & shower
Tractor, Industrial Rd. 436-2844.
includes one free movie
shift. Bull Durham's, combination (slight 753-1319.
2 BEDROOM house rental/week 52 weeks.
Paris Landing area.
irregulars) $149.95. TOMATO juicer, near downtown, $150 a TV's and appliances
'PART-time or full-time Mid South Wholesale
Victoria -200, 529.99. month, $150 deposit. available. Check our
receptionist/ secretary Building; 342 East
Wallin Hardware, Call 753'1513.
low prices! Movie
for new business. Start Washington; Paris; 901
Downtown Paris, Tn.
BEDROOM apart- World, 753 4663
immediately. Reply to 642-2552.
TORO. push mowers ment near university,
P.O. Box 1126 or call
and weed trimmers. caret, gas 'heal, water' 37. Livestock -Supplies
16. Home Furnishings
753-4012.
Also, for all Toro part furnished. No pets. 18 GOOSENECK stock
PART-time babysitter
and service see Keith at 489-2244.
trailer, new paint, $750
needed for a 4 year old in 3 ROOM size window
Stokes Tractor, Indus- ) BEDROOM furnished 753-3830.
my home. 3 or 4 mornings air conditioners, $100
rial Road, 753-1319.
apt. near univ. 753-6350.
SIMMENTAL and
per week. Must have own each; Kenmore disUSED riding mowers, 2 LARGE 2 bedroom Simbrah bulls. Per
transportation. Re- hwasher, 550; 2 year old
all sizes and all prices. apartments, extra nice. formance & semen
ferences preferred. 753- top of the line, Magic
Stokes Tractor, Indust 1 furnished, 1 partially tested. Excellent qual
0387 after 5p.m.
rial Rd., 753.1319.
Chef refrigerator, $395;
furnished. Lease and ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
PEPS NEEDED- for 5-1/2' kitchen cabinet, WATER Keaters elec- %--deposit
required_ 1604 Ky. 522-8794
business accounts. Full- $75. 753-7650.
tric with dual heating miller. phone 753 0932
time, $60,000180,000; SAVE! Save!
38. Pets -Supplies
elements. 5 year glass or 753-5898.
Drastic
Part-time, $12,000-518, reduction on all
lined tank 30 gallon, 1 BEDROOM duplex, AKC black Lab
bed
puppies,
000. No selling, repeat ding, living
$114.99; 40 gallon, central heat and air, all 7 weeks old.
room and
753 4186
business. Set your own bedroom
$119.99;
gallon,
50
groups in
appliances furnished, days, 753 5644 after
hours. Training pro
stock through July. See $139.99. Wallin Hard- double carport with 6:30P.M.
vided. Call 1-612-938
Paris,
ware,
Tn.
us for all your furniture
storage, near Univers
HORSES boarded 16
6870, M-F, 8am to 5pm
WE buy, sell and repair ity. Available August stall facility;
needs. Carraway. Furpasture
(Central Standard
niture, 105 N. 3rd St., air conditioners. Bar- 1st. 753-5114 or 753-7947.
turn, out, lighted indoor
Time).
ring installed in 1 BEDROOM apart
753-1507.
arena.
The Paddock
RESIDENT manager
r motors, $20. Call Dill ment in city, $300 Horse Center,
759 4408
for apartment complex
Electric 759.1577.
month.
Call
753-9240.
or 753 4160.
in Calloway County.
WE
sell
buy,
and
repair
ALMOST new 2 bed
MALE English Sheep
Experience preferred. 19. Farm Equipment
air conditioners. Bar
room luxury, energy dog 1 year old, healthy
Send resume to: H/R, 6 SCAFFOLD wagons
ring installed in motors, efficient duplex apar
M. 489-2741.
Box 95, Benton, Ky. Call 474 2796
$20. Call Dill Electric tment in Westwood.
PURE breed black Lab
42025.
759.1577.
Cathedral ceiling with
puppies. Males, $35;
STAP-F FN position
WE now have Briggs Cedar beams in all females, $25. 354 8914.
available in home 22
Musical
and Tecumseh engine rooms. The best in
health- Full time, paid
parts. For all your appliances, water and
ELECTRA electric
vacation, paid mileage,
service needs see us at ice in door refrigerator;
guitar, black, 2 hum
insurance benefits. If
Produce
Stokes Tractor, Indust built in microwave; 40
buckers, excellent coninterested call 901-642
rial Rd , 753-1319.
dition, hardshell case.
glass
stove;
top
ceraBLUEBERRI
ES for
6162.
Peavey backstage 30
mic tile bath. Interior sale 753-8690
amp. 753-8709.
uniquely decorated with PURPLE Hull peas.
26.TV-Radio
some of the most ex- $7.50 per bushel, de
GIBSON electric ES
35DOT. Fender Prin
CHEAP! MUST pensive materials livered in the Murray
ceton reverb 2. 489 2203
Lease and area. Also, green beans
SELL!! 8 tract tape available
after 5P.M.
player/AM FM deposit. No pets. 753
759 4799
NEED POWER? radio/ stereo set with 2 7185 for appointment.
41
Public Sales
BRICK
duplex
with
130-watt Peavey MX
speakers. Call 753 3781
carport. No pets. $235 a
Flite Case guitar am
after 4P.M.
month. 753-6931.
plifier head for sale.
LEASE TO OWN 25
Amp has channel swit
console TV with remote, FURNISHED of un
ching, four tube output, $53 a month. Murray furnished 1 BR apart
reverb and effects loop,
ments, 5125.5150. Also, 2
Rental & Sales. 753-8201
all for 5295. Phone LEASE TO OWN Wir BR townhouse, un
759-1938 after 5P.M. for
eless remote VCR, $32 a furnished, $300 Coleman
details
month
Murray Rental Real Estate, 753.9898.
Thurs. & Fri.
STEREO needles. Can't
For rent: 2 BR apts
& Sales. 753-8201.
find your replacement LEASE TO OWN 19" Water furnished Start
509 Chestnut
needle, let us try!! 753
color TV, $28 a month. ing at $170. Murray
4663
Manor
Limited.
Equal
7
a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Murray Rental & Sales
Housing Opportunity
753 8201.
Wall heater, like new
USED 11' fiberglass Call 753-8668.
24.Miscellaneous
9. Situation Wanted
stereo T V. old quilts.
satelitte dish with drive. LAKEFRONT apartment
lots or blue jeans. odds &
Drake 5324 reciever; in Panorama Shores. Un
MILITARY civilian
end,
drake 524 stereo adap- furnished, 2 BR's. Kit
sewing
alterations
Also, House cleaning &
ter $500. Call 753 2651 chen appliances fur
fished. No children or
between hours 5-8P.M.
ironing. Call Barbara
pets. Lease & deposit re
759-1836.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale quired. Call 436-2484 be
WILL sfay with sick or
elderly person, 5 days a
12x65, 2 BEDROOM, hveen 9a.m..6p.m.
week, $600
Ex
large bath, carpet MUR Cal apts. Nor
perienced 753 2785
throughout, double thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
storm windows, large Now renting. Equal
Saturday
natural wood porch. Housing Opportunity
1 2 .Insurance
759
4984
July
18th
$4500 9A.M 4P.M. 762
4392 or after 5P.M.
5:30
to
p.m.
6
8 a.m. - ?
NURSING HOME
436 2965.
LBL and
Mon-Fri
INSURANCE
512
Beale St.
house musf
Beta Sigma Phi
3:30 to 4 p.m. BUILDING
No age limit to appsell or take over
LitVe girls clothes ladies
payments. 1984 14x60 2
Sat
Kentucky Lake
ly. Our most commen's clothes odds &
bedrooms, 1 bath,
prehensive policy
ends. pop-up camper
$9,900 489 2868 after
pays for Skilled, In6P M
00 GALLON gas/
diesel tank with tand
terthediate
or
753 9240.
Custodial Care.
)2 SHINGLES 512 95 sq
With Medicare's
Several colors to choose
new guidelines for
from
Cash & Carry!
with 3
Mid South Wholesale
confinement, NursBuilding, 342 East
rooms
attached
ing
Home
InWashington, Paris
Sat. Only 7-12
surance is more
Must Be Moved
901 642 2552
1549
Canterbury
July 18
important
than
44'x 8' WOOD siding
Drive
$7.95
Mid South
ever. For free inSun , July 19
Rain or Shine
Wholesale Buildings;
formation call:
9am
-6pm
or best
342 East Washington.
(No Early Sales)
Jerry McConnell
Paris, 901 642 2552.
reasonable offer
B•dsorseds, drapes
-AdmissionInsurance
lx5 SIDE by side frost
lamps. pictures, clothes,
free refrigerator, 22 cu
753-4199
'1.00 Per Car
rocking horse, toys
ft., avacado, looks new
'try* Weal dais servico'•
Proceeds kmeek 11•••1010•
5250 753 2339
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FBI screening required. Call after 5
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Call
753-1916
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CLASSIFIEDS
41

Public Sales

41

Public Sales

Yard Sale
Fri. July 17th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
2205 Coldwater
Road - 1% mi.
from Penney's
A little bit of ,
everything!!!

Public Sales

Garage
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
July 17 & 18

Fri. & Sat.
July 17 & 18
108 S. 13th St.
7 a.m.

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
1106 Main St.

a.m. tU 3 p.m.
1607 Locust Dr.
Clothes, books, boys
bicycle, like new Wilson
football pads from 90 to
110 pounds, household
items & ect
8

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
1602 Parklane
Infant & toddler
clothes, toys,
misc. items.

Sat. Only
8 a.m.-?
402 S. 8th St.

3 mi. S. on 641
across from
Trucks, Trailers
& Buses

41

Carport
Sale

4 Party
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Public Sales

Murray Ledger & Tipes

Carport
Sale

Garage
Sale

6 Party
Yard Sale

41

26" bicycle, boys infant clothes, ladies
size 3-14, mens leans,
pic3ures & other misc
items

FIRST TIME
3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Fri. 7 a.m.-?
Sat. 7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Johnny Robortson Rd.
South (off Wiewell Rd.)
Toys, baby
items,
childrens-adult clothing,
stereo, fireplace set, &
other misc items

Twin beds, baby beds,
love seat, weight bench,
baseball cards children &
adults clothing

Yard Sale
Fri. 10 a.m.Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fair Grounds
Murray/Calloway
Jaycee's
MDA Yard Sale
Something
for
everyone

Baby beub, baby
swings, potty chair,
lawn mower, recliner,
odds & ends

Moving
Sale
1517 Johnson Blvd.
Modern piano. Singe.'
sewing machine, couch,
chairs. end & coffee
tables, gas range. portable typewriter, desk &
other items

Yard Sale

Garage
Sale
Friday
9th & Sycamore
Maple
table
&
chairs, canning jars,
glassware, Avon,
hot plate, wicker
items, clothing (all
sizes), misc items

Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Wreaths, Baskets, Silk
& Dried Flowers,
Christmas Decorations
& ornaments.
Much, Much More{
Adak

Hoffman's
4 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.
313 S. 13th St.
Large size men &
womens clothes & lots of
other misc. items. Come
by & make us an offer

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
July 17th & 18th
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
121 North, /
1
2 mile
east of Coldwater,
sign in yard.
Weed Eater, end
tables, breakfast table,
lots of odds and ends

Yard Sale
Saturday
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
No Early Sales
1100
Circarama
Humidifier, pictures,
stereo, toys

Antique
Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
513 Broad St.
753-1226
Oak dresser with swinging mirror, oak rocking
chair. Queen Ann type
chair, old dresser with
mirror & a small primitive
table

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1902 Westwood
Drive
Baby clothes, girls
infant-4, boys infant, car
Seat, grill, matching
couch & chair, 10-speed
bike, dishes, lots more
No Early Sales

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
110 Elm St.
Large & small appliances,
bicycle,
stereo console, electrical fixtures, T.V ,
1983
3-wheeler,
much more

Yard Sale
Huge Sale!

,‘

Friday & Saturday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
306 N. 8th St.

Items purchasedfrom
store closeouts;
All types of furniture ofice desks, swivel chairs,
Hollywood bed, old antique bed. springs & mattresses, nice wicker
chair, coffee tables & end
tables, lawn mower,
lamps, dishes toys, silverware, all types of
shop equip , new fine
jewelry purchased from
local jeweler close out

Don't Hiss This
Spectacular Sale!

SUMMER
SALE
Inside Kim Long
Tailor Shop
1212 Main St.
Fri. & Sat.
8-6

Shotguns,

gun

cabinet, oak wash
stand, down/cabin
ref , trash compactor, office desk,
adult clothes, misc

Ref ,

A/C,

dryer,

washer, stove, couch,
chairs, dining room
set, coffee table,
chest,
kerosene
heater, tools, air compressor/painter,
assorted glassware,
plants, and fabrics
25% off

Miller's 121
Mini Storage
121 By-Pass
Next to Ozark Log Homes
,--Convenient Location
Your Own Lock & Key
r Reasonable monthly rates

Call now to reserve your space

753-

Sat. Only
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
902 Poplar

774

1 mile 94 East
759-4512
4 3 . Real Estate
LAKE area mini farm
Approximately 9-1/2
acres just off Hwy. 80.
Newly renovated with
vinyl siding and new
roof, 3 bedrooms, large
living room, 40 x 8'
covered porch, double
carport, 24x24 detached
garage, $47,900. Call
Sue Wynn at Griffin &
Associates E.R.A. 362
4224 or 527 7444.
REDUCED $10,000.
25x40 store front, 5
rental apartments.
Large lot has potential.
1303 Chestnut St., adjoining MSU. 615-2620000.
WANTED to purchase
for building retirement
home: 5-10 acres and,
prefer some wooded
area, 3-10 miles radius
from town. Interested
parties contact J.P.
Knight, 31442 Alabama
Ave., Livonia, MI 48150
before July 24. Will be in
Murray area around
August 1.
WANT to buy: 4 bed
room house and 30 or
more acres Call 753
6539.
44.Lots for

46

BEDROOM, 2 bath,
prick nome on 15 acres
Central heat and air,
tireplace, 2 car garage,
deck and patio Located
7 miles East of Murray
on Dr Douglas Road
$72,500 Phone 436 5574
CHARMING 2 bedroom
beautifully decorated
country home on 3
acres, lovely shaded
yard, only 5 miles west
of Murray
Must sell
753 9349,
COMFORTABLE,
COZY & CHARMING is
this 3 bedroom, 1 1. 2
bath, located on a
cul be sac which means
peace and quiet The
price has been reduced
to below $38,000 don't
miss out on a buy like
this. Call Mary Jane at
753 1492.
FOR sale by owner! 1
Bedroom, 2 bath house
in Canterbury Family
room w/fireplace, din
ing room
Large re
dwood deck, fenced
yard with lots of trees.
Central air, gas heat,
TVA insulation, 2 car
garage. $75,000 .
753-9520.
FRAMED 3 bedroom
house, 5 acres, reduced
$29,900. Or will rent,
$200 per month, $100
deposit. References
753-3874.
GREAT fishing cabin or
starter home close to
the lake. Priced in the
teen's. 2 bedroom, nice
lot. Call Kim Wilson at
Wilson Realty 753-3263.
INTEREST income tow'?
Invest in 2 unit rental,
gross return 16 1/4%. 700
Sycamore. Coleman Real
Estate, 753.9898.
JUST listed- Super nice
home on Johnny Robert
son Rd. Approx. 3200 sq.
ft., large lot w/trees &
many other features. Call
MTG 753-4000 and ask for
Jean.
NICE three bedroom,
one bath house for sale
at 811 Sunny Lane.
Quiet neighborhood,
reasonable price. For
more information call
753-8717 after 5P.M. or
weekends.
OWNER says sell 3 BR, 1
bath, brick, 1 car garage,
FHA appraised, $38,000.
Coleman Real Estate,
753 9898.
PEACE and quiet, S
minutes from Court
Square. 3 acres, 2
houses, city water. Outland Schoolhouse Rd.
$55,000. For appointment call 753-2669.
YOU belong to the
university! Perfectly
located for you to walk
to university. Three
bedroom brick, 1-1/2
baths, and priced only
in the 30's. Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs-' Real'
tors 753 1492

FOR SALE
To settle estate one lot with two

houses, good rental
property, one has 3
AP now rented.
For more
information
Call 753-0955
after 5 p.m.

Sale

5 BEAUTIFUL lots,
'located in Baywood
Vista, great buy at $5000
will sell separately. Call
Kim Wilson at Wilson
Realty 753 3263.
kENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500. Home 554 8128
or Office 4423632 Ow
ner financing.
LARGE lot for sale on
Ky_ Lake in Center
Ridge Subdivision, $750.
Call 901 644-9046 or 901
247 3750.
LOT for sale Good
trailer or camper site
106'x202' electric and
water hook up
available $750. 753 8257
NICE lot on 121, 61'
miles North on natural
gas lines. 180x300, $3600
Days 753 1953 or nights
753 0870

Homes for Sale
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49

Used

Cars

NOTICE

Motorcycles

Cadillac, Inc.
of Paris, TN

cc-.
SAVE SAVE

ATTENTION
NURSES

EOE

•

Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
Pete Waldrop • Broker

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
For inspection prior to auction call
Dan Miller 435-4144 Lynn Grove, K1

-

••••

Trucks

Freddie Poe

YARD
SALE

cellent salary and benefits. If this
describes you, apply at West View
Nursing Home, 1401 South 16th
Street, Murray, Kentucky
Lowell Beck, Administrator

Used

Dan Taylor

Real Estate Auction

The Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks, Paris Lodge No. 816, P.O. Box 816,
Paris, Tennessee 38242; is now accepting
bids for lease of its dining room facilities,
including present lessee.
Bids must be in writing and submitted to
the above address to the attention of the
Chairman of the Lease Committee, no later
than August 1, 1987.
Specifications con be obtained from the
Chairman of the Lease Committee in
writing at the above address.
The Lease Committee reserves the right
to reject any or all bids without recourse.
Lease Committee
Paris Elks Lodge No. 816

50

1967 FORD Custom, Wirrbl A TO A B 7000
gooci looking inside and long oeci pick up, 13,000
out, 41,000 actual miles, miles, AM/FM stereo
cassette, excellent
1475 753 4949
condition 14200 /53
1974 TORINO, 47e
1350 or best offer or will 2585
1986 MAZDA B 2000LX
use in trade for truck
cab plus
AC, TS,
759 1575
1975 CADILLAC Sedan cruise, AM/FM stereo
DeVille, local owned. cassette, 29,000 miles
new Michelin tires, Must sell 753 9349
'74 FORD Bronco 4
extra clean_ 436 2427
1975 DELTA Royale wheel drive, V 8. auto
covertible. Excellent trans , PS Call John
753 7520 or 762 6.804
condition inside and out
Phone 759 4813 after
51
Campers
6P.M
1976 DATSUN, new FOR sale Hobo pop up
muffler system, good camper Sleeps 5 6, with
refrigerator and gas
gas mileage, $500. 762
stove $575 Call 759 9309
4392 or after 5P M
after 5 30P M
436 2965
1978 FORD fairmont
52 Boats -Motors
wagon, excellent condi
13 BOAT, 15HP motor
tion, loaded, first $150
Excellent
and trailer
753-0467 or 435 4291
1979 MALIBU, 4 door condition $850 Call
sport, PS, PB, PB, AC, after 6P M 753 3716
Pioneer music system 1983 KAWASAKI 550 jef
with equalizer
Cali ski, good condition
$1800 Phone 753 9986
753 3855.
1982 OLDSMOBILE after 5P M
Cutlass Supreme Ig GILSON houseboat
Brougham
All power, twin engines, roof
sliding moon roof, new mount air, lots lots
more! Super condition,
tires, 60,000 miles 753
must see to appreciate.
3293 after 5P.M
1982 Z 28 LOADED with`` 354 6607
t tops, .500 miles
53 Services Offered
$6000 ri
-NYJest offer
759-4.‘SY,r 753 0044
A 1 ENTERPRISE
Wholesale dealer in gas
1985 HONDA Accord, and wood burning ap
immaculate, 1 owner, lo- pliances, Offering foil
cal car. Call Kevin 759- service installation
Also, fireplace repair
4619
Chimney cleaning
1986 T BIRD, loaded with
all extras. Still under •Masonry •Damper
*Bird screen •Hoods.
warranty. $12,500 498
753'0953.
8917.
A J STUMP Removal.
1986 TOYOTA Tercet
Reasonable rates, 10"
wagon. A/C, AM FM
below surface. Call us
cassette stereo, 17,000
before you decide. Free
miles, $8300 Owners
estimates. 753-0906 ;.
moving overseas, can't
ALUMINUM and vinyl
take car 753-9341.
siding. 27 years ex
1 9 8 7 CELEBRITY, perience.
Free es
wrecteef, 8000 miles, timates. J.D &
Tim
good title with all parts Garland. 328 8398.
needed to repair $5500.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
751,7714.
Factory authorized for
2 GOOD front caps for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
a '77 Monte Carlo and a
Brown. 'Service on gas
'77 Camaro. Also, and electric ranges,
bumpers, tail lights, microwaves, dis
hub caps, doors.- etc. hwashers, re
$400 for all. Call after frigerators, etc. Earl
6P.M. 753 6973.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
'76 IMPALA 4 door, 5341.
58,000 miles, like new, APPLIANCE
selling due to illness. SERVICE. Kenmore,
753 7523.
Westinghouse,
78 CUTLASS Supreme. Whirlpool. 27 years
350 V-8, burgundy. PS, experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
PB, air and tilt, tinted
Bob's Appliance Ser
windows. 753 0554.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
79 FIREBIRD For
Business 753 4872, 436
mula. V 8 automatic, 5848 (home).
power steering, brakes
MITCHELL Paving
and air, electric win
dows and door locks, Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
tilt. $1500. 753 4320 be
fore 4P.M. or 436 2298 striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
after 5P.M_
and grading. Phone
'79 WHITE & Maroon soil
753-1537.
Cutlass, A 1 condition.
FENCE sales at Sears
Call 753 1289.
now, Call Sears 753 2310
86 PONTIAC Fiero, for
free estimate for
new tires, 11,000 miles
your needs.
Call 759 1107 after 5P M.
FOREIGN car repair
MAZDA 626LX '84 Specialist on all im
model, fully loaded
1
ported cars Deisel or
owner 328 8065
fuel injected 489 2279.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt .and sand call Roger
(Forrrierly of Murray & Fulton)
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
(Formerly of Benton)
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Chevrolet
Sears 753 2310 for free
Oldsmobile
estimate.

1979 400 XS Yamaha,
good condition, new
GM Executive &
tires, lots of extras
Program
Vehicles
Phone 753-5046.
s7..ac
St-. •
1980 CB 650 HONDA.
2-1987 Cacklac C. •
14,000 miles. Good con
1987 0.0s Firenza ,
dition. Call 759 1959
after 4P.M.
1987 C'cs Calais
Fri. & Sat. 8-?
1 9 8 5 • 2 0 0 X 3
987,Cr‘eq, Ce4:WHEELER, excellent
121 County
'987 Gas "ororacc
condition, w/extras.
1 986 &as atlass
Line Road
$1,100. 753 3648 after
1 986 Ca°
E
6P M.
'986 Ocs
Furniture, clothes,
'76 HARLEY Davidson
'986 Cne+, Cava e'
dishes, household
full dresser, FLH
series, extra chrome,
items, men's large
big tour pack, like new
sizes
We Want Your Business
Day 474 2223, night 759
Let Us Prove It
1071.
83 HONDA Shadow,
901-642-3900
67,000 miles, good con
dition. S800. tail 436
45 Farms for Sale
2610 or 436 5830.
55 ACRES more or less
and older house 753 HONDA 185 Twinstar, 50
Used Trucks
excellent condition, low
2637 after 4P M
mileage. 5375 753 0046.
1 9 7 4 CHEVROLET
46 Homes for Sale
Cheyenne, nice, 1977
Fri. July 17th
Ford 3'2 ton with utility
1st HOME fever. Af 49
Used Cars
bed 753 2893
only $28,000 and just
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
now on the market. 1983 2807X, VERY 1976 DODGE van, good
condition, engine over
Newly decorated clean, loaded, $8700
1305 Vine St.
hauled, new transmis
throughout
new fix 753 5188 after 5P M
sion. 51000 Call 759 4004
and vanity in 753 4023
Children's clothmg, tures
bath
three carpeted
bedrooms
Call 753
couch
1492 CenturV 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
Sat. July 25. 1987 at 10 a.m. From Murray .
KV take 94 East to Highway M.Follow 280
to let road past Miller Golf Course. Turn
left. let house on right. Watch for auction
signs.
Will sell a,nice 2 story, 4 bedroom house
• 2 bathrooms • eat in kitchen - utility room
Are you ready for a career move? We
- large double garage -!mature shade sitting on Pt acres + or • lot.
are accepting applications for a DirecTerms: 20,, down day of sale Hal in 30
tor of Nursing. Must have a current
days with passing of deed. This is not an abKy. R.N. License. Must have exsolute auction. But any reasonable offer
will be accepted. This house has a lot of liV•
perience in supervision, possess
ing space. Come to this auction 8r buy a
leadership and motivatiOn skills. Exbargain.

3 Family
Yard Sale
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AP, 4.

Busy Bee's
House Cleaning
Service
753-0394
Ask For Bonnie.
CONCRETE driveways
patios, brick and block
work CALL 502 492 8160
APPLIANCE Service
on all brands washers
dryers refrigerators
freezers electric
ranges
air con
ditioners
George
Hodge & Son. 410 Dixie
land Shopping Center.
753 4669

C.E.'s
Remodeling & small
plumbing jobs
753-9626

53.

Services Offered
53 Services Offered
14AMILTON Cultured YARD landscaping,
marble and tile 643 Old leveling driveways
blade work and bustl
Benton Rd 753 9400
INSULATION blown in hogging Call 436'5430 or
753 0659
by Sears TVA ap
proved Save on those COLLEY Tree Service
Keep your trees in
high heating and cool
mg bills Call Sears shape by topping, prun
753 2310 for free ing. deadwooding
Spraying. fertilizing,
estimate
LEE'S CARPET removal of unwantrc
CLEANING, For all trees Stump remov,i
Complete tree care 14
your carpet 8. uphoist
years experience Fr.A.
ery cleaning For a free
estimates 753 0366
estimate call 753 5827
CONCRETE won'
Satisfied references
LICENSED electrician. patio sidewalk, ca'
port Free estirnat(.s
residential and com
759 1202
mercial Air condition
PROFESSIONAL win
ing Sales and service
Gas installation and doyv cleaner 25 year',
Private
repair for natural and experience
LP Fred's Repair 753 homes and commerc
stores Call 1 901 78;
7203.
MOBILE HOME 3670
Specialist, Repair, ROCKY COLSON Hoi,
leveling, underpinning, Repair Roofing sidinc,
plumbirr_;
roofs, floors plumbing, painting
wiring
washing, concrete
Free e
hurricane straps 759
timates Cali 474 2307 •
4850
753 6973
NEED work on your SEWING Machine P.
trees? We can beautify pair. All makes
your yard by topping, moods Home &
shaping, dead wooding dustriai
Bag ciosir
or removing dead or machines Also scissc-diseased trees
For sharpening
40 y r
satisfaction call the experience
All word proven professionals at guaranteed
Kenne••
Bover's Tree Service
Barnh 111, 753 2674
753 0338 The competi
Stella, Ky
lion knows us
you 't TUMP removal 10
should too
below surface
In
ODD lob specialist, expensive, clean, r1_,
ceiling fans, electrical. lawn damage Surewe,
plumbing, fencing You Stump Removal 75:
name it. I do it You 5484 Free estimates
buy, I install
You WET BASEMENT? v.
break, I fix Cali 436
make wet basemen'
2868 evenings
dry
Work complete .
PAINTING interior, ex
Call
guaranteed
terior. 25 years ex
write Morgan Cc'
perience. Quality work
strJction Co. Rt. 2, Si
Reasonable rates Free 409A
Paducah, Kestimates
Yearry's 42001 or call 1 442 7026
Painting 436 2'245.
PAINTING
Interior
Free Column
Exterior
Remodeling 56
Roofing
Free Es
COUNTRy
ttens
timates. Willie 436 2326
2 female cats free •
PAINTING
Interior
good homes 436 2339
exterior, commercial
FEE female beagh_
residential
Free es
approximateiy 1 yet-'
timates. 25 years ex
old Needs warm iovir„
perience. Tremon home Call 753 7451
Farris 759 1987.
after 5P M 762 2749

*
579
53
40

•

All Types Of

*
*
*
*
*
*
-o

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY -

MURRAY

Beninc Bunny Bread

iht**********************
Absolute Auction
Real Estate tt Personal Property
Sat.. July 18th 1987 at 10 a.m. From Murray take 121 south to Sew Concord. Follow
121 approx. 5 miles to auction. Will sell the
Real Estate at 12 noon. 2 bedrooms • living
room - eat in kitchen - bathroom - laundry
room- private well. Sitting on 7 acres + or
- of land. Real Estate will sell to highest
bidder day of auction.
Persongl Property: Chest freezer - chiffrobe - Warm Morning gas heater - couch
& chair - recliner - wall clock - good old
spinning wheel complete - unusual small
oak show case - coke trays - candle holder
- wash kettles • metal cars - wood high
chairs - odd beds - twin bed • breakfast set
- stone pieces - Carnival glass - Hull pottery
- old mantle vase - old glass & china - hen
on nest - milk cans - yard chairs & glider
- well bucket - washtubs - well pump - fruit
jars - horse drawn tools - garden tiller- rabbit cages - hand & garden tools. This is only a partial listing. Many other items not
listed. Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.'
Terms on Real Estate: 20'; down day of
auction. Bal. in 15 days with passing of
deed. Possession with deed_

Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
Pete Waldrop - Broker

Dan Miller- Auctioneer
For more information Call:
435-4144 or Mrs. Malcolm 436-2497
Cash day of sale on personal propert.
licensed & Bonded in KY & TN #1281
Darrel Beane • Terry Paschall Auctioneers
"1/
.1

t,rt ice Doe.n't Cost. It Pa;''

Carlos Black Jr.
Painting Co.
In Business for 26 Years
Quality Work
6 Experienced Painters to Serve You.
No Job is Too Large or Too Small.
We Carry A Full Line of Insurance

For Fast Service
Call 753-0839 or 753-0845
Open: 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

4

•
41

r •
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Drug smuggler says he had help
WASHINGTON (AP — A con
victed cocaine trafficker who says
he helped the Nicaraguan Contras
smuggle drugs into the United
States claims he also made
payoffs to officials in Cuba and the
Bahamas to conduct his business
George Morales, who is serving
a 16-year federal prison sentence
in Miami, made his revelations
about Cuba for the first time
Wednesday at a hearing of the
Senate Foreign Relations subcom-

mittee on drugs.
Morales said he worked with
Cuban officials in the drug trade
between 1980 and 1984. He said
payoffs were made directly to
Cuban authorities who, in turn,
asked Morales to buy merchandise such as boats for them.
In all. Morales, once a large
drug smuggler with a fleet of
planes, helicopters and boats, said
he laundered about $500,000 in illegal drug profits through Cuba.

Federal inspectors seeking
flaws in Delta flight woes
WASHINGTON 1AP — Federal
inspectors are looking for possible
'underlying flaws" in a flurry of
safety breakdowns at Delta Air
Lines in recent weeks — all seemingly unrelated exctpt that they
involved pilot mistakes.
The Federal Aviation Administration announced the
special review of training procedures at the airline Wednesday
and formed a special team of as
many as 30 inspectors to comb
through the airline's training
manuals and procedures.
Delta, which has its headquarters in Atlanta, is the country's fourth largest air carrier and
is expected to carry more than 50
million people this year.
In the past month, a Delta plane
turned onto a runway where an
aircraft was takthg off, another

flew within 100 feet of a Continental airliner, another had both its
engines turned off in midnight,
another landed on the wrong runway in Boston, and yet another
landed at the wrongairport.
In the latest incident Wednesday, the FAA said a Delta flight
bound for Salt Lake City returned
to Los Angeles shortly after
takeoff because a galley door was
not properly closed. At 4,000 feet,
the pilot had discovered he could
not pressurize the cabin because
of the unsealed door, FAA
spokeswoman Elly Brekke said.

Consumer credit

Although Cuban authorities
gave turn a special code- that
enabled Pus aircraft to evade
radar, Morales said he was never
asked to gather intelligence on the
United States for Fidel Castro's
regime.
He told Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C., that Cuba offers safe
haven for drug traffickers.
Morales said he also bribed Bahamian officials to turn a blind eye to
the drug trade, and he laundered
money through Panama.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
chairman of the subcommittee,
said the purpose of Morales'
testimony was to determine what
steps the United States could take
to lessen the impact of narcotics
money.

Net change in amount
outstanding
If

cdions of dollars.
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$e
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U.S. wants Pakistan to explain export
WASHINGTON (API — The
Reagan administration wants
Pakistan to explain an attempt to
export a type of steel used in
uranium enrichment, an effort
that seems part of the Islamabad
government's drive to build
nuclear arms.
The arrest of a Pakistani resident of Canada last week on
charges of trying to circumvent
U.S. export laws presents a dilemma for the Reagan administration, which is relying on Pakistan
for help in the covert war against
the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan.

A 1985 law requires the administration to end foreign aid to
any non-nuclear nation that tries
to export from the United States
materials that "would contribute
significantly to manufacture of a
nuclear explosive device."
The author of the law, Rep.
Stephen Solarz, D-N.Y., has
scheduled hearings on the case
next week before the House
Foreign Affairs subcommittee o2
Asia.
-This is not an issue the administration can duck." Solarz
warned.

MJJASONDJF MAM

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

Chicago Tribune Chart
Source: Federal Reserve System

rd

GM QUALITY 113
SRVICE
PARTS
E

k.:1- .1 GM

GOSPEL MEETING
Friendship Church of Christ
July 17-19th
Speaker-Bob Veil

relu

ith Gen

i

641 South
Murray
753.2617
'

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
St.,rs

1985 Nissan 200SX
Red, 5 speed, P.W.. P.L.. tilt
cruise. R.W. defogger

141.9elre

Services: Sunday Morning-Bible Class 10.00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Friday through Sunday Nights 730 p.m.
EVERYONE WELCOME

'8500"

.S. protection
of Kuwaiti ships
still sought
WASHINGTON (API — The
Reagan administration is going
ahead with protection of 11
KuwaitLciiiiankers starting Rext
week after congressional opponents dropped their attempt to
delay the plan.
Senate Democrats tried and failed three times in the past week to
end a GO_P filibuster aimed at protecting the president's plans.
Finally. on Wednesday, they gave
up.
Elsewhere. a U.S. Navy demolition team was preparing to clear
underwater mines laid in the gulf
by Iran, and a Pentagon
spokesman said some details of
U.S. plans in the gulf may have to
be changed after three members
of Congress told reporters the
• Navy escortswcruldtegrn July 22:
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd. D.W.Va., speaking after
defeat of the latest Democratic effort to end the GOP filibuster and
clear the way for measures
critical of Reagan's gulf plans,
said the Senate needs to "get back
on track" with other legislation.
• -We've had our shots," Byrd
said. -We've sent our message
that a majority of this dhamber is
opposed to this policy.
The administration is putting
U.S. flags and captains aboard the
Kuwaiti tankers and will have
Navy warships escort them
through the war-torn gulf. Critics
fear Kuwait's previous aid to Iraq
will mean that the United States
will be drawn into the Iran-Iraq
war.

IQ&
Relax in your own swimmingAathat goes with this lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath home. $70's.

Recently listed 4 'bedroom, 242
_bah r.esidence on quiet -street.
570's. Phone 753-1222.

A lot of home for the money in this
4 bedroom. 2 bath home with central gas heat 530's

Owner wants offer on this spacious
family home on wooded 14 acre
lot. Priced just reduced $5,000.

The 1987 Home Team

Over 3.000 sq. ft. under roof in this
3 bedroom, 2-bath home on large
lot in town. Low *60's

Newly listed home with view of KY
Lake. One of the prettiest gattings
in this county. 560's.

Newly listed contemporary style
home located southeast of Murray
$37.500. Phone 753-1222.

3 bedroom, ranch style home on
quiet residential street. $42,300.
Contact Kopperud Realty.

Roomy, 3 bedroom brick ranch
home with tree-shAded fenced
backyard. Located on North 19thstreet. 530's.

Extremely well-maintained 3
bedroom
home
with
no
maintenance exterioritots.11y redcorated in 1980. $43,500. Just listed.

Another new listing at 1508 Glendale. 3 bedroom. 2 bath, central
heating/cooling. *50's.

4t.t'
Owner says "sell" and is offering
this home in the 540's. Phone
753-1222

4 bedroom, 2 bath home with fenced backyard. Excellent location.
Upper 540's.

t
Older home completely redecorated, near the university. New
wallpaper, vinyl, roof, central
gas heat. 540's.

Pocketbook pleaser — wellmaintained home with central gas
heat. Located on Olive Street
$25,000

Priced to sell, located near the
University This home offers efficient and economical living —
$20's.

Distinctive older home totally
remodeled and redecorated. Take
a look — you'll like it. 753-1222

3 bedroom. 2 bath home built in
1983 Ideal location, minutes from
town. 560's

Home and 37 acres offered at a
bargain price. $28,000. Call office
for details. 753-1222.

M1A1
r--

•Crew: 4
•Combat weight: 63 tons
•Length (hull): 25 9 ft.
•Width: 11 9 ft.
•Height 95 (overall)
•Maximum speed: 41 5
m ph.(road),
30 m.p h (cross country)
•Maximum range: 289 miles
•Fuel capacity: 504 galions
IS Main armament 120 elm
gin equipped with laser sighting
•Ammunition: 40 rounds
120 mm (main), 1,000 rounds
127 min. 11.400 rounds
7.62 mm

Plenty of i:oom for the money in
this 3 bedroom, two bath home
only 24 blocks from the university. $42,500

Impressive setting and home includes 14 acres with extra double
car detached workshop,garage

_
Totally renovated Older home on
North 10th Street — neat as a pin.
$30's Immediate occupancy

Recently listed and charming
older home near the Murray.
Calloway Hospital This spacious
home has 14 closets. $55,000.

Another new listing — roomy brick
home on approximately 2 acre lot.
$50's

•Other combat 6 smoke
dischargers either side of turret
and integral engine smoke
generators, 24 smoke grenades
Chicago Tribune Graphic.
Source Janes Weapons Systems

Your Ad Could
Be Here.
Call
Classifieds
753-1916

Located near the Oaks C-ountry
club. this 4 bedroom home needs
no cleaning or maintenance —
move right in 570's

Fresh on the market. 3 bedroom
home on west Olive Street. Mid
40's

KOPURUD
753-1222

•—• ••••• •••

